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To Blake,
What you've been through as a consequence of my fall, forms a debt I can 

never repay.



Abstract

In 1964, Tauer gave examples of countably many masas inside the hyperfinite Hi 

von Neumann factor R. These masas were shown to be pairwise non-conjugate in 

R using a length invariant for the normalisers of semi-regular masas. A class of 

masas, the Tauer masas, is introduced consisting of all those masas obtained using 

her basic method of construction. The main body of this thesis is then concerned 

with examining the properties of these Tauer masas. In particular, the concepts of 

singularity, strong singularity and the weak asymptotic homomorphism property 

coincide for Tauer masas, and all Tauer masas have Pukanszky invariant {!}.

Modern methods for calculating von Neumann algebras generated by nor 

malisers are used to examine Tauer's original examples, leading to shorter proofs 

of all of her results. Her initial example of a singular masa is studied in further 

detail. A generalisation of her semi-regular masas leads to the construction of an 

uncountable family of semi-regular masas of infinite length inside R. Examination 

of the Jones index of inclusions of the iterated normaliser algebras demonstrates 

that no pair of these masas can be conjugate by an automorphism of R.

Centralising sequences for R lying inside masas are examined, with examples 

given to show that singular masas can be found containing non-trivial centralising 

sequences. An invariant, F(./l), for a masa inside a Hi factor is introduced as the 

size of a maximal cut-down for which the resulting masa contains non-trivial 

centralising sequences. This invariant is then used to exhibit a d^^-continuous 

path of uncountably many strongly singular masas in R with the same Pukanszky 

invariant, no pair of which is conjugate by an automorphism of R.

Various issues arising from these concepts are discussed, such as possible masas 

in RU and the relationship between ^4-valued centralising sequences and auto 

morphisms of R fixing A pointwise. Possible connections between this relative 

automorphism group and the Pukanskzy invariant will also be touched upon.
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Chapter 1 

Preliminaries

What to do?
•HJUiffl '

Dulux Corner (HS 4b), Neist point, Skye, May 2002.
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1.1 Introduction

The study of weakly closed rings of operators acting on a Hilbert space dates 
back to Frank Murray and John von Neumann's series of papers [35, 36, 74, 37]. 
These rings are now called von Neumann algebras and have been extensively 
studied since. The basic building blocks of the subject are the factors, those von 
Neumann algebras with trivial centre, which Murray and von Neumann classified 
into types In , Hi , !!«> and type III. Throughout we shall study only the Hi 
case, occasionally using finite type In factors1 in our constructions. The focus of 
this thesis will be on masas, that is maximal abelian self-adjoint subalgebras, in 
Hi factors, usually the hyperfinite Hi factor. Extensive background material on 
masas is given in section 1.4, and various results in the theory of Hi factors are 
contained in sections 1.2 and 1.3 - we shall not repeat ourselves here.

The main motivation for this thesis is a fairly obscure paper, [70], due to 
Sister Rita Tauer in 1965, in which she gives examples of countably many different 
masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor. Another set of examples of such masas, due to 
Pukanszky ([51]), preceded Tauer's work, although the two approaches are very 
different. Pukanszky's examples come from groups, and are now much more well 
known than Tauer's examples which arise from elaborate matrix constructions. 
Chapter 2 is wholly concerned with this work of Tauer's. We introduce, in section 
2.1, a class of masas, which we call Tauer masas, to be those that can be produced 
using Tauer's basic method. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we give a modern account 
of Tauer's examples using tensor products rather than large matrix algebras. Up 
to date methods for calculating von Neumann algebras generated by normalisers 
allow us to give much shorter proofs of Tauer's results. Tauer's main idea for 
distinguishing between masas was to examine the iterated chain of normalising 
algebras, and she was able to give examples of masas where this chain reaches R 

in / finite steps. An interesting historical point is that the invariant Tauer used 
to show that this / did not completely determine (up to conjugacy) the original 
masa turns out to be an alternative characterisation2 of an index 2 inclusion of 
subfactors. In section 2.4 we are able to use this index idea, and an extension of 
Tauer's examples, to present an explicit, elementary construction of uncountably 
many, pairwise non-conjugate semi-regular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor. In 
contrast, the examples produced by Jones and Popa in [25] are non-constructive.

In chapter 3, we examine properties relating to the Pukanszky invariant; the 
idea Pukanszky used to distinguish between his original examples in [51]. Fol-

1 An extravagant way of describing the n x n matrices over C!
2 At least under an additional finite index assumption, which I strongly suspect is unnecessary 

- see subsection 1.3.2.
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lowing Popa's work, [46], this invariant has become a useful object in the study 
of masas, [52, 3, 38, 61, 17], not least because for a long time it was one of very 
few methods for showing that a masa is singular. We present the background 
and current state of play in subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, while in subsection 3.1.3 
we examine how the Pukanszky invariant behaves under ck^-limits of masas. In 
section 3.2, we show that the class of Tauer masas all have Pukanskzy invariant 
{!}, Theorem 3.2.1. After the Pukanskzy invariant, the presence or absence of 
non-trivial centralising sequences inside a masa has perhaps been the next most 
useful concept for showing the non-conjugacy of masas when we are unable to dis 
tinguish them using normalisers. A brief history of centralising sequences inside 
masas can be found in subsection 1.4.5. In section 3.3, we use centralising se 
quences and Tauer masas to give an uncountable family of pairwise non-conjugate 
singular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor with the same Pukanszky invariant. 
This extends a result of St0rmer and Neshveyev ([38]) in which two non-conjugate 
singular masas with the same Pukanszky invariant appeared. Furthermore, the 
resulting family turns out to give us a continuous (with respect to the ck^-metric 
on masas) path from the unit interval into the singular masas with Pukanszky 
invariant {1} in R, no two points on which are conjugate. In subsection 3.3.3, we 
introduce the concept of transitivity for masas, the idea being that two identically 
sized cut-downs of a transitive masa should look the same in the underlying Hi 
factor. That is they should be conjugate.

In section 3.4, we look at centralising sequences further. The main objective 
is to determine which masas A in R give rise to a masa Au D R' in Ru . We are 
unable to resolve this problem, but give some examples suggesting a connection 
between this property and the normalisers of A. Chapter 3 ends with a discussion, 
section 3.5, of a relative automorphism group of masas in Hi factors. We state 
a translation of Connes' characterisation of approximately inner automorphisms 
[7, Theorem 3.1] in this context, Theorem 3.5.9, and ask some questions about 
the relationship between these automorphisms and the Pukanskzy invariant.

Chapter 4, begins by asking the question 'When is a Tauer masa singular?'. 
We resolve this completely in Theorem 4.1.3, giving a criterion for singularity of 
a Tauer masa in terms of the approximates used to construct it. Furthermore, 
we are able to show that singular Tauer masas have the weak-asymptotic homo- 
morphism property and therefore are strongly singular. The question of whether 
all singular masas are strongly singular appears in [59, 50], and the Tauer masas 
are the first large class of masas for which this result is known. In section 4.2, we 
apply this criterion for singularity to a family of #-masas introduced in section 
2.2, and in section 4.3 we investigate these masas further. Tauer's original exam-



pie of a singular masa falls into this subclass, and we are able to see it has some 
perhaps surprising properties such as being conjugate to its own infinite tensor 
product, Theorem 4.3.8, under an identification of R with R®°°. We would like 
to be able to show that this is an example of a transitive singular masa in /?, as 
we only have examples of these in the free group factors at present. We present 
evidence in section 4.3 suggesting that this could be the case.

Finally we turn to the appendices. Appendix A gives an example of an in 
clusion of Hi factors M C R where M fails to have the relative weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property away from J\f (M)" = TV, a concept defined in subsection 
1.4.21. We are unable though to decide whether this M is strongly normalised by 
N. In Appendix B we do something very different and give a calculation, follow 
ing [60], showing the strong singularity of the radial masas considered by Boca 
and Radulescu, in [3]. The thesis ends with Appendix C, where we present a sim 
ple observation on automorphisms of group Hi factors dating back to Kallman, 
[32].

We have now reached the end of the beginning of this thesis, and conclude this 
introduction by making some remarks about the notation used within. Capital 
Roman letters will in general refer to von Neumann algebras, by preference these 
will be N and M. We reserve R, S and occasionally T for hyperfinite factors, and 
A and B will usually denote abelian von Neumann algebras. However, J will be 
consistently used for the modular conjugation operator, and G and H will always 
be discrete groups. We shall occasionally refer to free groups, these will always 
have k > 2 generators and will be denoted F*. Small Roman letters, normally 
a, 6, w, v, £, ?/, 2, will be used for operators in von Neumann algebras, and Greek 
letters, often £ and 77, for elements of the Hilbert space they operate on. These 
Hilbert spaces, when not appearing as L2 of some N, will be denoted H. Script 
A (and occasionally B) are not to be confused with Hilbert spaces - they will be 
used in Chapter 3 to denote the augmented algebra (A U JAJ)" corresponding to 
a masa A.

A substantial number of footnotes can be found in the text. They mainly fall 
into one of three categories: giving citations and cross references that would oth 
erwise disturb the flow; points of excessive mathematical pedantry; and remarks 
that could be found humorous. It is left to the reader to decide which is which.

Addendum 1.1.1. After the completion of this thesis, Questions 1.4.18 and 
1.4.20 on whether all singular masas are strongly singular and have the weak 
asymptotic homomorphism property respectively, have now been answered posi 
tively which, as noted in the text, gives a partial positive result in the direction 
of Question 1.4.29. This result also completely supersedes Theorem 4.1.1. The
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proof can be found in [62], which is joint work between Allan Sinclair, Roger 
Smith, Alan Wiggins and myself.

1.2 Some topics in the theory of von Neumann 
algebras

We have endeavored to make this thesis relatively self contained, in that the vast 
majority of the definitions needed and statements of existing results used can be 
found in this chapter. One has to start somewhere though - we shall assume 
familiarity with the basic theory of von Neumann algebras as can be found in 
either Kadison and Ringrose's Magnum Opus [30, 31] or the first volume, [67], 
of Takesaki's extensive account of operator algebras, [67, 68, 69]. In this section 
we develop a few assorted topics from the theory, the selection not being quite 
as random as it appears. In the next section we discuss Vaughan Jones' index 
for subfactors and finally, in section 1.4, we develop the theory of masas in Hi 
factors. We end these remarks with a note on the standard form.

Throughout the thesis, we shall only be interested in finite von Neumann al 
gebras, usually factors, but if not they will always come equipped with a fixed 
faithful normal trace, tr. For x in such a von Neumann algebra TV, we write 
|| x || 2 = ti(x*x) 1/2 and then complete N with respect to this norm to obtain the 
Hilbert space L2 (N). We shall follow the tradition in the subject of regarding 
N as & subset of L2 (N) whenever it is convenient. The standard form is the 
representation N C B(Z/2 (AT)) obtained by letting each x G N act by left mult- 
plication3 on L2 (N). The modular conjugation operator is the conjugate linear 
map J : L2 (N) —>• L2 (N) obtained by extending the conjugation x (->• x* from 
N. Then JxJ is the operator of right multiplication on L2 (N) by £*, and the 
commutant N' of N in B(L2 (A/")) is precisely JNJ.

We shall use group von Neumann algebras occasionally, but not enough to 
justify giving a lengthy discussion. Suffice it to say that when G is a countable 
discrete I.C.C. group4 , we obtain a Hi factor C (G) to be the von Neumann algebra 
generated by the left regular representation of G on 12 (G). The trace is given 
by ti(x) = (x8e ,8e )) where 8e is the point mass in 12 (G) corresponding to the 
identity. The left regular representation is already the standard form of C (G) 
in that 12 (G) = L2 (C(G}}. Finally, when g is an element of G we shall abuse 
notation and write g for the element of C (G) corresponding to the image of g

3extend y (-> xy from N to L2 (N) by ||.|| 2-contimiity.
4 I.C.C. stands for infinite conjugacy class, the definition of which is that { ghg~ l g € G } 

is infinite, whenever h 6 G is not the identity.
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under the left regular representation.5

Warning 1.2.1. The use of the term separable in this thesis differs from the stan 
dards in the literature. The appropriate concept of separability for von Neumann 
algebras is that of being separably acting, that is being faithfully represented as 
bounded operators on some separable Hilbert space, or equivalently having a sep 
arable predual. When we talk of a separable von Neumann algebra henceforth, 
it is these properties we mean and most definitively not that it is separable as a 
C*-algebra - it almost surely won't be.

1.2.1 Tensor products

The theory of tensor products for C*-algebras is fairly involved as there is not a 
unique C*-norm on the algebraic tensor product of two C*-algebras. In the von 
Neumann context, this problem does not arise.6 Given two von Neumann algebras 
NI, N2 faithfully represented on the Hilbert spaces 'Hi and HI respectively, form 
the Hilbert space tensor product H\ ® %• An elementary tensor x± <S> x2 of 
operators from NI and N2 respectively, acts on this Hilbert space in the obvious 
way; with (x\ ® z2 )(£i ® 6) = (#16) ® (X2&)- The von Neumann tensor product, 

of NI and N2 is then generated by all these elementary tensors,

i <8> x2 Xi € i C

This definition appears to depend on the choice of the faithful representations, 
but actually this is not the case. If we represent NI and N2 faithfully on some 
other spaces then the resulting von Neumann tensor product is *-isomorphic to 
that obtained from our first choice of representation. In any event, the von 
Neumann algebras N considered within will all be finite with a given faithful 
normal trace, tr, and so we have a canonical representation - that on the standard 
form L2 (N, tr). When the von Neumann algebras are finite dimensional, we shall 
write <8> rather than 0, as no closure is involved.

We shall regularly work with inclusions of von Neumann algebras - obtaining 
further inclusions naturally from the tensor product. A key result here is the 
Tomita commutation theorem, for which we refer to [31, Theorem 11.2.16].

Theorem 1.2.2 (Tomita commutation theorem). Let Ml C NI and M2 C
N2 be inclusions of von Neumann algebras. Working in Ni®N2 , we have

n (Ni®N2 ) = (M[ n N^(M2 n N2 ).
5 We reserve the right to further write g for the point mass Sg in P(G) = L2 (£(G)) corre 

sponding to G in accordance with our policy of regarding finite von Neumann algebras N as 
being subsets of L (N). Hopefully the location of g will be obvious from context!

6 0f course von Neumann algebras are not in general nuclear as C*-algebras, but we are not 
considering them as C*-algebras.
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We shall also need infinite tensor products of von Neumann algebras. Here 
we have to be slightly more careful, as the isomorphism class of the resulting von 
Neumann algebra is no longer independent of the choice of representations. We 
shall actually only work with finite factors, and follow [69, Section XIV.I]. Given 
finite factors (Mn) =̂l , denote by trn the unique faithful normal trace on Mn . 
Write 0^ Mn for the algebraic tensor product of these Mn , that is finite linear 
combinations of elementary tensors ®™=l xn , where xn G Mn and all but finitely 
many xn are 1. We have the product state tr on ®^Li Mn defined on elementary 
tensors by

oo oo

tr(0xn ) = JJtr(xn ).
n=l n=l

Now let TT be the representation of ®^Lj Mn by left multiplication on the Hilbert 
space £2 ((S)^Li -Wnjtr) in the usual way. The infinite von Neumann tensor prod 
uct of the Mn is then the weak-closure of the image of TT. This is necessarily a 
finite factor, as it has a trace, namely the extension of tr, which is the unique nor 
malised trace on 0^ Mn . We shall regularly denote this object as (0^! Mn)" 
in the sequel without reference to TT. When all the Mn are identical to M say, we 
shall occasionally be lazy and write M®°° for this infinite von Neumann tensor 
product. The Tomita commutation theorem remains true in this infinite setting.

1.2.2 The hyperfinite Hi factor

Murray and von Neumann's defining property of hyperfiniteness was that of ap 
proximate finite dimensionality (AFD). Following [69, Section XIV.2], a Hi factor 
TV was said to be AFD when for any £1,..., xn G N and strong neighbourhood V 
of 0 in TV, a finite dimensional *-subalgebra M of TV can be found with Xi G M + V 
for each i.

Examples are immediately apparent by taking infinite tensor products of ma 
trix algebras. Let Mn be a algebra of matrices for each n, then the infinite tensor 
product ((^^L! Mn )" produced with respect to the unique normalised trace on 
each Mn is a Hi factor, which is obviously AFD. In [37], Murray and von Neu 
mann showed that up to isomorphism this is the unique way of obtaining an AFD 
Hi factor and, in complete contrast with the C* case, that the resulting object is 
independent of the size of the matrices involved.

Theorem 1.2.3 (Murray and von Neumann). Let N be a separable Hi factor. 
The following two conditions are equivalent:

1. N is isomorphic to (®™=l Mat2 (C))";

2. N is AFD.

11



Henceforth, we use the term hyperfinite for AFD and denote the hyperfinite 
Hi factor by R, and occasionally S and T. The proof of this result involves a 
careful approximation argument, which we are unable to circumvent entirely as in 
section 3.2.2 we shall deduce an approximation result for masas in the hyperfinite 
Hi factor using these methods. 7 Here we state precisely the tools we shall need 
later, from Takesaki's account of Theorem 1.2.3, found in section XIV.2 of [69].

Lemma 1.2.4 ([69, Lemma XIV.2. 1]). If e and f are equivalent projections 
in a finite von Neumann algebra N then there exists a unitary u e N with

\u - l\ < V2 \e - f\ and ueu* = f.8

Lemma 1.2.5 ([69, Lemma XIV. 2. 2]). Let N be a separable Hi factor. If 
h £ N, Q <h<l, satisfies the inequality

then the spectral projection eofh corresponding to the interval [1 — v <5, 1] satisfies 
the estimate

\\e-h\\ 2 <2y/S t

In the next lemma we face a pedagogical problem - namely that some of 
the concepts appearing will be defined later. See section 1.3 for the conditional 
expectation map, E, and Definition 1.4.10 for H-H,^. We have also chosen to 
replace the use of C in the original, with infinity-two norm estimates.

Lemma 1.2.6 ([69, Lemma XIV.2. 10]). IfV is a finite dimensional subspace 
of an AFD Hi factor RQ and NI is a subfactor of type I2n, then for any e > 0 
there exists a type I2p subfactor NI, for some large p, such that NI C NZ, and

Before moving on there is one more observation we should perhaps make.

Remark 1.2.7. When we work with R as the infinite von Neumann tensor prod 
uct (®^Li Mat 2 (C))" with respect to the unique normalised trace, we shall often 
consider the finite dimensional approximates Nn = (g)^=1 Mat 2 (C) = Mat 2«(C), 
whose union is by definition weakly dense in R. A priori, it might not be possi 
ble to use the Kaplanszky density theorem to weakly approximate unitaries in R

7 Indeed, this is the only reason this discussion is present at all.
8 The moduli in this equation are defined by \x\ = (x'x) 1 '*. Our only use of these moduli 

in the sequel, will be the simple observation that |||z||| 2 = || z || We have stated the Lemma in 
the original form of [69] for easy reference.
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by those in IJ^Li Nn - for this last object is not norm closed.9 To approximate 
unitaries using the Kaplanszky density theorem, one expresses them in the form 
elh for some self-adjoint /i, approximates the h by hi and takes elhl - a process 
that requires norm-closure. In this direct limit context we are able to proceed as 
our hi will lie in U^Li Nn and so in some Nnt whence elhl lies in Nn as this is a 
C*-algebra.

1.2.3 Orthogonality of subalgebras

In [44], Sorin Popa introduced the concept of orthogonality for pairs of subalgebras 
in finite von Neumann algebras.

Definition 1.2.8. Let N be a finite von Neumann algebra with trace tr. Two 
von Neumann subalgebras MI and M2 of N are said to be orthogonal if ML © Cl 
is orthogonal to M2 0 Cl in L2 (7V,tr). We shall write MI _L M2 when this is the 
case.

As noted in Lemma 2.1 of [44], there are many alternative formulations of this 
definition. We briefly highlight those we shall use later.

Proposition 1.2.9 ([44, 2.1]). Let MI and M2 be von Neumann subalgebras of 
a finite von Neumann algebra N with trace tr. The following conditions are then 
equivalent

1. MI and M2 are orthogonal von Neumann subalgebras of N;

2. tr(xiXz) = tr(xi)tr(x2) whenever Xi G

3. \\XiX2\\2 = \\xi\\z \\X2\\2 whenever x{ G

4. EMl (EM2 (x)) = tr(x)l, for all x G N.w

The main aim of [44] was to give a criterion for calculating the normalisers 
of certain masas, which we briefly discuss in subsection 1.4.2. This connection 
between orthogonality and singularity will appear later, both in our examination 
of Tauer's original examples in sections 2.2 and 2.3, and in constructing singular 
masas in section 3.3. In this second case, we shall need an abundance of mutually 
orthogonal masas in finite dimensional matrix algebras. Fortunately providence, 
in the form of Sorin Popa, has provided exactly what we need.

9 Recall that the Kaplanszky density theorem allows the weak approximation of elements
in the unit ball of a von Neumann algebra by elements in the unit ball of a weakly dense
*-subalgebra, and of self-adjoint elements of this ball by self-adjoint elements in the dense ball.

10 Here EM< ls the unique trace-preserving conditional expectation from N onto Mj, which we
eventually define in section 1.3.
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Proposition 1.2.10 ([44, Theorem 3.2]). For any prime p there exist a family 
ofp+l pairwise orthogonal masas in the algebra ofpxp matrices.

1.2.4 Property F and centralising sequences

In 1943, Frank Murray and John von Neumann, in the fourth part ([37]) of their 
series of work on rings of operators, demonstrated the existence of non-isomorphic 
Hi factors. They introduced property F to show that none of factors £(¥k ) are 
hyperfinite, where Ffc is the free group on k > 2 generators.

Definition 1.2.11 (Murray and von Neumann). A Hi factor N has property 
F when, for all e > 0 and xit . . . ,xn G N, there exists a unitary u G N with 
tr(u) = 0 and

\\uxt — XiU\\ 2 < e,

for each i = 1, . . . , n.

It comes as no surprise to learn, [37, Lemma 6.2.2], that it is impossible to 
find unitaries in C (F2 ) approximately commuting with the generators a and b of 
F2 so that £(F2 ), and in general the the free group factors £(Ffc ), do not have 
property F. On the other hand, the hyperfinite Hi factor does have property F 
([37, Lemma 6.1.2]) as we can see immediately by writing R as an infinite von 
Neumann tensor product of matrix algebras ((S)^Li Mat 2 (C)) . As this idea will 
appear frequently we shall spell it out. Elements l®n <8> u, for some trace-free 
unitary u £ Mat 2 (C), commute with ®"=1 Mat 2 (C) and, as the union of all these 
sets is ||.|| 2-dense in R, the claim follows.

The concept of central sequences, introduced in [13], follows naturally from 
the idea of property F. A bounded sequence (xn )™=1 in a Hi factor N is said to 
be a central sequence if

lim \\xny - yxn \\ 2 = 0,^TI-KDO

for all y e N. Two central sequences (x)^ and (x^)^ are equivalent when 
zn -Zn -» 0 as n -» oo, and a central sequence is called trivial if it is

112 '
equivalent to a central sequence for N lying in the scalars Cl. The equivalence 
classes of centralising sequences form a C*-algebra, ensuring that a Hi factor N 
has property F if and only if there exist non-trivial centralising sequences for N. 

A separable IIj factor TV is called strongly- stable if it is isomorphic to N®R, 
where R is the hyperfinite 1^ factor. Dusa McDuff used centralising sequences 
to give a criterion, Theorem 3 of [34], n for strong-stability of a 1^ factor TV. Mc 
Duff 's result is that TV is strongly-stable precisely when the centralising sequences 
of TV give rise to a non-commutative C*-algebra.

n See also Theorem 4.8 of Takesaki's book [69].
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Given a subalgebra B of AT, we say that B contains non- trivial centralising 
sequences for N if there is a non-trivial centralising sequence (xn )™=l for N with 
each xn G B. In [1] and [2], Bisch investigated centralising sequences lying in sub- 
factors. The first paper, [1], generalises Theorem 2.1 of Connes' injective factors 
paper, [7], and extends McDuff's result to give a criterion for the strong-stability 
of an inclusion of Hi factors M C AT, 12 in terms of centralising sequences for 
N lying in M. The second paper, [2], gives examples of finite index inclusions 
M C AT of hyperfinite Hi factors, where M contains such non-trivial centralis 
ing sequences for AT, and examples of such inclusions where all the centralising 
sequences for N lying in M are trivial.

To demonstrate the absence of non-trivial centralising sequences in a subfac- 
tor, Bisch used an idea which originally appears in Popa's orthogonality work, 
[44, Remark 5.4.2]. 13

Proposition 1.2.12 (Popa). Let M be a subalgebra of a separable Hi factor N. 
If there exists a unitary u G N with uMu* _L M then any centralising sequence 
for N lying in M is trivial

Whether or not non-trivial centralising sequences can be found inside certain 
masas in Hi factors has often been a usful tool. Unfortunately, this topic is 
perhaps less well known than it should be and so we shall collect together the 
work in this area in subsection 1.4.5.

1.2.5 The ultraproduct N" and central sequence algebras

In section 3.4 we shall have course to examine Ru = Ru D R'. The theory of LJ- 
centralising sequences involved dates back to [13] and is developed in [34]; many 
alternative accounts also exist - see for example [69, Section XIV.4]. Here we 
content ourselves with a brief outline of the situation, for a fixed Hi factor N.

Let a; be a non-principal ultrafilter on N, that is an element of /?N \ N. 14 We 
have a tracial state on the C""-algebra C°°(N) of all uniformly bounded sequences 
in N given by

= limtr(xn ).n—>w

12 Unsurprisingly, this is defined as there being an *-isomorphism between N and N®R which 
takes M onto M®R.

13 See also [2, Lemma 2.1].
14 As is usual, /3N denotes the Stone-C^ch compactification of N - an object of which we have 

no intention of developing the theory. Instead the reader is referred to Lemma XIV.4.2 in [69] 
and the preceding discussion, for the properties we need.
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The GNS construction gives a representation TTW of t°°(N) on some Hilbert space 
Hu and a cyclic vector fw , such that trw ((zn)) = <7rw ((xn))^,,£j). Let Nu = 

" a finite von Neumann algebra in B(%w ), which has trace x H> 
which we continue to denote by trw . In this way Nu is a non sepa 

rable type Hi von Neumann algebra, called the ultraproduct of A/". 15
We have the natural inclusion of N into Nu , given by taking x e N to the 

sequence (xn ) with each rcn = x and then applying TTW . Define Nu = N" n TV', a 
finite von Neumann algebra. In [12], Dixmier showed this central sequence algebra 
is either trivial or diffuse. 16 This can also be found in [6], where the connection 
between the triviality of Nu and automorphisms of N is developed. We should also 
note that referring to Nu as a central sequence algebra is reasonable - elements 
of Nu n N' are images under TTW of sequences (jcn )£Li which are cj-centralising in 
that

lim \\xny - yxn \\ 2 = 0,
n—>u;

for all y e N. This is not immediately obvious from the definition, since we have 
taken a weak closure in the formation of N", but it is well known - see for example 
[69, Theorem XIV.4.6]. When two cj-centralising sequences give the same element 
in Nu we shall call them u>-equivalent.

Given M C N we regard Mu as a subset of Nu allowing us to define the 
central sequence algebra Mw fl N'. For the following result, which is surely well 
known, it suffices to follow Takesaki's account of the original in [69, Theorem 
XIV.4.7] and check that elements can be chosen in M where necessary.

Proposition 1.2.13. Let M be a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra of a Hi factor 
N, then M" n N' C Nu is either trivial or diffuse. Elements of Mu n N' are the 
(images under KU) of u-centralising sequences lying in M. The latter case occurs 
precisely when M contains non-trivial centralising sequences for N. Furthermore, 
unitaries in M" n N1 are the 7rw images of uj-centralising sequences of unitaries 
in M.

Recently, Fang, Ge and Li have considered another object. In section 3 of [18] 
they examine Nu n M' when M C TV is an irreducible inclusion of Hi factors, 
showing that it too is either trivial or diffuse. This work also extends a result 
of Connes ([7]), which was also known to McDuff ([34]), that the von Neumann 
tensor product of two Ifr factors has property T if and only if at least one of the

15This is unfortunate, it would have been nice to prefix the entire thesis with a disclaimer 
asserting the separability of everything within. 

16 A diffuse von Neumann algebra is one with no minimal projections.
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two factors does. 17 The result of [18] shows more.

Theorem 1.2.14 ([18, Theorem 4.7]). Letu be a free ultrafilter on N. Suppose 
that M is a non-T factor of type Hi and N is another type Hi factor. Then 

is canonically isomorphic to Nu .

Unfortunately we need more still. Like the rest of this section everything is 
well behaved when we consider inclusions of diffuse von Neumann subalgebras. 
No essential changes are required to work in this situation, but18 this time we 
give the details, as [18] is not yet readily available.

Theorem 1.2.15. Let MI C NI and M2 C N2 be inclusions of diffuse von 
Neumann subalgebras in Hi factors. Suppose that MI does not contain non- 
trivial centralising sequences for NI, then (Mi<S>M2 ) w D (Ni®N2 y is canonically 
isomorphic to M2 n N2 -

Proof. Since MI does not contain centralising sequences for NI , we can find K > 0 
and unitaries iti, . . . , HI G N\ such that

K T \\xui - UiX\\l , (1.2.1)

for all x G Mi. 19 Take an cj-centralising sequence (zn )S£=i m Mi<g)M2 for 
By density we may assume that each zn is a sum of elementary tensors: i.e.

mn
, ..(«)E (n) < T 6 Xj Q

with x- G MI and y- G M2 . Furthermore, for each n we can demand that
J J

the y^ are orthogonal in L2 (N2 ) and have \\yj\\ 2 = 1. We write EN2 for the 
conditional expectation onto N2 (regarded as C1<8>-/V2 - a von Neumann subalgebra 
of Ni®N2 ), and note that

mn

17 Compare with taking an infinite von Neumann tensor product of Hi factors - this always 
produces a F factor.

18 In contrast with Proposition 1.2.13.
19 This is the diffuse von Neumann subalgebra version of Lemma 4.6 of [18] and, just as there, 

it follows directly from the definition.
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We now estimate \\zn - E^2 (2n)|| 2 , using (1.2.1):

\\zn -EN2 (zn)\\ 22 =
mn

mn

mn I

(1.2.2)

(1.2.3)

(1.2.4)
t=i

Here (1.2.2) and (1.2.4) follow from our additional hypotheses on the form of the 
y(n\ and (1.2.3) follows from (1.2.1). Since (zn)™=l is o;-centralising for Ni®N2 , 
we see that

n—tui
which is the ^-equivalence of (zn)!£=i and (EJV2 (*n))SLi, which lies in (1 <8> M2 )w .

D

1.2.6 Automorphisms of Hi factors
The group of automorphisms of a separable Hi factor N is a well studied object. 
Equipped with the so called u-topology20 of pointwise norm convergence on the 
predual N*, as defined in [22], Aut (N) is a Polish space - that is a complete 
metric space - see [6]. We shall prefer to work with pointwise ||.|| 2-convergence, 
which gives the same topology on Aut (N). It is necessary though to ensure we 
genuinely work with this only on the automorphism group. Suppose we have 
automorphisms On of N and some 9 such that

lim \\0n (x) - 0(x)\\ 2 = 0. (1.2.5)
Then 9 is necessarily an injective *-homomorphism, but not necessarily an au 
tomorphism. 21 If we know that 9 is an automorphism though, then (1.2.5) is 
equivalent to the convergence of 9n to 9 in the w-topology.

The normal subgroup of inner automorphisms, written here as Inn (W),22 con 
sist of all automorphisms of the form Ad u : x i-> uxu* for some unitary u G N. 
The quotient Aut (N) /Inn (N) is the outer automorphism group of N, written 
Out(N).

20 Formally, a net (Oa ) a in Aut (N) converges to 0 <E Aut (N) if and only if ||0 o 0a - 0 o 0|| -> 0 for all <f> € N*.
2 Indeed examples can be given in the abelian von Neumann algebra L°°[0,1] of this failure. 
22 Also denoted Int N in the literature, due to the French tradition in the subject.
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The approximately inner automorphisms, namely the it-topology closure Inn (N) 
of the inner automorphisms, was examined by Connes in [6]. He showed that the 
inner automorphisms of N are closed in Aut (N) if and only if N fails to have 
property F. In his classification of injective factors ([7, Theorem 3.1]) he went on 
to characterise the approximately inner automorphisms precisely, Theorem 1.2.16 
below. He noted, see [69, Theorem XIV.2.16], that all automorphisms of the hy- 
perfinite Hi factor are approximately inner, and characterised hyperfiniteness [7, 
Theorem 5.1], amongst other ways, by the property that the swap automorphism 
on N®N taking x ® y to y ® x is approximately inner. In section 3.5, we shall 
examine these ideas in the relative context of masas inside Hi factors.

Theorem 1.2.16 (Connes). Let N be a factor of type Hi with separable predual 
acting on L2 (N). Then the following conditions are equivalent for 0 E Aut(N):

1. e

2. There exists an automorphism of the C* -algebra generated by N and N' in 
L2 (N) which is 9 on N and the identity on N' ;

3. For any unitary operators u\ , . . . , un £ N and any e > 0 there is a £ € 
L2 (TV), with ||f|| 2 = 1 and \\0(uk )Juk J£ - £\\ 2 < e for all k = l,...,n;

4- There exists a bounded sequence (xn)^.l in N, not converging strongly to 0, 
such that xny — 9(y)xn converges to 0 strongly, for any y 6 N.

1.3 Conditional expectations, the basic construc 
tion and the Jones index

Throughout this thesis we will be examining a variety of inclusions 1 € M C N of 
von Neumann algebras with the same unit. A key tool to study this situation is a 
conditional expectation operator, namely a norm 1, M-bimodule projection from 
N onto M. For general N and M, the existence of these conditional expectations 
is not guaranteed. Furthermore, the theory is also fairly involved - the enthusiastic 
reader will find a full account in [65] . Fortunately when TV is a finite von Neumann 
algebra, as it is throughout, things are much easier. As usual in this situation we 
fix a normalised faithful normal trace tr on TV, and now look only for conditional 
expectations preserving this trace.

In this case a trace preserving conditional expectation onto M not only exists, 
it is also unique and can be explicitly constructed. We write eM for the orthogonal 
projection from L2 (TV,tr) onto L2 (M,tr). If we regard TV and M as subspaces of 
L2 (TV, tr) and L2 (M, tr) respectively, then it can be easily checked that e M (TV)
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is actually contained in M. We write EM for the restriction of eM to TV, the 
(trace-preserving) conditional expectation from TV onto M, which is the unique 
bounded linear map from TV into M satisfying

M-bimodularity, i.e. EM (mixm2 ) = miEM (x)m2 for all rai,ra2 G M and
x G N.

tr o E = tr

all of which can be easily verified from the construction. The uniqueness of the 
conditional expectation has many useful applications, for example it allows us to 
immediately deduce that

EuMu* (x) = UEM (U*XU) U*, (1.3.1)

for any unitary u € TV and all x G N. We shall also require a result of Christensen, 
for computing conditional expectations, which can be found in [4].

Proposition 1.3.1 (Christensen). Let M be a von Neumann subalgebra of the 
Hi factor N. For each x £ N, let COM(X) denote the convex hull of the set 
{ uxu* | u a unitary in M}. Let E(x) denote the element of minimal ||.|| 2 in the
\\.\\ 2 -closure of COM(X)- This E(x] lies in N, and has E(x] — EM'O/V (x).

1.3.1 The basic construction and Jones index

The basic construction, which dates back to [64] and [4], and was developed 
extensively by Vaughan Jones in [28], associates to an inclusion 1 G M C N of 
finite von Neumann algebras with fixed trace tr on TV, the extension (TV, CM)) 
defined to be the von Neumann algebra acting on L2 (TV, tr) generated by TV and 
eM . We shall not be heavily involved with the basic construction in the main 
body of this thesis, so content ourselves here by just stating the basic properties 
we shall need. A full discussion of these results can be found in a number of 
sources, including [28, Section 3.1] and [26, Chapter 3).

• e MxeM = EM (x) e M = eMEM (x), for all x € TV.

• (TV, eM ) = JM'J where, as usual, J denotes the modular conjugation oper 
ator on L2 (TV, tr).

• (TV, CM) is a factor if and only if M is a factor.

• The central support of e M in (TV,eM ) is 1.
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The Jones index, [N : M], for our inclusion M C N can be defined using 
a variety of different methods: Murray and von Neumann's coupling constant 
([36]) was used in Jones original paper [28]; other definitions involve examining 
the dimension of L2 (AT, tr) as an M-bimodule, which is the approach taken in 
Chapter 2 of [26]. We shall only be interested in the case where M and N are 
finite factors, so we are able to follow [75] and define the index, [N : M], of M in 
AT by

fN ' Ml = / Tr (eAf ) l (NI G M) is a finite factor , 
\ oo {AT, CM) is an infinite factor ' ^

where in the first case, Tr denotes the unique normalised faithful trace on the finite 
factor (N, CM}- That this definition agrees with the more general non factor case 
is Proposition 3.1.7 of [28]. When the index is finite, we have the Markov property

Tr(eMx) = [N : M\- l ti(x), (1.3.3)

for every x G N . It is also important to note that, see for example [26, Corollary 
2.3.6(b)J, when we have a tower of inclusions of Hi factors, M C P C A/", the 
index is multiplicative in the sense that

[N:M} = [N:P][P:M].™ (1.3.4)

The other elementary result we shall need in the sequel, is how the index interacts 
with tensor products. Let MI C NI and M2 C N2 be inclusions of II \ factors. 
Working in the Hilbert space tensor product L2 (Ni) ®L2 (AT2 ) ^ L2 (Ni®N2 ), the 
operator eMl ® M<2 of projection onto L2 (Mi®M2 ) factorises as CMI ® CM^- In this 
way, C/Vi®N2 ,eMl 9Ma ) factorises as (Ni,eMl )® (N2 ,eM2 ) and then

or alternatively
(1.3.5)

The main result of [28], is the striking observation that the index [N : M] 
must take values in { 4 cos2 (7r/A:) | k = 3, 4, 5, . . . } U [4, oo]. Jones also constructed 
examples showing all these values can be obtained when N is the hyperfinite Hi 
factor. When [N : M] < 4, M is automatically irreducible, i.e. M' n N = Cl, see 
[28, Corollary 2.2.4]. All of Jones' initial examples with index greater than 4 are 
not irreducible; and the full range of all possible values for the index of irreducible 
subfactors is still unknown. In the sequel, we shall mainly be interested in the

23 Here we have the usual convention that zoo = oo for any x.
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inclusion of a regular subfactor24 - in this case Jones has shown the following 
additional restriction on the values of the index.

Proposition 1.3.2. //1 £ M C N is a unital inclusion o/IIi factors with M 
regular in N, then [N : M] € N U {00}.

In the case when M is also assumed to be irreducible, which is all we shall 
use later, this can be found in [24]. The more general case is dealt with by the 
observation

A more refined analysis based on [27] shows that all regular subfactors 
have integer index.

found on page 150 of Jones' book [21] with Goodman and de la Harpe.

1.3.2 Inclusions of index 2

Historically, the case of index 2 inclusions was the first to be considered. In 
1960, Goldman characterised index 2 subfactors25 as being those coming from 
cross products over Z2, ([20], see also [28, Corollary 3.4.3]). More precisely, if 
1 € M C N is a unital inclusion of Hi factors with [N : M] = 2, then there 
exists a non-inner automorphism 9 of M of order 2 such that N is *-isomorphic 
to M X0 Z2- Although we have not introduced cross products,26 we shall briefly 
use this formulation. For our purposes, it is enough to regard M x# Z2 as a 
*-subalgebra of the 2x2 matrices over M, by

. \ ^
(1.3.6)

Here M is included in M x e 1^, by regarding M as isomorphic to the algebra of
all matrices of the form

fx 0
,0 0(x)J'

Four years later, in her work [70] on semi-regular masas of varying lengths 
which we examine in section 2.3, Tauer distinguishes between subfactors of R 
using the following property for a subfactor M.

The invariant is the fact that the product of two operators in ML is 
always in M.

24 A pedagogical choice has left us with the undesirable situation of this concept not being 
specified until Definition 1.4.5 in the next section!

25 Before the concept of index had been explicitly defined. 
26 and have no intention of doing so!
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We have changed the notation slightly from the original statement, in the proof 
of Lemma 6.7 of [70]. The set M1 consists, as one would expect, of all operators 
x G R orthogonal to M in the sense that EM (x) = O. 27 We can see that any 
unital inclusion of subfactors 1 G M C TV of index 2 satisfies Tauer's property. 
Indeed, given such an inclusion, use Goldman's Theorem to write TV in the form 
(1.3.6) for some 0 G Aut (M) of order 2. Two elements of TV orthogonal to M are
then of the form

0 yi \ _J f 0
0 o

for some 2/1,2/2 € M. These elements have product

V o
which lies in M. In fact Tauer's property also essentially characterises inclusions 
of index 2 although, unlike Goldman who, as noted in [28], more or less explicitly 
defines the index by means of the M-dimension of I/2 (TV), she was most likely 
unaware of this.

Proposition 1.3.3. Let 1 G M C TV be a finite index unital inclusion of Hi 
factors. The following two statements are equivalent:

1. [TV : M] = 2;

2. Ifx.yeN have EM (x) = EM (y) = 0 then xy* G M.

We have chosen to use the expression essentially characterises index two in 
clusions as it has proved awkward to extend this Proposition to show that no 
infinite index inclusion can satisfy condition 2 above. Let us first quickly see why, 
under the assumption of finite index, condition 2 guarantees that [N : M] = 2. 
The method we shall use here is the generic nature of the basic construction, [28, 
Corollary 3.1.9].

Proposition 1.3.4. Let I G M C TV be a finite index, unital inclusion of Hi 
factors. Then there is a subfactor P C M with [M : P] — [N : M] such that

We apply this by considering the element x = I — [N : M]eP G (M, ep). Since 
(ep) = [TV : M]" 1 !,28 we have EM (x) = 0. On the other hand

xx* = (I - [TV : M]eP ) 2 = 1 + ([TV : M] 2 - 2[TV : M]) eP ,

27 Formally, we should perhaps speak of orthogonality to L2 (M) but, as we have previously 
noted, EM (x) = eM (x) for x € N.

28 We are regarding N as (isomorphic to) (M, ep), so that ep is an element of N and EM is 
the conditional expectation from N onto the subfactor M.
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so that xx* e M if and only if [AT : M]2 - 2[N : M] = 0, from which we can 
deduce that [N : M] = 2. This concludes the proof of Proposition 1.3.3.

There is no hope of generalising the proof above to the case of an infinite 
index inclusion M C N. It is possible to give another, more involved proof, of 
the implication 2 =>• 1 using Pimsner-Popa bases for the inclusion M C N. It 
is possible that this idea might generalise, for there is a notion of a generalised 
orthogonal basis for an infinite index inclusion ([47]), but this will consist of 
unbounded operators affiliated to M. An intricate analysis of these generalised 
orthogonal bases is needed, to determine whether these operators can be found 
in L2 (M). In this thesis, we have been assiduous in our policy of only working 
with bounded operators - we leave the infinite index case as a conjecture.

Question 1.3.5. How do we extend Proposition 1.3.3 to the infinite index situ 
ation?

We shall briefly need these orthogonal bases in section 2.4. We will not develop 
the theory and just state exactly what we need. The result, which is well known, 
can easily be established by manipulating facts, from [39], about these Pimsner- 
Popa orthogonal bases. We give a proof which uses these facts implicitly.

Proposition 1.3.6. Suppose that M C N is an inclusion of Hi factors, and
that there are n unitaries (t/i)?=i in N with EM (uiu*j) — dijl for a^ i,j, then 
[N :M}> n.

Proof. We assume that [N : M] < oo, otherwise the result is trivial. In (AT, eM ), 
each e^Ui is a partial isometry with domain projection u*€MUi and range pro 
jection CM- The hypothesis ensures that these domain projections are pairwise 
orthogonal, so that

n

1=1
Take the trace of both sides to see that nTr(eM ) < 1, from which the result 
follows. Q

1.3.3 Inclusions of finite dimensional C*-algebras

Here, we give a brief exposition of the theory of inclusions of finite dimensional C*- 
algebras, which are also necessarily weakly closed and so von Neumann algebras. 
All of this material can be found a variety of sources, such as [21, Section 2.3] 
and [26, Section 3.2). Firstly, recall that every finite dimensional C*-algebra is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of matrix algebras, see for example [10, Theorem
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III. 1.1]. Suppose that we have the identification

M ^ Matai (C) 0 Mata2 (C) 0 • • • 0 Mat 0m (C), 

where Mat fc (C) denotes the algebra of k x k matrices over C, then

is called the dimension vector of M. Similarly, let N have direct sum decompo 
sition

N ^ Mat 6l (C) 0 Mat 62 (C) 0 • • • 0 Mat fan (C),

with corresponding dimension vector b G Nn . An inclusion 1 G M C TV or, more 
precisely, a unital injective "-homomorphism from M into AT, is determined (up to 
unitary conjugation in N) by an n x m inclusion matrix A over NO, with Aa = 6. 29 
The i, j-th entry AJJ of A is naively defined to be the number of times the ith 
component Mat 0i (C) of M is repeated in the jth summand Mat 6j.(C) of AT. 30

The data for a finite dimensional inclusion is also often contained in a Bratteli 
diagram, an concept best explained by example. The Bratteli diagram

2 1 1

represents the unital inclusion of M, with dimension vector (2,1,1)T , into AT, 
with dimension vector (2,5)T , by the inclusion matrix

A =

Since the dimension vector of N is determined from that of M and A, the dimen 
sions of N are often omitted from the diagram.

Since there is a unique normalised trace on any matrix algebra (as with any 
finite factor), a normalised trace tr on M is determined by a trace vector

with sa = 1. The components are given by Si = tr(pi), where pi is a minimal 
projection in the ith summand Matai (C) of M, and tr is then a faithful trace

29There is no agreement in the literature about the orientation of the inclusion matrix. The 
convention we have chosen agrees with Davidson in [10] and Jones in [21], whereas Wenzl ([75]) 
and Jones (again!) in [28] and [26] prefer to work with row vectors and the transpose of this 
matrix.

30 Formally we should examine the representation structure of M and AT, defining AJJ to be 
the number of times the ith irreducible representation of M occurs in the restriction to N of 
the jth irreducible representation of N but, as noted in [26], this does not provide additional 
illumination.
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if each 5j > 0. If the trace on N is given by the trace vector t G RJ., then the 
restriction of tr to M has trace vector s = £A.

In this finite dimensional situation, the basic construction, (N,CM) decom 
poses into m factors 0™j (N.CM)^ A minimal projection for (AT, CM); can be 
found of the form CM^I, where pi is a minimal projection in the ith summand of 
M. With this ordering of the decomposition of (7V,eM), the inclusion matrix of 
1 G N C (N, e M ] is given by AT . Since the inclusion matrix for a chain of finite 
dimensional inclusions is obtained by matrix multiplication31 (e.g. [26, Corollary 

2.3.2]), the inclusion matrix for 1 e M C (N,eM) is ATA.

1.3.4 The Wenzl index formula

It is possible to construct an inclusion of factors by a chain of inclusions of finite 
dimensional C*-algebras. The Wenzl index formula, Theorem 1.5 of [75], allows us 
to compute the resulting index for suitably periodic inclusions which will appear 
later. In fact we shall need a very slight extension of Wenzl's work which we 
formulate in this section. We begin with a definition of commuting squares [26, 
Definition 5.1.7], an idea originally due to Popa, who began the examinination of 
commutating conditional expectations in [43],

Definition 1.3.7. Let N2 be a finite von Neumann algebra with fixed faithful 
trace tr. Consider the square of inclusions of von Neumann subalgebras of N2

-TV,

with conditional expectations EMl from NI onto MI, and EMa from N2 onto M2 
obtained from the trace tr on N2 in the usual way. The square is said to commute 
when EMl (x) = EM2 (x) for all x € NI or, more formally, when

N

is a commutative diagram of maps in the usual way. A diagram consisting of 
multiple (and possibly infinitely many) squares is a commutative diagram if each 
constituent square commutes.

We shall examine infinite commutative diagrams of inclusions of finite di- 
mensional C*-algebras Mn and Nn of the form of Figure 1.1, where An is the 

31 With our choice of notation, this happens in a contravariant way.
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—— - AUic —— - • • •< —— - N

A2 An An+l

M2C —— *• • • • c —— *- Mn

Figure 1.1: The setup for the Wenzl index formula

inclusion matrix of 1 e Mn C Nn . We shall insist that the *-algebras \J%Ll Mn 
and IJ^Li -Wn are infinite dimensional. Suppose that there is a unique normalised 
trace on the *-algebra IJ^Li ^n> then A/", denned to be the weak closure of the im 
age of U^°=i -Wn under the GNS representation corresponding to tr, is a Hi factor, 
which is hyperfinite by construction. We shall also require that the restriction of 
tr to U^Li Mn is the unique normalised trace on U^Li Mn , so that M, defined to 
be the von Neumann subalgebra of N generated by U^Li -Mn> is also a hyperfinite 
Hi factor. Actually, we only need to establish the uniqueness of these traces in 
the very limited situation covered by the next proposition.

Proposition 1.3.8. Suppose that we have a chain of inclusions of finite dimen 
sional C* -algebras, with inclusion matrices Fn as indicated below.

j^cJl*. AT2c —— . • • -c —— . JVn^X ATn+1 c —— . . . .

If, for infinitely many n, every entry in the inclusion matrix Fn is identical, then 
there is at most one normalised trace on I J°? , 7Vm .

^^ TiL— J.

Proof. Take some n with the described property, so Fn has identical entries - say 
Cn . Consider a normalised trace tr on \J™=1 Nm with trace vector t on Nn+\. The 
trace vector 5 of JVn given by 5 = tYn has s; = Cn ]TV tj : for each i. Hence, the 
restriction of tr to 7Vn is unique by normalisation. As there are infinitely many n 
for which the restriction of tr to ./Vn is unique, we see that there is at most one 
normalised trace on (Jm=i Nm - ^

If in addition we had supposed that all the inclusion matrices Fn in Propo 
sition 1.3.8 had the described property, then an easy argument would also yield 
the existence of a normalised trace on U^ii ^n- Despite this being exactly the 
situation occurring later, this is unnecessary as all of the algebras 7Vn and Mn will 
in fact lie in a larger hyperfinite Hi factor, giving us the existence of a normalised 
trace by restriction.

The Wenzl index formula, Theorem 1.5 of [75], deals with diagrams of inclu 
sions of the form of Figure 1.1 where we have additional periodicity requirements 
on the inclusions. We state the version of the formula from [21, Theorem 4.3.3],
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recalling that a matrix A (with entries in R+) is primitive when there is some 
/ € N such that all the entries of A' are strictly positive.

Theorem 1.3.9 (Wenzl index formula). Suppose we have finite dimensional 
C* -algebras Mn and Nn as in the commutative diagram Figure 1.1. Suppose that 
there exists n0 > 1 and p > 1 such that (with an appropriate ordering of the 
matrix algebras in the decompositions of Mn and Nn), we have for each n>n0 :

1. The inclusion matrix for Nn C Nn+i is the same as that for Nn+p C Nn+p+i, 
and the inclusion matrix for Mn C Mn+i is the same as that for Mn+p C

2. The inclusion matrices for Nn C Nn+p and Mn C Mn+p are primitive;

3. An = An+p . 

Then M C N is an inclusion of Hi factors with

[N : M] = ||An || 2 ,

for every n > n0 .

As noted in [21] the periodicity data for the inclusions 7Vn C Nn+i is only 
required to establish that TV is a factor. While the index formula as stated will 
suffice to compute the index in one of the situations we shall require, in another 
case the size of the inclusion matrices An will increase with n, although they will 
retain the same structure so some periodicity will remain. We shall establish a 
version of the Wenzl index formula in this situation as a corollary of the next 
Theorem, in which Wenzl examines the structure of general extensions of the 
basic construction in finite dimensions.

Theorem 1.3.10 (Wenzl - [75, Theorem 1.1]). Let 1 e M C N be an
inclusion of finite dimensional C" -algebras acting on the Hilbert space H, with 
dimension vector a = (ai, . . . ,am ) for M. Fix a normalised faithful trace tr on 
N, whose restriction to M has trace vector s. Suppose that e is a projection in 

such that

• exe = eEM (x) = EM (x) e for all x e N

• eM ^ M ^ Me,

and let (N,e) be the (finite dimensional) C" -algebra generated by N and 

1. (N,e) ^ (N,eM ) 0 K where K is isomorphic to a subalgebra ofN.
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2. The central projection z in (AT, e) onto (N, GM) (under the isomorphism of 
1) coincides with the central support of e in (N, e) .

3. Let Tr be a trace on (N,e) extending tr. Then Tr(e) > dTr(z), where 
d = mini=i ) ... )m ai /(A TAa) i .

4- Let t be the trace vector of Tr\(N>eM ) (under the isomorphism in 1), then 
£A rA < 5 pointwise.

We now come to our well trailed corollary designed for application in section 
2.4. It should be noted that the proof is a combination of Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 
1.5(i) of [75] - we include it for completeness.

Corollary 1.3.11. Suppose that in the situation of the commutative diagram of 
Figure 1.1 there is a unique faithful normalised trace on U^Li Nn and on L£L 
Suppose also that the dimension vectors a^ for Mn are of the form

for some constants An , and that there exists an integer A > 2 such that each of 
the inclusion matrices An takes the form

A«=(/ / ... /

where I is some identity matrix (whose size may vary with n).32 Then M C N 
is an inclusion o/IIi factors with

[N:M] = A.

Proof. By hypothesis 1 £ M C N is an inclusion of Hi factors. Let Tr be 
a (possibly semifinite) faithful normal trace on the basic construction (N,CM}- 
Since eM (M, eN ) eM = MeM = M is finite, Tr(eM ) < oo.

Observe that the hypothesis on the form of the a^ and An , guarantee that

A£Ana<n> = Aa<n>. (1.3.7)

The extensions (Nn , CM) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3.10, and so writing 
zn for the central support of eM in (Nn ,eM), part 3 of this Theorem and (1.3.7) 
gives the estimate

Tr(zn ) < ATr(eM ).

32 Note that it is the possible change in size of these identity matrices which prevents us from 
using the usual Wenzl index formula in this situation.
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Since \J™=1 (Nn , eM ) is dense in (TV, eM), these zn converge to 1, the central support 
of eM in (N, eM). In particular Tr(l) < ATr(eM ) < oo, so Tr is a finite trace, and 
normalisation gives the estimate

[N : M] < X.

For the reverse inequality, recall from subsection 1.3.3, that we can find a 
minimal projection in the ith summand of (7Vn , eMn ) of the form p;eMn , for some 
minimal projection Pi in the zth summand of Mn . Let t be the trace vector of 
Tr on (ATn ,eMn ) and s be the corresponding trace vector on Mn . By the Markov 
property, (1.3.3), we have

1-1ti = Tr(eMnPi ) = Tr(eMPi ) = Tr^N : M]~l = Si [N : M]' 

Part 4 of Theorem 1.3.10 then gives

ti[N : M] > (£ATA)i, (1-3.8)

for every i. As each (t\TA)i is the sum of A elements tj, we have (£ATA); > 
A mm, tj, for each i. Plug this into (1.3.8) and minimise the left hand side over i 
to obtain

[N : M] > A,

as required. D

1.4 Masas in Hi factors

The study of maximal abelian self-adjoint *-subalgebras of Hi factors, called 
masas hereafter, dates back to Murray and von Neumann's foundation of the 
subject in [35] and [36], where they appear naturally in a cross-product construc 
tion. By Zorn's lemma, these masas exist in abundance inside any Hi factor, 
although for some considerable time the main emphasis has been on explicitly 
constructive masas.

In [11], Dixmier perhaps began the modern study of masas when he classified 
them by their normalisers, using this idea to define Cartan and singular masas 
- discussed later in subsection 1.4.2. Early in the 60's, Pukanszky ([51]) and 
Tauer ([70]) both gave countable families of pairwise non-conjugate masas in the 
hyperfinite 1^ factor. Both these classes of examples will appear within: the idea 
behind Tauer's construction makes up the main body of the thesis and her masas 
can be found in sections 2.2 and 2.3; Pukanszky's idea will be touched upon 
again after Definition 1.4.5 and developed fully in Chapter 3. More recently,
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masas have been used as tools in various areas of von Neumann algebra theory; 
Sinclair and Smith ([58]) showed that a separable Hi factor containing a Cartan 
masa has vanishing continuous Hochschild cohomology - a concept we have no 
intention of allowing further discussion of here!33 Sorin Popa, in [49], uses the 
uniqueness of a certain Cartan masa34 to demonstrate that £ (SL(2, Z) x Z%) has 
a trivial fundamental group. Over the last couple of years this amazing technique 
of Popa's has been used to resolve many major problems in the classification of 
Hi factors, [40, 41, 23].

I would like to end these introductory remarks with a plug for Allan Sinclair 
and Roger Smiths' forthcoming book, [56], which will cover in full detail almost 
all the material in this section. Indeed, the concept of strong-singularity, see sub 
section 1.4.3, was initially developed to produce a cleaner proof of the singularity 
of certain masas for this work.

1.4.1 Basic properties of masas

As von Neumann algebras, masas inside separable Hi factors are all the same. 
This result dates back to Murray and von Neumann, a proof can also be found 
in [57, Lemma 5.3.4).

Proposition 1.4.1. Let A be a masa in a separable Hi factor N. There is a 
* -isomorphism from A onto Z/°°[0, 1] which induces an isometry between L2 (A> tr)

We should study the inclusion A C N of a masa inside a Hi factor, rather 
than just the masa itself. The terminology in the literature is that of conjugacy.

Definition 1.4.2. Two masas A and B in a HI factor TV are said to be conjugate 
via an automorphism of N, or sometimes lazily just conjugate in N, if there exists 
an automorphism 6 of N with 9(A) = B. They are unitarily conjugate in N if 0 
is an inner automorphism of N.

We wait until the next subsection to see some non-conjugate masas. In the 
remains of this subsection we collate some well known basic properties of masas. 
It is immediate that a von Neumann subalgebra A of a Hi factor N is a masa if 
and only if it is its own relative commutant, that is A = A' n N. By thinking of 
A as L°°[0, 1], we can find a chain, A\ C A2 C . . . , of finite dimensional abelian 
C*-algebras generating A as a von Neumann algebra. Popa connected these two 
observations to give the following criterion for determining when such a chain

33 See [57] for an account of this cohomology theory. 
34 a so called HT masa.
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generates a masa, which he used to good effect in [45]. A proof can also be found 

in [57, Lemma 5.3.2].

Proposition 1.4.3. Given a chain (An) =̂l of finite-dimensional abelian C*- 

algebras in a Hi factor N, let A = (L£Li A)" be the abelian von Neumann 

algebra it generates. Then A is a masa in N if and only if

lim IIE^ (x)-EA.nnN (x)\\ 2 = 0, (1.4.1)
n—>oo

for all x € N.

Both the conditional expectations appearing in (1.4.1) can easily be calculated. 

Suppose B is a finite dimensional abelian C"°-algebra with minimal projections 

(eO?=i> contained in a Hi factor N. Then (e{ / INy?^ is an orthonormal basis 

for L2 (B) so that

'*II2

for all x G N. It is also well known that the conditional expectation onto the 

relative commutant is given by
n

for all x 6 N. This can be seen by checking that (1.4.2) defines a conditional 

expectation, then appealing to uniqueness.
In the case of von Neumann algebras coming from groups, we have a well 

known criterion for an inclusion of groups to give rise to a masa, which dates 
back to Diximer, [11].

Proposition 1.4.4. Let H be an abelian subgroup of the countable discrete group 
G. Then C (H) is a masa in C (G) if and only if the set

is infinite, whenever g G G \ H.

1.4.2 Normalisers of masas

When M C N is an inclusion of von Neumann algebras, we consider the group 
Af (M) of all unitary normalisers of M in TV given by

AT (M) = { u 6 U(N) \ uMu* = M } .

When the larger von Neumann algebra is not obvious, we write J\fN (M) for 

JV(M). These groups where introduced by Dixmier ([11]) to classify masas by 

examining how many normalisers there are, with the Cartan masas at one extreme 
and the singular masas at the other.
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Definition 1.4.5 (Dixmier). A von Neumann subalgebra M of a von Neumann 
algebra TV is said to be Cartan or regular when M (M)" = TV, 35 and singular 
when N (M}" = M. A masa A in N is called semi-regular when M (A)" is a 
proper subf actor of TV.

These concepts gave the first examples, also in [11], of non-conjugate masas 
in a Hi factor. One of the principal successes of this classification program is the 
remarkable result of Connes, Feldman and Weiss, [8] (see also [46]), Theorem 1.4.6 
below, on the uniqueness of the Cartan masa in R. Examples of non-conjugate 
Cartan masas in a non-injective Hi factor were later given in [9]. In [45], Popa 
showed that singular masas can always be found in any separable Hi factor, on 
the other hand, Cartan masas are not always present; Voiculescu (in [73]) has 
shown that no Cartan masa exists in a free group factors, £

Theorem 1.4.6 (Connes, Feldman and Weiss). Any two Cartan masas in 
the hyperfinite Hi factor R are conjugate via an automorphism of R.

Pukanszky's examples ([51]) gave countably many pairwise non-conjugate sin 
gular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor R. His method, for showing this non- 
conjugacy is now known as the Pukdnszky invariant for a masa, an idea dis 
cussed at length in chapter 3, and which has recently been used by St0rmer 
and Neshveyev ([38]) to give uncountably many pairwise non-conjugate singular 
masas in R. In section 3.3 we will give an alternative method of obtaining un 
countably many pairwise distinct singular masas in R. It will not be possible to 
use Pukanszky's invariant to distinguish between these masas.

When a masa is Cartan, one can normally verify this be writing down a 
collection of normalisers which generate the underlying Hi factor. Similarly in 
the case when A is a semi-regular masa in TV with A/" (^4) = M for some given 
subfactor M of TV, the inclusion M C M (A)" should be easy to verify simply 
by exhibiting enough normalisers. To do this, it is often helpful to look at the 
groupoid normaliser of A, QN(A), consisting of all partial isometries v £ TV 
with initial and range projections in A and which normalise A, in the sense that 
vAv* = Aw* . This groupoid normaliser generates the same von Neumann algebra 
as the normalisers do, as (see [25, 46]) elements of QM (A) are precisely of the 
form ue for some u E M (A) and projection e G A.

However, the reverse inclusion, M (A)" C M is in general much harder to 
establish. Proving that a given masa is singular is of a similar level of difficulty,

35 Cartan is used in the context of masas, while other von Neumann algebras are called regular. 
Indeed, currently the expression Cartan subalgebra is used in the literature to mean a Cartan 
masa.
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as the same style of inclusion has to be shown. Currently, the preferred method 
of establishing singularity is to use strong singularity, as the name suggests, a 
stronger concept than singularity which is often easier to verify in practice. We 
will discuss this idea further in subsections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4. Here we give a brief 
discussion of other methods for establishing upper bounds for J\f (^4) that are 
either historically interesting or appear later, concentrating mainly on the singular 
case.

We have already mentioned, in subsection 1.2.3, that Popa used orthogonality 
to give a method for controlling the location of normalising unitaries. The main 
technical result is Corollary 2.6 of [44], which we state for completeness. We 
remind the reader that a diffuse von Neumann algebra is one with no minimal 
projections.

Proposition 1.4.7 (Popa). Let M be a von Neumann subalgebra of the finite 
von Neumann algebra N and u be a unitary in N. If there exists a diffuse von 
Neumann subalgebra M0 of M .such that uM^u* is orthogonal to M, then u is 
orthogonal to M (M)" .

This proposition was particularly useful in the context of group von Neumann 
algebras, where it gives Proposition 4.1 of [44] below.

Corollary 1.4.8 (Popa). Let H C HI C G be an inclusion of infinite discrete 
groups. If gHg~ l n H = {1} for all g £ G\Hi, then whenever M is a diffuse 
von Neumann subalgebra of C (H}, we have N (M}" C C (Hi}.

If we take H = HI in the above then we obtain the group theoretic condition of 
malnormality, namely that for every g € G\H we have gHg~l C\H = {!}. Suppose 
in addition that H is abelian, then £ (H) is a masa in £ (G) by Proposition 1.4.436 
and so is diffuse. In this instance Corollary 1.4.8 gives the singularity of £ (H) in 
C(G).

Popa is also responsible for two other methods of demonstrating the singularity 
of a masa. In [46], he gave a connection between the Pukanszky invariant of a 
masa and its normalisers - this is discussed in section 3.1, where the Pukanszky 
invariant is defined. The tool he used in [45], to show that singular masas exist in 
any separable Hi factor was a (^-invariant. Formally when A is a masa in N, and 
v e N is a partial isometry in TV such that v*v and vv* are mutually orthogonal 
projections in A define

xf \o(v) = sup \ x — EU (x— v
x€vAv*,\\z\\<l \\ V*V\\

36It is easily checked that the malnormality of H in G implies that { hgh' 1 \h€H}is infinite 
for every g € G \ H. l ' J
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which takes values in [0,1], and measures the distance between vAv* and A. 37 
When v is a groupoid normaliser of A (i.e. vAv* C A), then 8(v) = 0. Popa's 
^-invariant is defined to be the infimum of these distances

8(A) = inf { 8(v) \ v*v, vv* are mutually orthogonal projections in A } .

If 8(A) > 0, then A is necessarily singular, and indeed in [45] Popa obtains 
singular masas by showing that a masa with 8 (A) > 10~4 can be found in any 
separable Hi factor. More recently, in [48], Popa has gone on to show that any 
singular masa in a separable Hi factor has S(A) = 1, so the ^-invariant only takes 
the values 0 or 1. We can view this result as a starting point for the perturbation 
work of Popa, Sinclair and Smith, [50], which we discuss in the next subsection. 
As noted in [45], if A is a masa in N with 8(A) > 0, then Au is a singular masa in 
TVW , whenever u e /3N \ N.38 In particular, any singular masa A in TV, must then 
give rise to a singular masa A" in Nu . On the other hand, when D is the Cartan 
masa in R, Du is not Cartan in R". In [44], Popa showed that if TV is a separable 
Hi factor then TVW contains no Cartan masas. Recently, in [18, Corollary 6.2], it 
was observed that the same method can be used to see that there are no Cartan 
masas in R" n R1 .

We end this section by noting that in matrix algebras, a.k.a. finite type I 
factors, these concepts are moot. Here, by the elementary process of simultaneous 
diagonalisation, all masas are unitarily conjugate and Cartan.

Proposition 1.4.9. Let N be a finite type I factor. Any two masas A and B in 
N are unitarily conjugate and

e U(N) | uAu* = B }" = N.

1.4.3 A metric on masas and strong singularity

We begin by introducing a norm for bounded linear maps between Hi factors, 
which naturally gives a metric on the set of all von Neumann subalgebras of a Hi 
factor.

Definition 1.4.10 (Sinclair and Smith). Let M and TV be Hi factors. Given a 
bounded linear map $ : M — >> TV, we define H^H^ to be the norm of $ regarded 
as an operator from M into L2 (TV). Formally, we have

37 More accurately, the distance between vAv* and Aw*.
38 That a masa A in N gives rise to a masa A" in Nw , in this situation is an easy calculation 

that can be found in (44), where Popa also shows that there are no Cartan masas in N".
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This norm gives rise to a metric d^ on the von Neumann subalgebras M of a 
Hi factor by

As noted in [50], the metric ^,2 is equivalent to an older metric on this space 
defined by Erik Christensen in [4]. Although we do not define Christensen's metric 
here, preferring to work with the ck^-metric throughout, we shall collate various 
properties which appear in his work.

Proposition 1.4.11 (Christensen). The d^-metric makes the set of all von 
Neumann subalgebras of a Hi factor N into a complete metric space. The map 
taking M to its relative commutant M1 D N is d^- continuous, and the following 
sets are d^^-closed:

1. The set of all masas in N ;

2. The set of all singular masas in N ;

3. The set of all sub/actors of N;

4- The set of all sub factors with trivial relative commutant in N .

In [59] and [54] the concept of a strongly singular von Neumann subalgebra 
of a Hi factor was introduced. The idea, based on Popa's ^-invariant (which we 
could have couched in terms of the doo^-metric) is to control the distance of a 
unitary u to the subalgebra M by the distance between M and uMu*.

Definition 1.4.12 (Sinclair and Smith). Let M C N be a von Neumann 
subalgebra of the Hi factor N. For a G (0, 1], M is said to be a-strongly singular 
if for every unitary u £ N we have

a \\u - EM (u)|| 2 < ||EM - E^, H^ = d^(M, uMu*). (1.4.3)

We write a(M) for the supremum of all such a for which (1.4.3) holds for every 
unitary u € N, if such a exist, otherwise we take a(M) = 0. If a(M) = 1, then 
we say that M is strongly singular.

Indeed it is immediate that any a-strongly singular von Neumann subalgebra 
is singular, and any abelian a-strongly singular von Neumann subalgebra is a sin 
gular masa. Every singular masa A for which the a-invariant has been computed 
has turned out to be strongly singular: see [59] for generator masas coming from 
prime elements of hyperbolic groups; [60] for the Laplacian masa in a free group 
factor; and, in appendix B, we use these methods to give the analogous calculation
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for certain radial masas coming from free products of finite groups. In the spirit 
of Proposition 1.4.11, the appropriate closure result holds for strongly-singular 
masas.

Proposition 1.4.13 ([50, Corollary 6.7]). For each a > 0, the set ofa-strongly 
singular masas in a separable Hi factor N is doc^

Motivated at least in part by Popa's work ([48]) on the distance between masas 
in Hi factors, showing that the (^-invariant of a singular masa is 1, Popa, Sinclair 
and Smith have recently examined exactly how two von Neumann subalgebras of 
a Hi factor can be close in the doo^-metric, [50]. This work applies in the general 
setting of all von Neumann subalgebras, but was originally done in the masa case 
which is all we shall give here. The starting point is to note that two masas 
are close in doo^-metric when there are large cutdowns of these masas which are 
unitarily conjugate via a unitary u close to 1. This is an easy estimate, versions 
of which can also be found in [59] .

Proposition 1.4.14 ([50, Theorem 6.5(i)]). Let A and B be masas in the 
separably acting Hi factor N, such that there are projections p £ A and q G B 
and a unitary in N with u(Ap)u* = Bq. Then

, B) = \\EA - EB \\ 2 < 4 \\u - EB (u)\\ 2 + ||1 - p|| 2 + ||1 - q\\ 2 .

In their perturbation work ([50]) Popa, Sinclair and Smith, have shown that 
this is essentially the only way two masas can be close in the c^o^-metric. More 
precisely, they show that if two masas are sufficiently close in the c^o^-metric, 
then there are large cutdowns of these masas which are unitarily conjugate.

Theorem 1.4.15 ([50, Theorem 6.5(ii)]). There are constants 0 < 6 < I and 
Ki,K>2 such that, whenever A and B are masas in a separable Hi factor N with 
\\EA — E£|| oo2 = e < <$, there exist projections p £ A and q £ B and a unitary 
u G N such that:

• u(Ap)u* = Bq;

< K2 e.

We shall use this deep theorem to establish the d^-continuity of the Pukan- 
szky invariant and of a new F-invariant for masas in chapter 3. To this end, we 
state exactly what we need as a corollary.
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Corollary 1.4.16. There exists constants 0 < S < 1 and K such that, whenever 
A and B are masas in a separable Hi factor N with \\EA - E^H^ = e < 6, then 
a masa B\ in N can be found with:

• BI = uAu* for some unitary u in N;

• Bip = Bp for a projection p G BI n B with ||1 - p|| 2 < Kt.

Proof. Take 6 and K to be the constants S and KI of Theorem 1.4.15. Let u be 
the unitary resulting from Theorem 1.4.15, p be the projection q appearing there, 
and take BI — uAu*. ^

Popa, Sinclair and Smith's perturbation work also gives a partial converse to 
the observation that every strongly singular masa is singular. They are able to 
show that every singular masa is a-strongly singular for some a > 0, and in fact 
that a > a0 for some absolute constant QO > 0> which does not even depend on 
the underlying separable Hi factor in which the masas live. The method used 
to obtain this result, is to bound from below the d^ distance between A and 
a unitary perturbation uAu* of A, by the distance between u and J\f(A). The 
best value of a0 is not yet known, although it seems reasonable to hope, based 
on Popa's result [48] for the ^-invariant, that every singular masa will turn out 
to be strongly singular - we record this conjecture formally as Question 1.4.18 for 
later reference. The version of this result appearing as Theorem 6.4 of [50] gives 
ao > 1/90, although we should observe that this is certainly not the best value 
of this constant. It is noted in [50], that using methods specific to masas39 leads 
to the estimate QQ > 1/31. For the purposes of this thesis, the exact value of ao 
will not be important.

Theorem 1.4.17 (Popa, Sinclair, Smith). There exists a constant 0 < QO < 1 
such that whenever A is a masa in a separably acting type Hi factor N and u is 
a unitary in N, we have

< ||(/-Ett>Ul.)E,i|| 00i 2 < 

In particular any singular masa A is ot-strongly singular for some a>aQ .

Question 1.4.18. Is every singular masa in a separable Hi factor necessarily 
strongly singular?40

Recall that [50] treats the more general case of perturbations of von Neumann subalgebras 
of Hi factors throughout.

Since this thesis was written, this question has been answered. See Addendum 1.1.1 for 
further comments.
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1.4.4 Establishing strong singularity: asymptotic homo mor- 
phism properties

To demonstrate the strong singularity of certain masas, the concept of an asymp 
totic homomorphism was introduced in [59] and [54]. The definition we give is 
the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 of [54].

Definition 1.4.19. Let M be a von Neumann subalgebra of the Hi factor N. 
We say that M has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property if and only if, 
for all e > 0 and Zi, . . . , xm e TV, we can find a unitary v £ M with

||EM (zivzj) - EM (xi) vEM (xj) || 2 < e, (1.4.4) 

for every z, j.

The original asymptotic homomorphism property,41 defined in [59, Definition 
4.1], required that we could find a unitary v in M such that

lim ||EM (xvny*) - EM (x) vnEM (j/*)|L = 0,
n—>oo

for every x,y E N. Both these concepts were introduced as they imply strong 
singularity, ([59, Theorem 4.7] and [54, Lemma 2.1]) the proof of which we use 
to obtain Lemma 1.4.24. Not all strongly singular masas have the asymptotic 
homomorphism property, [54, Remark 3.3]. At present though, no singular masa 
is known for which the weak asymptotic homomorphism property fails, and so 
accordingly it is this property we shall focus on in relation to attempting to 
determine the singularity of a masa henceforth.

Question 1.4.20. Does every singular masa A in a separable Hi factor have the 
weak asymptotic homomorphism property?40

We can use these ideas to give a criterion for bounding the normalising algebra 
M (M) from above in the more general non-singular situation.

Definition 1.4.21. Let M c B be von Neumann subalgebras of the Hi factor 
N. We say that M has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from 
B if and only if, for all e > 0 and xi,..., xm E N with EB (a:*) = 0 for all z, we 
can find a unitary v e M with

\\EM (Xivx*)\\ 2 < e, (1.4.5)

for every i and j.

41 In which, by contrast with the weak version, something does appear to be asymptotically 
a homomorphism!
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Observe that, with the notation of the definition above, if we take z,y € N 
and v G M, we have

EM (xvy*) = EM ( (x - EB (x)) v (y* - EB (y*)) ) 4- EM (EB (x) v (y* - EB (y*)) )

+ EM ( (a; - EB (x)) vEB (y*) ) + EM (EB (x) vEB (y*) ) 

= EM (x - EB (x)) v (y* - EB (y*)) + EM EB (x) vEB (y*) ,

as
EM (EB (x) t; (y* - EB (y*)) ) = EM ( (x - EB (x)) vEB (y*) ) = 0,

since M C B, so EM = EM EB . This equality links the two notions of weak 
asymptotic homomorphism property, and will be repeatedly used in the sequel.

Proposition 1.4.22. Let M C B be von Neumann subalgebras of the Hi factor
N. For x, y E N and v E M we have

EM (xvy*) - EM (EB (x) vEB (y*) ) = EM ( (x - EB (x)) v (y* - EB (y*)) ) .
(1.4.6)

Hence, M has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from B if and 
only if, for all e > 0 and x\, . . . , xm E M we can find a unitary v E M with

EM - EM (EB (Xi ) vEB (x*) }\ < e, (1.4.7)
\ J / I 2

for every i and j. In particular, M has the weak asymptotic homomorphism 
property away from M precisely when M has the weak asymptotic homomorphism 
property as given in Definition 1.4-19.

In section 2, we shall use the weak asymptotic homomorphism criterion for 
singularity repeatedly in the context of direct limits of commuting squares, (see 
Definition 1.3.7). In this situation a density argument makes things slightly easier. 
We state this here for later use.

Lemma 1.4.23. Let M C B be von Neumann subalgebras of the Hi factor N. 
Suppose that for each n we have von Neumann subalgebras Bn C Nn with each 
Bn C Bn+i and Nn C Nn+i . Suppose further that B and N are the direct limits of 
the Bn and Nn respectively and that Figure 1.2 is made of commutating squares.

If, for each n > 1, e > 0 and Xi, . . . , xm € Nn with EBn fa) = 0, we can find 
a unitary v G M with

for all i,j, then M has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from 
B.
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N

Figure 1.2: Commutative diagram for Lemma 1.4.23.

Proof. Since (U~=1 Arn )" = AT, the elements of U£°=1 Wn are 2-norm dense in A/". By 
the preceding proposition, it is sufficient for the weak asymptotic homomorphism 
property away from B, to show that for given operators 3/1, . . . ,2/m in some Nn 
and e > 0, we can find a unitary v £ M with

||EM (z<uzj)|| 2 <e,

for all i and j, where we have taken #; = yi — EB (^). Now note that, since Figure 
1.2 commutes, Xi = yi — EBn (?/;) £ -/Vn , so the condition we are required to check 
reduces precisely to the hypothesis of the lemma. D

We are now in a position to state the technical result, generalising Lemma 
2.1 of [54], which allows us to give an upper bound for the algebra generated by 
normalisers. It should be noted that very few modifications to the proof in [54] 
are required, although we give the details for completeness.

Lemma 1.4.24. Let M C B be von Neumann subalgebras of the HI factor N. If 
M has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from B, then we have

\\u - EB (u)|| 2 < ||(/ - IWtt-) IM^a < HE^. - EM^ , (1.4.8)

for every unitary u G N and so M (M)" C B. In particular, if A is an abelain 
subalgebra of N with the weak asymptotic homomorphism property, then A is 
strongly singular and so a singular masa in N .

Proof. Let u be a unitary in the underlying Hi factor N. Fix e > 0 and find, a 
unitary v € M such that

||EM (u*vu)-EM (EB (u*)vEB (u))\\ 2 < e. 

Now compute

(u*vu)\\ 22

>1- \\EB (u*) vEB (u)\\ 2 + t
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and as e > 0 was arbitrary we have the desired first inequality of (1.4.8). The 
second inequality is immediate, and since (1.4.8) then implies that any unitary 
normaliser of M must lie in B, we have A/"(M)" C B, as required. ^

Equation (1.4.8), in the proceeding lemma is the strong-singularity require 
ment when B = M. We can extend the definition of strongness from Definition 

1.4.12 to non-singular algebras.

Definition 1.4.25. Let M be a von Neumann subalgebra of N. We say that M 
is strongly normalised by B when, (1.4.8) holds for every unitary u G N.

When we work with subfactors, we fill not always get the weak asymptotic ho- 
momorphism property. The metric methods of Lemma 1.4.24 will still be used to 
control the location of normalisers by giving algebras B which strongly normalise 

M.

Lemma 1.4.26. Let M C B be von Neumann subalgebras of the Hi factor N. 
Suppose that for every unitary u e N and e > 0, there exists a unitary v G M 
with

||EM (u*wi)|| 2 < ||E* (u*) EB (u)\\ 2 + e, (1.4.9)

then M is strongly normalised by B.

Proof. The deduction of (1.4.8) follows in the same way as the proof of Lemma 
1.4.24. D

The weak asymptotic homomorphism property is easily applied in the context 
of group algebras. Here we have a sufficient condition for this property, and 
Lemma 1.4.24 gives the next result. Again, we should note that the strongly 
singular case below follows from [54, Lemma 2.1] and is stated explicitly in section 
5 of [61].

Corollary 1.4.27. Let H C G0 C G be inclusions of countable discrete groups. 
Suppose that for p1} ..., gn G G \ G0 there exists some he H with gihg^ 1 £ H for 
all i,j, then C(H) is strongly normalised by C(GQ ) in C(G] so M(C(H)}" C 
C (G0 ). In particular, if in addition H = G0 , then C (H) is strongly singular in 
C(G).

At present, all the calculations of normalisers of group von Neumann algebras 
I am aware of can be performed in this way. In particular, one can calculate the 
normalisers of Dixmier's original masas of [11] and Pukanszky's examples, [51], 
quickly with this tool.

We end this section by returning to tensor products. Observe that the weak 
asymptotic homomorphism property is preserved when taking tensor products.
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Proposition 1.4.28. Let MI C BI and M2 C B2 be von Neumann subalgebras 

of the Hi factors NI and N2 respectively. If each Mi has the weak asymptotic ho- 
momorphism property away from BI in Ni then Mi®M2 has the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property away from B-^>B2 in

Proof. We use the formulation of Proposition 1.4.22. Observe that by linearity 

and ||.|| 2-density, it is enough to take finitely many elementary tensors z; = 

in Ni®N<2 and e > 0, then find a unitary v € Mi®M2 with

for all i and j. By applying the weak asymptotic homomorphism property, again 

in the form of Proposition 1.4.22, we are able to find unitaries HI € MI and 

u2 (E M2 with

EMl - EMl (xj) < e

and

2 2sup-H^ll 2 '

1
< e

12 2supi ||zi
2'

Now take ?; = Wi (8) u2 and estimate as follows:

EMl 

- EMl (Efll
\

(EMl
\

|EMl (EBl

EM2

EMa 22/j J

j) J |

EM2

- EMl (EBl (xt ) ulEBl (**
\

< e
EMI (EBI

1 ^ < e. D
2supj

Given masas AI and A2 in the Hi factors NI and 7V2 respectively, consider 

the masa Ai®A2 in Ni®N2 . Is it the case that if AI and A2 are both singular, 

then so too is Ai^A2 ? If AI and A2 both have the weak asymptotic homomor 

phism property, then we have a positive answer to this question. The other two 

methods used to demonstrate singularity of an explicit masa also lead one to this 

conclusion. Remark 3.1.4 shows that, when we are able to use the Pukanszky 

invariant to show that two masas are singular, then their tensor product is also 

necessarily singular. It is also not difficult to check that when we are able to use 

the orthogonality method of Proposition 1.4.7 to exhibit two singular masas A
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and B, then this result can also be used to see that A®B is singular. On the 
other hand, this question seems not to have been addressed in the literature, and 
it seems difficult to apply Popa's result, of [48], on the ^-invariant, or Popa, Sin 
clair and Smith's perturbation work (Theorem 1.4.17) to achieve this aim. The 
latter work, for example, would allow us to control how far an elementary tensor 
HI 07/2 of two unitaries t/i G N\ and u2 G N2 is from A/^®^ (A^A2 ). However, 
unlike the weak asymptotic homomorphism property, we are unable to handle 
linear combinations of such elementary tensors using this method. We state this 
problem formally, in the more general non-singular situation.

Question 1.4.29. Given masas AI and A2 in the Hi factors NI and N2 respec 
tively, do we have

(A,)" ®A6v2 (40"?

Note that here also, if each Ai has the weak asymptotic homomorphism prop 
erty away from AfN . (Ai)", then Proposition 1.4.28 gives a positive answer to this 
question. We should observe that if we were to state Question 1.4.29 for a gen 
eral inclusion Mi C A^, (i = 1,2), of von Neumann algebras, then we would not 
always have MNl ®N, (Afi®M2 )" = AfNl (Mi)" 0A/^2 (M2 )".

Example 1.4.30. Let N be the algebra of 4 x 4 matrices, thought of as the tensor 
product Mat 2 (C) 0 Mat 2 (C). We use matrix units (6^)^=0,1 for Mat 2 (C) and 
take B = eo,o ® Mat 2 (C) 0 e\^\ 0 D2 , where D2 is the algebra of diagonal matrices 
in Mat 2 (C). It is easy to check that J\fN (B)" = D2 0 M2 . Indeed pictorially, we 
have

B =

/* * 0 0' 
* * 0 0 
00*0 
000*

(B) 1' =

X

k.

/*
*
0

\°

*
*
0
0

0
0
*
*

o\ 1
0
*
*/

/

Consider the inclusion B 0 B C N 0 N. The automorphism of N 0 N given 
by x 0 y i-)- y 0 x is, like all automorphisms of finite dimensional factors, inner. 
Any unitary u G N 0 N implementing this automorphism certainly normalises 
B 0 B. We can find such a unitary u explicitly. Indeed, it is easily checked that

u =

does exactly what we require. On the other hand, u i MN (B)" 0 AfN (B)" = 
D2 0 Mat 2 (C) 0 D2 0 Mat 2 (C), so that MN®N (B 0 B)" D MN (B)" 0 MN (B)".
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This example might lead one to believe that there is no hope of a positive 
answer to Question 1.4.29, even in the restricted case of singular masas. How 
ever, even in finite dimensions we can not easily obtain a counter example in the 
manner of Example 1.4.30, for all masas in finite dimensions are Cartan. In the 
Hi factor situation, Sakai's Theorem ([55]) ensures that the 'swap automorphism' 
of N®N is not inner, so we can not obtain extra normalisers in this way. Fur 
thermore, as part of his classification of injective factors, Connes has shown that 
the hyperfinite Hi factor is the only Hi factor for which this swap automorphism 
is even approximately inner, [7, Theorem 5.1: 1 O 3]. It is not then unreasonable 
to hope for a positive answer to Question 1.4.29, at least in the singular situa 
tion. For singular Tauer masas, we are able to resolve this problem positively in 
Corollary 4.1.2.

1.4.5 Centralising sequences lying in masas

In a property F Hi factor TV, asking whether centralising sequences for TV can be 
found inside a masa A, is often a useful technique for showing that two masas are 
non-conjugate. Despite the difficulty, in general, of showing non-conjugacy, this 
idea is perhaps under emphasised in the literature. We attempt here then, to give 
an account of where centralising sequences in masas have appeared previously. 
This will probably not prove definitive, a fact for which I can only apologise. To 
save us from constantly referring to non-trivial centralising sequences henceforth, 
we say that an inclusion A C N is F when A contains non-trivial centralising 
sequences for N. Even more lazily, we shall also refer to F masas A in N in this 
case.

We start with an obvious piece of folklore. The Cartan masa D in the hyperfi 
nite Hi factor R is F. This is immediately seen by writing R as the von Neumann 
tensor product of infinitely many copies of the 2x2 matrices M, when the Cartan 
masa D is realised as the infinite von Neumann tensor product of copies of the

diagonal matrices. Let r = ( 1)1 wnen (I0n ® r)^=i is patently a non-trivial 

centralising sequence for R lying in D. One could ask whether all Cartan masas 
in a property F IIi factor N are automatically F? This is not the case as Connes 
and Jones in [9], use the existence of centralising sequences to give an example 
of a Hi factor containing two non-conjugate Cartan masas - an interesting follow 
up to the Connes, Feldman Weiss uniqueness result, Theorem 1.4.6.

In his orthogonality paper ([44]) Popa notes that when G is an I.C.C. group 
and H a subgroup with gHg~ l n H = {!}, for some g G G \ H, then C(H) 
can not contain any non-trivial centralising sequence of C (G). This observation
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has already appeared as Proposition 1.2.12, but here we apply it to see that the 
inclusions of group von Neumann algebras C (H) C £ (G) arising from Corollary 
1.4.8 are not T.

The only other example I am are aware of is in [25]. Some background on the 
inclusion of masas in subfactors is in order. When A is a semi-regular masa in 
TV, it is then contained in a proper subfactor M = N (A)" of TV. The question 
of which subfactors M in TV contain masas for N dates back to Kadison. Such 
a subfactor must be irreducible, as the following well known observation makes 
clear.

Proposition 1.4.31. Let A be a masa in a Hi factor TV. Suppose that M is a 
subfactor of TV containing A then

M'nTV = Cl.

Proof. Under the given hypotheses, we have M' D TV C A' n TV = A C M. Hence, 
M' fl TV C M' H M = Cl, as claimed. D

Popa showed that this is the only obstruction to a subfactor containing a 
masa. In [42], he demonstrated that any irreducible subfactor of a separable Hi 
factor TV contains a masa of TV. Furthermore, he went on to show that, given an 
irreducible factor M of a separable Hi factor TV, then a singular masa A for TV 
can be found inside M. In the continuation ([25]) of this work, Jones and Popa 
establish the next result, again using centralising sequences to see that two masas 
are non-conjugate.

Theorem 1.4.32 ([25, Theorem 3.1]). Let R be the hyperfinite Hi factor. 
Given an irreducible regular subfactor N of R, there exists masas A\ and A% in 
R withN(Ai)" =J\f(A2 )" = TV, such that AI is T while A2 is not.

As a consequence of this they are able, again in [25], to produce uncountably 
many pairwise non-conjugate semi-regular masas in R. This result requires lots of 
technical machinery, not least the previous theorem! We will give an elementary 
and explicit construction of such a family of masas in section 2.4, using Tauer's 
length ideas.

1.4.6 Invariants for singular masas

We end our initial discussion of masas by summerising the methods available for 
showing that two singular masas are not-conjugate via an automorphism of the 
underlying IIj factor. These methods fit into two categories, those coming from 
'yes/no' properties such as the asymptotic homomorphism property, and those
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coming from conjugacy invariants of singular masas. Of course, we could think 
of the first type as being Z2-valued invariants, but this seems somewhat perverse. 
However, as we shall later see, in section 3.3, there is a method of defining an 
invariant to be the size of a maximal cutdown on which a property holds.

Currently, all known invariants for singular masas are either naturally discrete 
or are not known to take values in a continum. For example, the Pukanszky in 
variant, which we shall eventually formalise in Definition 3.1, associates to each 
masa A a subset of NU {00}. While the power set 2Nu {°°} is uncountable, and in 
deed the Pukanszky invariant was used in [38] to give uncountably many pairwise 
non-conjugate singular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor, it is naturally topol- 
ogised with the discrete topology. Furthermore, we shall establish a continuity 
result, Theorem 3.1.5, which shows (Corollary 3.1.8) that it is not possible to 
find a continuous map t H~» A(t) from [0,1] into the set of masas in a Hi factor, 
equipped with the doo^-metric, for which each A(t) has a different Pukanszky 
invariant.

Alternatively, Popa's ^-invariant naturally takes values in the continuous in 
terval [0,1] but, as we have already seen, only the values 0 and 1 can be attained. 
The ce-invariant of Sinclair and Smith, also takes values naturally in the interval 
[0,1], but here too not all values are possible, see Theorem 1.4.17, and it is not 
known whether a takes values other than 0 or 1. At present then we should not 
regard a as a continuous-valued invariant.

As there are uncountably many singular masas in R, no pair of which is 
conjugate by an automorphism of R: it would be desirable to have an invariant, 
which we will temporarily denote by L : taking values in an interval / such that the 
map taking masas to the invariant is continuous with respect to the 6^0,2 metric 
on masas and the Euclidian metric on /. Furthermore, it would also be desirable 
if we could exhibit a right inverse to t, which will be a continuous map t H-» A(t) 
with t(A(t)) = t giving a continuous path of pairwise non-conjugate masas. 42 We 
shall call such an invariant a genuinely continuous invariant, and use centralising 
sequences to exhibit one in section 3.3.

42 Thereby excluding the ^-invariant from consideration.
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Chapter 2 

Tauer's original examples of masas

In this chapter we give a modern account of the masas constructed in 1965 by 
Sister Rita Tauer, [70]. The main thrust of Tauer's paper was to give countably 
many semi-regular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor R, no pair of which are con 
jugate via an automorphism of R. This was attained by introducing the concept 
of the length of a semi-regular masa and constructing semi-regular masas of all 
finite lengths using matrix techniques. We begin, in section 2.1, by examining 
Tauer's method for constructing masas in R and establishing some notation for 
use in the sequel. Parts of sections 2.1 and 2.2 are to appear in [77].

Round the towers

Andy Sole traversing great tower on Tower ridge (IV 3), Ben Nevis, Feb 2005.

Photo: Saw
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2.1 Defining Tauer masas

Our starting point is the following observation, Theorem 2.5 of [70], which gives 
a method for constructing masas inside the hyperfinite Hi factor. Accordingly, 
we shall call masas constructed using this method Tauer masas.

Proposition / Definition 2.1.1. Let (^Vn )S=i be an increasing sequence of finite 
type I subfactors generating the hyperfinite Hi factor R. Suppose we have masas 
An in 7Vn with An C An+i for all n, then

A = (U~ ^n )",

is a masa in R.
A masa A in the hyperfinite Hi factor R is then said to be a Tauer masa 

if there exists such an increasing sequence (Nn )™=l of finite type I subfactors 
generating R such that A Pi 7Vn is a masa in Nn for each n. In this case we shall 
write An for A n 7Vn , and say for emphasis that A is a Tauer masa with respect 
to the subfactors (Nn )™=1 .

Originally this was established by taking an element x of R commuting with 
A and approximating x inside the weakly dense subfactors Nn by (an + xn ) with 
an E An and xn G Nn © An . An e-argument was then used to demonstrate 
that limn^.oo \\xn \\ 2 = 0, which established the result. In his brief discussion of 
Tauer's examples ([44, 5.2.2]) Sorin Popa observes that under the hypothesis of 
the proposition we have

lim HE^ (x) - E^nfl (x)\\ 2 = 0, (2.1.1)
n—>oo

for all a: £ R, and so A is a masa in R by Proposition 1.4.3. For x G 7Vn , it is 
immediate that E^n (x) = E^n/z(aj), from which (2.1.1) follows by density. We 
shall often use this tool for calculating the conditional expectation onto a Tauer 
masa and so we record it formally.

Proposition 2.1.2. Let A be a Tauer masa in R with respect to the subfactors 
(Nn )%L l . For each x 6 Nn , we have

EAn (x) = EA (x) = E^nn (x).

In particular Figure 2.1, overleaf, is made up of commuting squares (in the sense 
of Definition 1.3.7).

Given a chain of finite type I subfactors (Nn) =̂l , we may write them as a 
tensor product. Namely we can find subfactors (Mn) =̂l such that

n

(2.1.2)
r=l
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Figure 2.1: Inclusions of masas 4n C Nn giving rise to a Tauer masa A C R.

for every n, with the inclusion JVn c Wn+i given by the natural map x M- x 0 1. 
In particular, if A is a Tauer masa with respect to the chain (Nn) =̂l , then for 
ra > n we can write the finite dimensional approximation ^4m in the form

Am = e®y*WB . (2.1.3)

The direct sum in (2.1.3) is over the set Tmin(An) of all minimal projections e for 
An , and each Am]n is a masa in ®J?ln+1 ^-

Tauer produced her examples inside the copy of the hyperfinite factor obtained 
by repeatedly embedding the 2n x 2n matrices inside the 2n+1 x 2n+1 matrices. In 
the formulation above, we take each Mn to be a copy of the 2x2 matrices, and 
write Dn for the n-fold tensor product of the algebras of diagonal 2x2 matrices, 
which is a masa in Nn . Tauer's first example, Theorem 3.2 of [70], is that of the 
Cartan masa in the hyperfinite factor. 1 In this result, she demonstrates that the 
Tauer masa D generated by the approximates Dn in 7Vn is Cartan in R. We can see 
this immediately, as any unitary in Nn which normalises Dn actually normalises 
all of D. By Proposition 1.4.9, Dn is Cartan in 7Vn , so we have Nn C N (D)" for 
each n, and hence N (D)" = R.

To construct her other examples, Tauer used a sequence of unitaries un with 
each un G Nn fl D'n_ l . Define masas An in 7Vn by

An = ul ... unDnu*n ... u[, (2.1.4)

and observe that, as un+i commutes with Dn , we have An C An+i so a Tauer masa 
A is obtained from this sequence of unitaries. Properties of the masas resulting 
from certain sequences of unitaries were then deduced by intricate calculations, 
[70, Sections 4,5 and 6]. We note that given any Tauer masa A with respect to the 
subfactors (Nn )™=1 , one can find unitaries un G N^D'^ such that (2.1.4) holds 
by repeatedly appealing to the uniqueness up to unitary conjugation of masas in 
finite type I factors.

In examining Tauer's examples we shall consider both the formulations (2.1.3) 
and (2.1.4). The first presentation, combined with modern methods for examining

tonnes, Feldman and Weiss' result, Theorem 1.4.6, on the uniqueness of the Cartan masa 
up to conjugacy justifies referring to the Cartan masa in R.
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the von Neumann algebra generated by normalisers will be used to demonstrate 
singularity and semi-regularity in the next two sections. The unitaries required for 
the second characterisation will sometimes be explicitly given, both for complete 
ness and as they are naturally generalisable to give further interesting examples 
of masas.

Tensor products appear regularly in this thesis. We end this section by noting 
that the class of Tauer masas is closed under tensor products.

Proposition 2.1.3. Let A and B be Tauer masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor R. 
Then A®B is a Tauer masa in R®R. More generally if, for each m G N, 
is a Tauer masa in R, then ((£)m=i A^)" is a Tauer masa in R®00 .

Proof. For the first statement, let (Mn)^ and (Nn )%Li be chains of finite di 
mensional subfactors in R such that A and B are Tauer masas with respect 
to the subfactors (Mn) =̂l and (7Vn)^=1 respectively. Write An = A n Mn and 
Bn = B n Nn for the finite dimensional approximates generating A and B. 
The chain (Mn ® Nn) =̂l certainly generates R®R, and An <S> Bn is a masa 
in each Mn <S> Nn which is contained in An+i ® Bn+i. It is immediate that 
(U^li An <8> Bn)" = A®B in R®R, so that A®B is a Tauer masa with respect to 
the chain of subfactors (Mn ® Nn)£Li-

For the more general claim, we need a triangular argument to ensure every 
thing remains suitably finite. Let (Nn}™=l be a chain of finite dimensional 
subfactors, with respect to which A^ is a Tauer masa with approximates de 
noted by A^ = Mm) n A<m). Write fl<ro> for the copy of the hyperfinite Hi factor 
obtained as the direct limit of the Nn • For each m € N, let

M =

a finite dimensional subfactor of 7?®72® . . .®/2, which itself is included 
naturally in (®m=i R^)"- With the natural inclusion of Mn inside Mn+i, we 
have a chain (Mn)^ which generates (®~=1 ^(m) )"- Furthermore,

An =

is a masa in Mn for every n, and An C An+l . Hence, (|J~=1 An )" 
is a Tauer masa in «g)~=1

2.2 Tauer 's singular masa

In section 4 of [70), Tauer demonstrated the existence of a sequence of unitaries 
yielding a singular Tauer masa A from the approximates of (2.1.4). A complicated
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approximation argument was used in [70] to show directly that any element in 
Af (A)" can be approximated by elements in the chain (An )™=l generating the 
Tauer masa. This method involves looking at infinitely many of the inclusions 
An C Nn simultaneously. Alternatively, as noted in [44], it is possible to proceed 
using Popa's orthogonality method, Proposition 1.4.7. By verifying that Tauer's 
singular masa has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property of Definition 
1.4.19, we are able to establish the singularity of A in a much more routine 
fashion below. In particular, we shall only ever need to look at one inclusion 
An C Nn at once. To do this we set out how Tauer's singular masa appears when 
examined in the form (2.1.3), which we shall take as the definition.

Construction 2.2.1 (Tauer's Singular Masa). Let Nn be the n-fold tensor 
product of the 1-2 factor of 2 x 2 matrices with normalised trace. Take A\ to be the 
diagonal masa D\ in N\. Given the 2*-th approximation A2t, index the minimal 
projections of Ay by

and take A2t+ 1 to be the masa in A^H-I given by
2*

(2.2.1)
t€{0,l}2t r=1

Here D\ is the algebra of diagonal 2x2 matrices and b denotes the self-adjoint 
unitary

which conjugates DI onto bDib* - an orthogonal masa to DI in NI. In this way 
we obtain a Tauer masa A in the copy of the hyperfmite Hi factor generated by 
the C/Vn )£Li, which we refer to2 as Tauer }s singular masa. Observe the lacunary 
nature of this construction, in that we are really working with respect to the chain 
(7V20£o of tyPe J2* factors generating R. In fact, the only reason for introducing 
n is to tie up our formulation with Tauer's original definition later.

2.2.1 Establishing singularity

We begin our proof that Tauer's singular masa is indeed singular by rephrasing 
Lemma 1.4.23, which deals with the weak asymptotic homomorphism property 
in a commuting squares context, to suit the Tauer masa situation. 

2 slightly ahead of the game
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Proposition 2.2.2. Let Abe a Tauer masa with respect to the sub factors 
Suppose that, for infinitely many n, each minimal projection e £ An and e > 0, 
we can find m > n and a unitary in we £ Am,n,3 with

£ 4 </) (we ) <e, (2.2.2)
Am,n 2

for every minimal projection f ^ e in An . Then A has the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property, and so is a strongly singular masa in R.

Proof. Using the commutative diagram Figure 2.1 from Proposition 2.1.2, Lemma 
1.4.23 demonstrates that it suffices to prove that, given operators xi,... ,xm in 
some Nn with E^n (xi) = 0 and e > 0, we can find a unitary v £ A with

for all i and j. By increasing n if necessary, we can assume that n belongs to the 
infinite set of the hypothesis.

We shall take v = See^min (An ) e ® we, where the we are the unitaries in Am]n 
satisfying (2.2.2) guaranteed by the hypothesis of the proposition. Suppose that 
u is a partial isometry in Nn with uu* = f E Pmm(An ) and u*u = e E Pmm(An ), 
with e ^ f. As uvu* = f <S> we , we have

\\EA (uvu*)\\ 2 = \\f\\ 2 \\EA(vn (we )

If u1 is another partial isometry with u'u'*, u'*u' E Pmm(A) and one of uu* ^ f or 
u*u 7^ e, then it is immediate that

EA (uvu1*) = EA (u'vu*) = 0.

The result now follows, as by taking matrix units, any operator x E Nn with 
E^n (x) = 0, can be written as a linear combination of partial isometries u in Nn 
with initial and range projections orthogonal minimal projections for An . Any 
two distinct partial isometries u and u' in this combination must have either 
u*u ^ u'*u' or uu* =£ u'u'*. D

Theorem 2.2.3. Tauer's singular masa A produced by Construction 2.2.1 above, 
has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property and so is indeed singular.

Proof. Fix t > 0 and an index i E {0,1} 2*. We claim that the unitary Ui in

„(>'") • x A v ' given by
ot

1 0 
0 -1P=1

3 Recall that Am]n is defined by equation (2.1.3).
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has
E

for every j £ {0,1}2' with j ^ z. The theorem then follows from this claim and 
Proposition 2.2.2.

Using (1.3.1) for the second identity we see that

_ 2< ( i ( l ° ^
2 r_i \ \ /

t. / / / 1 0 \ \\- ® ̂  (E* (&<--> o _J (^*)v-> (fr*) 1-- (2 -2.3)
r=l V V V U / / /

As bDib* and DI are orthogonal masas in the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices, we have

0 -1

The claim then follows by examining the rth component of the tensor product in 
(2.2.3), for some r with ir ^ jr . HI

The orthogonality used in the last step of Theorem 2.2.3 can be used, with a 
bit more work, to establish the hypothesis of Proposition 1.4.7 for an appropriate 
set of unitaries, giving the alternative proof of the singularity of Tauer's masa 
hinted at in [44] . We shall also see this orthogonality technique at work in section 
3.3 in combination with Popa's observation, Proposition 1.2.10, that large families 
of pair wise orthogonal masas can be found in appropriately large matrix algebras, 
to produce singular Tauer masas which do not contain centralising sequences of 
R.

2.2.2 A reformulation and the 0-masas

Our next objective is to write down a sequence of unitaries (wn )£Li giving Tauer's 
singular masa in the form (2.1.4). Fix matrix units (e^)}^ for the 2 x 2 matrices 
NI. We first inductively index the minimal projections Pmin (A2t), introduced in 
Construction 2.2.1. Namely we take /^0) = e0)0 and /^ = 61,1. For an index 
i G {0, 1} 2'+1 , let tf+1) be given by

(2 . 2 .4)
r=l

where we write i 2t = (z'i, . . . , z 2t), for the restriction of i to the first 2* entries.
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Set u\ = 1 and assume inductively that we have found u^,... ,^2* 5 for some 

t > 0, such that
2*

\
(2.2.5)

for all i E {0,1} 2*. For n = 2* + r, with 1 < r < 2*, define

U"n —- X vy I OH 0 >cV «L "T" O1 1 Ov J. (X) 01. ( ^. ̂  • 0 ] /t ^yu,u^-' ' x,j. "^-^ ^-^ y ) \ /

which is readily seen to lie in Nn n D'n_v Then

2* 2* 

w2*+l W2t +2 • • • Uzt+i = \^

ie{o,i}2t

which combines with the inductive hypothesis (2.2.5) and the inductive indexing 

of the f^ to ensure that we have

'2t+1

r=l

The sequence of unitaries given by (2.2.6) then satisfies (2.1.4) and so represents 

the singular Tauer masa in this form. Careful examination of part 4.5 of [70] 

confirms that these unitaries are exactly those used by Tauer to give an example 

of a singular masa.
We can naturally generalise Tauer 's singular masa by allowing the conjugating 

unitary b to depend on the stage n.

Construction 2.2.4. Given a sequence (0n)5£=2 °f real numbers in the interval 

[0, 7T/4], we define a Tauer masa corresponding to this sequence with respect to the 

subfactors (Nn )' =̂1 isomorphic to the n-fold tensor product of the 2x2 matrices 

with matrix units (eij)l^=0 . As above, we write Dn for the n-fold tensor product 

of the diagonal 2x2 matrices - a masa in 7Vn .
Take u\ = 1 and for n > 1, write n = 2* + r with 1 < r < 2* and set

un = (e0>0

where 6<?n denotes the reflection matrix

cos0n sin<9n

This sequence has un € Nn C\ D'n-l and so gives a Tauer masa A by

An = HI ...un Dnu*n ...ul. 
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The calculations above show that Tauer's singular masa corresponds to taking 
each 0n = 7T/4 in this construction.

To express these Tauer masas in the form of (2.1.3) we reverse the calculation 
following the proof of Theorem 2.2.3. Write £> (0) for the masa of diagonal matrices 
in NI, with minimal projections

(o) / 1 0 \ , ( o) / 0 0e° =o o andei =

Given 0 e [0,7r/4], let D (e) = beD^bg - a masa in the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices 
with minimal projections

(ef ' = i»e<0) 6; W

The first approximation is given by AI = £> (0) , with minimal projections //0) = 
e|°^ for i — 0, 1. Suppose that the set of minimal projections of Ay is j\ indexed 
by i e {0, 1} 2*, then the 2*+1-th approximation is given by

,*r D(0)tfr * — (T\ 
"2 t +r 2*+r Vj^

ie{o,i} 2t r=1

Finally, for »€ {0,1 } 2 , let

2*

r=l

giving us the minimal projections for

Remark 2.2.5. Working with the reflection matrices of (2.2.7) was just an aes 
thetic choice based on the Tauer's extensive use of the reflection matrix b (of 
Construction 2.2.1) in constructing her singular masa, [70, Section 4]. We could 
have equally used rotation matrices for this construction, as these give rise to the 
same masas in the 2x2 matrices. More formally, let

cos 0n — sin 0n 
sin 0n cos 0n

Then, for each n,
' 1 0 

0 -1

so that b6n D^b;n = c9n D^cln . Hence, if we replace all the bQn in Construction 
2.2.4 with the appropriate c0n , then we obtain the same Tauer masa A.

4 The S appearing here and above, is the Kroneker J-symbol. As usual St i is 1 when i = 1 
and 0 otherwise. r> r '
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Obviously not all the masas constructed above can be singular, for example if 
each 9n = 0, then we obtain the Cartan masa in R. We can, however characterise 
singularity of these masas as follows.

Theorem 2.2.6. Let (#n )5S=2 be a sequence of reals in the range [0,7T/4]. The 
Tauer masa A obtained from Construction 2.2-4 corresponding to this sequence 
is singular if and only if, for every r, the sum

*>|log2 r]

diverges.

We could prove this theorem now, using a much more involved calculation 
based on the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 to obtain the weak asymptotic homomor- 
phism property and hence singularity of A when the divergence criterion is sat 
isfied. A perturbation argument, using Theorem 1.4.17, can be used to establish 
the converse. In Theorem 4.1.3, we shall characterise singularity for any Tauer 
masa in terms of a convergence criterion, using these ideas, and so we prefer to 
deduce Theorem 2.2.6 from this result in section 4.2. These masas will also make 
an appearance in section 4.3, where additional properties will be investigated. For 
example, we show in Corollary 4.3.12, that all these 0-masas contain non-trivial 
centralising sequences for R.

2.3 Tauer's semi-regular masas

2.3.1 Tauer's length invariant

Tauer's length invariant for semi-regular masas, is the natural continuation of 
Diximer's original classification of masas into singular, semi-regular and Cartan 
masas by looking at the algebra generated by the normalisers. Her original con 
cept, which we give below, was of finite length masas. In section 2.4, we will 
extend this idea to produce masas of infinite length.

Definition 2.3.1. Given a masa A in a von Neumann algebra TV, we define for 
each integer n > 0, the n-fold normalising algebra, J\fn (A), inductively by

" n > 0 '

A masa A is then, not quite following Tauer5 , said to have length I if J\fl (A) = N 
and Nl ~ l (A) + N.

5 Tauer defined a masa to be of length / when the / -I- 1-fold normalising algebra is the first 
to generate N.
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We briefly digress here to note it is enough to check that A/1 (A) is a factor 
to see that all the normalising algebras of A are factors.

Proposition 2.3.2. If A is a semi-regular masa in a type Hi factor N, then each 
A/"n (A) is an irreducible sub factor of N.

Proof. Suppose inductively that jVn (A) is an irreducible subfactor of TV. The 
inclusion

Mn+l (A) n M*+l (A)' c N n Mn+1 (A) 1 cNntfn (A) 1 = o,

shows that A/'""1" 1 (A) is also an irreducible subfactor of TV. D

In section 5 of [70], Tauer exhibited semi-regular masas in the hyperfinite Hi 
factor R of all finite lengths greater than 1, while in section 6 she went on to 
give two such masas of length 2 which are not conjugate by an automorphism of 
R. The invariant she used to show this non-conjugacy, in Lemma 6.7 of [70], was 
condition 2 of Proposition 1.3.3. As that proposition shows, Tauer 's idea was an 
early appearance of Jones' index for subfactors, for her condition is exactly the 
statement [Af2 (A) : N1 (A)} = 2. 6

Tauer's second example of a length 2 semi-regular masa A has [N2 (A) : 
A/1 (A)] = 4. The Jones index [N2 (A) : A/1 (^4)], gives an invariant for length 
2 masas, which must take values in NU {00} \ {1} by Proposition 1.3.2. In 
subsection, 2.3.5, we indicate how to construct a Tauer masa of length 2 for each 
of these possible values.

More generally, the (/ - l)-tuple ([Afm+1 (A) : Mm (A)]) 1̂  gives an invariant 
for semi-regular masas of length /. By repeated application of Proposition 1.3.2 
and the tower law (1.3.4), this (/ - l)-tuple must consist of elements from N U 
{00} \ {!}. In [71], Tauer followed up her work of [70] to indicate how one 
could construct 2l ~ l pairwise non-conjugate semi-regular masas of length / in the 
hyperfinite Hi factor. The product-type invariant she used to do this was really a 
determination of which m the iterated normaliser algebra A/"m (A) has index 2 in 
J\fm+1 (A). We shall not give these examples, preferring in this section to give just 
the examples appearing in [70]. In the next section, 2.4, we shall examine infinite 
length masas, the definition of which is obvious but is nevertheless spelt out in 
full there. Using the methods there, it will be clear how to construct a Tauer 
masa of length / for which each [J\fm+l (A) : A/"m (A)] = 2»m for some fim e N. 7 
This gives countably many pairwise non-conjugate masas of length /.

6 Under the additional assumption that [M2 (A) : JV1 (A)] < oo
As we shall subsequently -argue : there i should be no intrinsic difficulty in obtaining any other 

ue ,n N U {00} \ {1} for these [A^ (A) : M™ A merelvalue ,n N U {00} \ {1} for these [A^ (A) : M™ (A)}, merely a calculational inconvenience.
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2.3.2 Tauer's examples of finite length masas: Setup

Our next objective will be to give an account of the masas constructed in section 
5 of [70]. For most of this section, / will be a fixed integer with / > 2, the length of 
the masa we shall produce. We begin by giving an initial instalment of notation 
which will remain fixed for the remainder of this section.

Notation 2.3.3. Let M denote the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices and let (e|°'0) )JJ=0 
be the standard matrix units for M. Write D^ for the masa in M consisting of 
the diagonal matrices, which then has minimal projections e0°0 and e[ { . As in 
the previous section, we write 6 for the unitary

and D^ = bD^b*, a masa in M which is orthogonal to £) (0) . Given i, i1 , j, j' € Z2, 
write

a partial isometry in M with initial projection e^J ' and range projection e^'* . 
For brevity we adopt the convention that if only one index appears in the subscript 
or superscript it should be regarded as being repeated. In particular, we shall 
write e\1 ' for eJV . With this convention, the minimal projections of D^ are 
CQ and of .

Given indices ir and jr in Z2 , for 1 < m < / — 1 and 1 < r < n, we define 
equivalence relations ™ by i ~ j if and only if X)r=i(^ ~~ J* ) = 0 in ^2. Here 
and throughout, we write i = (rr ) r,m and similarly for j. We write /^j for the 
element of M®71^1 ) given by

/ — 1 n
ce -(™)

. ,.-l .(m-l)
= >

7n=l r=l

where the sums Y?t=l *|m~^ an(i Et=i Jt are taken in Z2 , and are defined to 
be zero when they make no sense (i.e. when m = I or r = I). Note that these fa 
are matrix units for M®"^" 1 ) and, following the precedent set earlier, we make 
the convention that ft = ft^ here also.

Before setting up our Tauer masa, we record an easy feature of the e^ which 
will be critical later in this section.

Proposition 2.3.4. With the previous notation we have

fort € Z2-
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Proof. This proposition can be readily checked by a simple 2x2 matrix calcula 
tion. D

We are now in a position to describe the Tauer masas we shall study in this 
section, which are an alternative formulation of those examined by Tauer.

Construction 2.3.5. Let Nn = M®n(l~^ ® M®n(l ~ l >. Write in for the embedding 
of M®n inside M0(n+1 ) given by in (x) = x <g> 1, so t£(l~ l) <g> ^(/-1) gives an 
embedding Nn «->• Nn+i. In this way, we obtain a chain of finite dimensional 
factors generating the hyperfinite Hi factor R. 

Let An be the masa in Nn given by

l-l n __
— .,'!"">. (2.3.1)

.(m) _ m=l r=l
lr

l<r<n

Observe that when we embed Nn into Nn+i, we have An C An+\, giving rise to a 
Tauer masa A in R.

Our objective is to show that the masa constructed above has length /, this 
result being the main thrust of section 5 of [70]. The discussion in subsection 
2.3.1, motivates the calculation of the index of each of the inclusions of the ra- 
fold normalising algebras of these masas. Before getting underway, we note that 
we could use the same methods as in the previous section to give an explicit 
characterisation of a sequence of unitaries yielding the masa of Construction 2.3.5 
in Tauer's form (2.1.4). The sequence of unitaries obtained in this instance, would 
then coincide with those which can be carefully extracted from 5.14 of [70], and 
so we are dealing with Tauer's original semi-regular masas here.

Theorem 2.3.6. For each I > 2 the Tauer masa A produced by Construction 
2.3.5 is a semi-regular masa of length I. Furthermore, [J\fm+1 (A) : A/"m (A)] = 2 
for m = 1 ,...,/ — 1.

In the next subsection, we shall embark upon the details for this Theorem. 
We end this subsection by outlining the plan of campaign.

1. Write down explicitly generators for a subfactor S of R (and check that it 
is indeed a subfactor).

2. Demonstrate that S is indeed the first normaliser algebra Af(A)".

3. Describe explicitly a subfactor f of R containing 5 with [f : S] = 2.
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4. Demonstrate that this T is generated, as a von Neumann algebra, by the 
normalisers of S.

5. Repeatedly apply steps 3 and 4 to write down explicit formulations of all 
the normaliser algebras J\fm (A).

2.3.3 Parts 1 and 2 of the proof of Theorem 2.3.6

The underlying hyperfinite Hi factor, R, naturally factorises as the von Neumann 
tensor product Ri^R2 , where RI and R% are hyperfinite factors, both generated 
as the direct limit of the chain (2.3.2).

.9(1-1) .«('-!) ,8(1-1) ®(J-1) .8(1-1)*

(2.3.2)
We shall obtain our target subfactor, S, in the form 50^2 - for an explicit 
subfactor S of RI, which we now construct.

Write Sn for the subspace of M®"^" 1 ) generated by those fitj with i ™ j, in 
the sense of Notation 2.3.3, for each m = !,...,/ — 1. Since this is an equiv 
alence relation and the (fij) are matrix units for M®"^" 1 ), we see that Sn is a 
*-subalgebra of M®n(l ~ l\ Each Sn is included into Sn+i by L® , so we can 
define S to be the von Neumann subalgebra of RI generated by the Sn .

To see that S is a subfactor of R, it is enough to check that 5 is a subfac 
tor of RI . We shall do this by examining the Bratteli diagram of the inclusion 
Sn C Sn+i. For each k^ l\ . . . , k^l~^ G Z^ the subspace of Sn generated by those 
fi,j with £"=1 4m) = Er=i Jrm) = ^(m) for all m, is a factor, which we temporar 
ily denote by Sn (k^l \ . . . , fc^" 1 )). One can see this, as these /jj are evidently 
matrix units for Sn (k^l\ . . . , fc^" 1 )). 8 By counting the matrix units, we see that 
each Sn (k^\ . . . , k^ l ~ 1 ^) is a type I2(n-i)(i-i) factor. In conclusion we note that Sn 
decomposes into the direct sum of 2/-1 type I2(n-i)(i-i) factors:

n ~ bn (K , . . . , K ).

The inclusion i®^l ~ ' includes each factor Sn (k^l\ . . . , k^l ~ 1 ^) in the decompo 
sition of Sn precisely once into every factor Sn+i(k'^ l\ . . . , k'^ l ~ 1 ^). The Bratelli 
diagram of the inclusion Sn C 5n+i connects every element in each row once to 
every element of the next row, as indicated in the example corresponding to the 
case / = 3 in Figure 2.2. In this instance we can immediately deduce that S is a

8 It is easy to find ii,z2 , j\ and j2 with fil>jl and /<2iJ-a in 5n , while fil}j2 $ Sn . In this way, 
all the fij with i ~ j, for each m, do not give matrix units for Sn -
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Figure 2.2: Bratteli diagram for the inclusion of 1 G Sn C Sn+i, with / = 3.

factor from Proposition 1.3.8.
For the next stage we demonstrate that S = J\f(A)". As usual this splits into 

two parts.

Proposition 2.3.7. With the notation above:

2. A has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from S.

Proof of 1. For each integer n, we shall demonstrate that Sn ®M®n(l ~ l\ regarded 
as a subalgebra of 7Vn , is contained within GAf(A)". 9 For 1 < r < n and 1 < 
ra < / — 1, fix indices ir ,jr £ ^2 with i ~ j for each m, and unitaries XT in 
M. Take

/-I n
? . _ f. . <> /O\ /O\ r(m) ^ 0 ft, ]U-®n(l-l) 
u — Ji,j W V/y VcV r n

m=l r=l

We consider vAni v*, for n\ > n. Suppose we have indices kr G ^2 and elements 
y(m) G £)(ELi *t(m) ) for 1 < r < ni and 1 < m < / - 1, so that

/-I m
11 — fi (5?) fi?\ fi?\ 7/(m) y — Jk <5> V<A^ V^ 2/r '

m=lr=l

is a typical generator of Ani . We have vyv* = 0, unless k^ = j^ for 1 < r < n 
and 1 < m < / — 1. In this case

J-i / n m
(R) ^x^ I /x\ r^m^7/^m)r(m)* fi?i ^^\ i/71 ^ V^/ I V^/ xr iJr xr ^ V/y 2/r

m=l \r=l r=n+l

where /Cr is defined by

i -(in) ..(m) _ I «r r < n
, (m)«r n < r <

Under what conditions does_vyv* lie in Ani ? Observe that, for r > n and 
m we have y^ € D^**(m) ), since ^=1 4m) = Ern=i^m) . To ensure that 

"Recall from subsection 1.4.2 that the equality QM (A)" = M (A)" is well known for masas
A.
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XT yl XT G /}(£!=! *tm ) for 1 < r < n, we require that the unitaries XT 
satisfy

x(m) I)(Er=iJ«(m) ) x(m)* = £(E[=1 4m) ) 5 (2.3.3)

for all 1 < rn < / — 1 and 1 < r < n. Under these conditions v lies in the groupoid 
normaliser, QN(A).

Such v generate 5n 0 M®*"- 1^- 1 ), as the x(rm} allowed by (2.3.3) generate 
M, by Proposition 1.4.9. Since n was arbitrary, it follows that 5 C QJ\f (A)" as 
required. D

Before proving part 2 of Proposition 2.3.7, we need to examine the conditional 
expectation onto 5.

Proposition 2.3.8. The square in diagram 2.3 commutes in the sense of Defini 
tion 1.3.7. For indices ir \3r ft < r < n, 1 < m < / — I), with i </ j for some 
m, we have £5 (fa) = 0.

n(J-l)

Figure 2.3: Commuting square

Proof. Since the fa are matrix units for M®n-1 we note that

m m
whenever z / j and z' ~ j' for some 1 < m < / — 1. In this way, Esn (/i):; ) = 0,

m
whenever i 7^ j for some m. Once we have shown the commutativity of Figure 
2.3, we will be able deduce that E5n/ (fa) = 0 for all n1 > n, and hence that

(fa) = 0.
To show that Figure 2.3 commutes, it suffices to check that i®(l 1) (E5n (fa)) =
+i \^l' l\fa)\ for all indices ij. When i ™ j for all m, this is immediate 

from the fact that ^"^ includes 5n into 5n+i- Suppose instead that there is
m

some m with i 76 /c, and let ra0 be the minimal m with this property. We must 

show that E5n+1 (tS(l~ l\fa)) = 0.

Now in (fa) is an elementary tensor with the identity 1 in the r = n + 1, 
1 < m < mo positions of the tensor product. In these positions, we have
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35 £?=i 4m 1J = Zr=i ^t(m X) by tne minimality of m0 . In this way, we can write 
- )_) 35 a linear combination of fo^ such that

Am) _ -(m) ./(m) _ -(m) 
*r ~~ 4 r » Jr ~ Jr

whenever 1 < m < / — 1 and 1 < r < n and

Am) _ Am) 
~ Jn+l

for m < m0 . 10 Such (i' t f) inherit i' / / from the pair (i, j), so that L® (fij 
is a linear combination of elements which are orthogonal to 5n+i. D

Proof of Proposition 2.3.7: Part 2. We shall work with a slightly different chain 
of finite approximations to R compared with the previous part. We approximate 
RI, as before using the chain (2.3.2), however in the approximation of RI, we 
start our approximating chain one stage behind. More precisely, we work in the 
chain (M®^- 1)®^1^®^-1 )^- 1)))^ with repeated inclusion 4? (l ~ 1) ®4?('~ 1) , 
which also generates R. n The factor S is then generated by the chain (Sn ® 
Ln-i 1\^^n~ l^l ~ l ^))'^=i- The square in Figure 2.4 commutes, as a consequence 
of Proposition 2.3.8.

Figure 2.4: Inclusions approximating /S inside .ft

We are now in a good position to appeal to Lemma 1.4.23. Fix n and take 
indices ^m) , j^m) ,Zr(m) ,>(m) G Z2, for 1 < r < n and 1 < m < / - 1 with z 7^ j 
and i1 "ft /, for some ml and m2 . We also take elements x( ™^ and ^m) of M and 
set

and y = /,.,

Observe that such elements have linear span (M®n(/-1 ) © 5'n )(g)t<8>l/~ 1
and so it is enough to find a unitary v e A, depending only on n (and explicitly
not on x and y] such that E^ (xvy*) = 0.

10 We can make no comments about the values of t'^jj and j£m} for m > m0
n To be excessively precise, the repeated inclusion is actually the restriction of i?^" 1*®^" 1 * 

to the domain.
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Unsurprisingly, based on the calculation yielding Theorem 2.2.3, we take 

« = £
m=1

l 
l<r<n

a unitary in An . As xvy* lies in Nn , we can use the commuting squares of 
Proposition 2.1.2 to observe that EA (xvy*) = EAn (xvy*). It is apparent that 
E^n (xvy*) = 0 unless both i = i' and j = f. In this case we have

l> 1 V 'I l\ " ,V"'/1 I
,,\Z^r=lJr ) _ \2^,r-lJr )\ J 
"0 C l ,/ J 5

m=l \r=l

which is orthogonal to An . For this, recall that J^tr™0 + Er=iJrWl) . and 
then we have

as Z)° and D are orthogonal masas in M. D

This completes the second step of the plan. Before progressing, we observe 
that for us to obtain the weak asymptotic homomorphism property for A away 
from 5 above, it was crucial that it was only necessary to work with the case 
i = i1 and j = f. If we are unable to make this simplification then the weak 
asymptotic homomorphism property may turn out not to be available. At the risk 
of preempting matters, we point now to Appendix A, where a subf actor failing 
to have the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from the algebra 
generated by its normalisers will be given. This subf actor is in fact the S C RI 
obtained by taking / = 3, and if we attempt to demonstrate the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property, then we will not be able to make the same simplifying 
reduction that was possible for the masa A.

2.3.4 Parts 3 - 5 of the proof of Theorem 2.3.6

Stage three calls for the explicit construction of a von Neumann subalgebra T 
of R which will turn out to be generated by the normalisers of S and so will 
automatically be an irreducible subfactor by Proposition 2.3.2. We will take 
T — T®Ri, for a von Neumann subalgebra T of #1, which of course will turn 
out to be that generated by the normalisers of 5 in RI . Let Tn be generated as 
a subset of M®71^" 1 ^ by elements fij where ir \jr are indices with i ~ j for 
m = 1, ...,/ — 2 and we impose no condition on the values of rr ~ and ft . 
Since this condition on the pair (z, j) is an equivalence relation, we have in fact
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defined a von Neumann subalgebra of M®"^"1 ) containing Sn . The embedding 
in embeds Tn into Tn+i, and so we obtain a von Neumann subalgebra T of 
RI as the direct limit of these Tn . This T contains S.

At this point we jump to stage 5 and demonstrate why consideration of S and 
T suffice to establish Theorem 2.3.6. For the most part in this section, the length 
/ has been fixed. The induction to follow will be over /, and so we shall need to 
briefly consider the factors 5 for varying values of /. We append the superscript 
O to one of our von Neumann algebras to explicitly refer to the value of / in 
question. We shall only use this when necessary, the rest of the time / should be 
considered fixed. The tensor product is associative so we are able to repeatedly 
rebracket M®n(- l~^ as

The inclusion also factorises as L®I ~ I = i®l ~2 0 un . Regarded inside
M®n , Tn is then generated by ffj l) 0 M®n , where i ~ j for 1 < m < I - 2, and
the indices i and j are indexed by 1 < m < I — 2 (and 1 < r < n as before), so

1-2 n . . . . -l -(m-l) 5pr- 1 -(m-

9 1*r iJr 
m=lr=l

here. We can factorise RI as -Ri,i<8>-Ri,2, where ^^i is the direct limit of the chain

8(1-2) ®('-2) .®('-2) ®J-2 .®('-2)

and RI$ the direct limit of

M®2 4 • • • *£» M®n

The key point here is each that factorises as giM®71 , and so T^ factorises 
as 5^~^<8>-Ri,2- Crucially, we have

f (0 =

as M°2®#2 } is isomorphic to ~ 1 as both are hyperfinite IIj factors. Hence, if

( ~\ // -^ 
S'J = T then, on noting that T<2 ) = ^2) , we deduce

that our original Tauer masa A® is of length /. Furthermore, to observe that 
(Mm^(A) : Afm (A)} = 2 for each m, it is enough by (1.3.5), to check that 
[f : S] = 2. We record the conclusion of this discussion formally.

Lemma 2.3.9^ To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.6, it suffices to show that 
(£«)) = TO and [T^ : 5<'>] = 2, for all I > 2.
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We now crack on with stages 3 and 4, verifying the hypothesis of the previous 
lemma.

Proposition 2.3.10. With the notation above, [f : §\ = [T : S] = 2.

Proof. Equation (1.3.5) ensures that [f : 5] = [T : S], and we will calculate this 
second index using Wenzl's formula, Theorem 1.3.9. To do this we must examine 
the squares

Tn+1

which commute, by restriction of the commutative diagram, Figure 2.4. To apply 
the Wenzl formula, we will check that the inclusion matrices of Sn C 5n+i, Tn C 
Tn+i and Sn C Tn are independent of n. We will then have [T : S] = \\ A|| 2 , where 
A is the inclusion matrix of Sn C Tn .

We have already seen that Sn decomposes as the direct sum of factors

Sn=

fc( 1 ),...,fe('- 1 )ez2

with each factor embedding once in each factor in the decomposition of Sn+i. 
The matrix for the inclusion is then the 1l ~ l x 1l ~ l matrix with 1 in each position 
and certainly independent of n.

The factor decomposition of Tn , is also easy to come by. Given k^ l \ ..., k^l~^ £ 
Z2, we define Tn (k(1\ ..., /c (/~2) ) to be the subspace of M®nV~V generated by those 
fa with £"=i ilm} = YZ=i Jrm} = k(m} for m = 1,..., f-2. Since such fa provide 
matrix units, we have a factor of type I2(n-i)(i-2)+n. Furthermore, it is apparent 
that (for the same reasons as the Sn case) each of these factors embeds into each 
of the factors in the decomposition of Tn+i. In this case each embedding has 
multiplicity 2, leaving us again with an inclusion matrix independent of n.

We are now able to see that each 5n (fc (1) ,..., /c (/ ~ 2) , /c (/-1) ) embeds precisely 
once into the corresponding Tn (fc(1) ,..., /c (/~2) ). This gives us a 2/-2 x 21' 1 inclu 
sion matrix A which can be taken of the form

A=(/ /),

where / is the identity 2/-2 x 2/-2 matrix. This is certainly independent of n and 
so we can compute

=2. D
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( ^ _x // **^ 
S\ —T. Once

we have established the difficult inclusion jV (S) C T, it is enough to exhibit one 
non-trivial normaliser of S. We then ask, 'What is the index of the inclusion 
N (S)" C TT Since [T : S] = 2, either A/" (s} = T or M (s\ = S, so rejecting 
the second possibility is enough for our purposes. We proceed like this, as we 
do not know that the groupoid normalisers and the unitary normalisers generate 
the same von Neumann algebra outwith the context of masas. We prefer to work 
mainly in the factor RI and extend the result to R later, by tensoring with R2 .

Proposition 2.3.11. S is not a singular sub factor in R\, so S is not singular in 
R.

Proof. We give an normaliser in Ti not lying in S. Consider the unitary

in M®1 ^" 1 ) which is orthogonal to Si and so orthogonal to S. Fix n and 
irm\jrm) € %v for 1 < r < n and 1 < m < I - I with i ~ j for each m. 
Then uf^u* = /j/j/, where

1 - '~ 1} m = /-landr = l

and

_
lr — .(m) ,1 •' otherwise

m) = 1 - Ji~ m = J-landr =
Jr \ .(m) ,1r otherwise

In particular, i' ™ j' for each m, so that ufi^u* lies in Sn . Hence, u normalises 
Sn and, as n was arbitrary, u normalises S as required. D

It remains to demonstrate the more difficult inclusion M ( S ) C T. We have 
already said that we will be unable to use the weak asymptotic homomorphism 
property - see appendix A for the details. Instead, we use Lemma 1.4.26 and 
an induction argument, based on [70, Part (ii) of the proof of lemma 5.30] in 
Tauer's original proof of the length statement in Theorem 2.3.6. First we need 
to introduce yet more von Neumann algebras into the equation. Define von 
Neumann subalgebras U (ns] of M®n(- l ~ l\ for s = 0, ...,/- 2 to be those generated 
by all the fitj with £m\ jim) € 1^ (for 1 < T < n and 1 < m < I - 1) satisfying 
i ~ j, for 1 < m < s. Write U^ for the von Neumann algebras (actually 
subfactors) resulting as the direct limit of these U^ inside Rlf Observe that 
Ui!~2} = Tn for each n, so U^~^ = T\JVe also have U(n } = M®n( l~V for each n 
and so UW = RI. Finally we write tfW = U^®R2 , a von Neumann subalgebra 
of R. Our inductive plan is contained in the next lemma.
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Lemma 2.3.12. Let N be a finite factor. For each n e N and 0 < s < / - 2, 
there is a unitary v (E 5n+i such that

whenever u is a unitary in Un ® -/V.

Proof. Fix n and s. A typical unitary in t/i ® TV can be written as

i<m) ,^m) ez2
l<r<n 

z~j for l<m<s

where the u^j lie in N. The unitary nature of u yields the relation

, m .

l<m<s

for all indices i, j with i ~ j for 1 < m < s. We can easily compute the target 
estimate of the right hand side of (2.3.5) by using

l > 6b 11- • (9^7} yy (JLi j . ^ £ . O. i )

;(m) ,("«),

l<r<n 
z~j for l<Tn<s+l

There will be no surprise in our choice of the unitary v. Namely, we take v to 
be the unitary in 5n+i ® N given by

l<m<s 
Kr<n

the idea being that v has a Rachemacher style unitary inthem = s + 2,r = n+l 
term of the tensor product, and appropriate identity contributions elsewhere. We 

are able to evaluate uvu* as

.(m) .(m)

l<r<n 
i£j~fc for l<m<s

(2.3.8)

We compute the conditional expectation onto Sn+ \ ® TV of (2.3.8) considering 
each term separately. Suppose i, j, /c have i ~ j ~ /c for all 1 < m < s. The term 
of (2.3.8) corresponding to i, j, A: is orthogonal to Sn+ i <8> TV, unless we also have
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5+1

j. We now consider the two cases i s~2 j and i •/> j separately. If i 
k ^ i, then Proposition 2.3.4 shows that the term is orthogonal to Sn+\

5+2 a+l
j and k ~ i, then the term is also orthogonal to Sn+i 0 JV.

s+2
If i + j, then (2.3.6) gives

j and

N. If

l<m<s l<m<s

Using this, and the proceeding calculations, we see that

Km<s+l Km<s+l

where C = \\fij\\l - a constant. Equation (2.3.7), shows that this is precisely the 
required estimate (2.3.5). D

We are now able to complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.6. Given any unitary 
u\ in some U^ ® R% (for some 5 with 0 < s < I — 2), and e > 0, we are able to
find some n and a unitary u € Un <8> N with 
a unitary v E 5n <g> N with

— it|| 2 < e. Lemma 2.3.12 gives

We deduce that

3e,

and then as e is arbitary we obtain that 
this / — 1 times to obtain

C . Apply

C

Since C/ (0) = 
required.

and = T, this is precisely the inclusion M (s\ C T, as

2.3.5 Other semi-regular masas with length 2

In this subsection we discuss issues arising from Tauer's construction, Theorem 
2.3.6, of semi-regular masas of finite length. As the title suggests we shall mainly 
be interested in length 2 masas. We should first note that the existence of these 
masas follows from Jones and Popa's work, Theorem 1.4.32, although Tauer's
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example of a length 2 masa, and those coming below are of a much more explicit 
nature. A semi-regular masa of length 2 m R with [R : Af (A)"] = 2, such 
as Tauer's example, has what we should consider as the largest possible set of 
normalisers for a semi-regular masa. Jones and Popa's construction shows that, 
unlike the Cartan masa in .R, length 2, index 2 semi-regular masas are not unique 
up to conjugacy - for both F and non F length 2 masas can be found. We should 
then determine whether Tauer's masas have centralising sequences - fortunately 
this is straight forward.

Proposition 2.3.13. For each integer I > 2, Tauer's masa of length I given in 
Construction 2.3.5 contains non-trivial centralising sequences for the hyperfinite 
Hi factor R in which it lives.

Proof. This works in the same way as the Cartan masa is shown to be F in R. 
For each n, take

1-1 f 
/i ® ® ( l®(n-1) ®

m=l ^

Kr<n

for r^ = eg — 61 . In this way each xn is a unitary in An with tr(arn ) = O. 12 It
is immediate that xn commutes with elements of M®"^ 1 ) <8> ^^(M®*"
and then, as the union of these algebras is weakly dense in R, the sequence
is a non-trivial centralising sequence. D

We shall now give Tauer's second example of a length 2 masa from section 
6 of [70] which has [R : Af (A)"] — 4, and then explain how to extend the ele 
mentary matrix methods of the previous subsections to obtain any other value 
in N U {00} \ {1} which, by Proposition 1.3.2, are the only possible values of 
[R : Af (A)"] for a length 2 masa A. First up is Tauer's example - as with all 
her masas, this was originally expressed in terms of unitaries (un )™=l denning a 
Tauer masa as in equation (2.1.4). Actually, her example is much easier to de 
scribe than this. Let A C R be the length 2 masa with [R : AT (A)"] = 2 given by 
Theorem 2.3.6, which of course was Tauer's original example of a length 2 masa 
in section 5 of [70]. Now form the masa A®A in R®R. Part 2 of Proposition 
2.3.7, shows that A has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from 
Af(A)", which we will denote here by 5. Proposition 1.4.28, then ensures that 
A® A has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from S®S and so

12 We have seen this unitary before - it appeared as v in the proof of part 2 of Lemma 2.3.7, 
where it was used to establish that A has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away
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fl (A®A)" = 5<8>5. Equation (1.3.5) gives [R®R : 5®5] = 4, and it is im 
mediate that J\fR®R (505)" = R®R, so that we have a masa of length 2. It is 
possible to give an explicit formulation of A®A as a Tauer masa in R®R, and 
then carefully check that this agrees with the formulation given by the unitaries 
given in Definition 6.1 of [70], and so Tauer's second example of a length 2 semi- 
regular masa in the hyperfinite IIi factor is (isomorphic to) the tensor product of 
her first example with itself. In particular, this example also contains non-trivial 
centralising sequences for the underlying hyperfinite Hi factor. We shall also see, 
in section 4.3, that Tauer's singular masa given in section 2.2 also contains non- 
trivial centralising sequences so that all Tauer's original examples of masas have 
this property. In contrast, Pukanszky's examples ([51]) come from inclusions of 
groups H C G with gHg~l n H = {1} for every g 6 G \ H. We have already 
seen, in subsection 1.4.5, that masas arising in this way do not contain non-trivial 
centralising sequences.

To show that a length 2 Tauer masa A in R exists, for any possible value of 
[R : M"(A)"] GNU {00} \ {!}, it suffices to deal with the [R : N (A)"} = p case, 
where p is a prime. We will then be able to take finite tensor products as in the 
preceding paragraph to obtain any member of N\ {1} for [R : M (A)"]; we obtain 
the index value oo by taking the infinite tensor product ^4®°° c R®00 of Tauer's 
original example of a length 2 masa with itself.

Construction 2.3.14. Fix a prime p > 2, and let M be the algebra of p x p 
matrices, with matrix units (eij)ij^zp - Choose, by Proposition 1.2.10, a family 
of orthogonal masas (£> (i) )i€zp in M. Take Nn = M®n ® M®n with the natural 
inclusion x ® y ^ (x <8> 1) 0 (y <8> 1) of Nn into Nn+i . Let R be the hyperfinite Hi 
factor obtained as the direct limit of the chain 

Take An to be the masa
n n

r=l r=l

in 7Vn , with the sums above taken in Zp. As An is included into An+i , we obtain 
a Tauer masa A inside R. As is becoming familiar, we factorise R as Ri®R2 
with RI and R2 both being obtained as the direct limits of the natural inclusions

satisfying
n n

r=l

in Zp. The methods of the previous subsections apply here showing that each 
5n is actually a "-subalgebra of M®n and the direct limit is a subfactor 5 of ft
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with [/?! : S] = p. Furthermore, the proof of Proposition 2.3.7, carries over to 
this situation and demonstrates that A/" (A)" = S^R2 with A having the weak 
asymptotic homomorphism property away from S®R2 .

Since [R : S®Ri] — p, to complete our objective of explicitly producing a 
length 2 Tauer masa A with [R : M (A)"] = p we must show that S is Cartan 
in RI . As [A/* (S)" : S] must be an integer dividing p, primality tells that 5 is 
either regular or singular. Just as in the index 2 case, it = Siez eM+i G M is a 
non-trivial normaliser of each 5n , so that S is regular.

We are unable to use the exactly the same method to give other Tauer masas 
of length longer than 2. In demonstrating the difficult inclusion, namely that the 
normalisers of S are contained in T, we appealed to Lemma 1.4.24 several times 
to deduce the containment. Unlike the calculation, Proposition 2.3.7, of the nor 
maliser of A, we do not obtain the weak asymptotic homomorphism property for 
Afm (A) away from Nm+l (A) for any 1 < m < I - I from this calculation. Hence, 
in the absence of an answer to Question 1.4.29, 13 we are unable to tensor different 
masas together and retain control over the m-fold normalising algebras for m > 2. 
We do not know whether Mm (A) is strongly semi-regular in Nm+1 (A) but, as 
claimed earlier, we can not get the weak asymptotic homomorphism property. 
The details are reserved for Appendix A, where we show this failure for Tauer's 
length 3 masa and m = I . This is the first known failure of the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property of a von Neumann algebra away from its normalisers.

2.4 Masas of Infinite Length
In this section we construct semi-regular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor, of 
infinite length, i.e. masas A for which the chain

A c Afl (A) c Af2 (A) c • • • c Mn (A) c A/"n+1 (TV) c ...

is strictly increasing. Motivated by our use of the Jones index in the previous 
section, associate to each masa of infinite length, the index sequence, ([A/"n+1 (A) : 
Mn (A)])™=1 , which, by Proposition 1.3.2, takes values in (N U {oo}) \ {!}. Our 
objective will be to construct semi-regular masas with enough different index 
sequences to deduce the next result.

Corollary 2.4.1. There exist uncountably many semi-regular Tauer masas in the 
hyperfinite ll\ factor R, no pair of which is conjugate by an automorphism of R.

13 More accurately an answer to the appropriate restatement of this question for general von 
Neumann subalgebras of Hi factors rather than just masas.
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It is almost surely14 the case that any sequence in {2,3, . . . } U {00} can be 

obtained as an index sequence for some semi-regular masa in R; at present though, 
we are unable to achieve this. Here, our main objective is the next theorem, from 

which Corollary 2.4.1 follows immediately.

Theorem 2.4.2. Given a sequence (//n )£Li in N, we can find a semi regular 

Tauer masa A in the hyperfinite Hi factor R such that

(A) : Mn (A)] = 2"" , 

for each n.

2 A.I Defining the subfactors Afn (A)

An attempt to generate infinite length Tauer masas by crudely generalising the 
examples of the previous section fails as we would end up taking an infinite tensor 
product of M to get our chain of finite dimensional subfactors - this is patently 
not possible. More care is required; a diagonal argument will be used to offset 
this difficulty. Unfortunately this, in addition to the extra details required to vary 
the values of the index sequence, lead to a significantly more unpleasant setup 
compared with section 2.3. We follow the same outline15 as before, although we 
proceed more formally due to the extra complications.

Fix the sequence (//n)^ in N for the rest of this section. We will use the 
conventions of the first part of Notation 2.3.3, regarding the elements e^ in 
the algebra M of 2 x 2 matrices throughout.

Definition 2.4.3. For integers n > I > 1, let A (n, /) be the finite set consisting 
of all quadruples (r, s,^,^) sucn that:

1. r and s are integers with / < r, 1 < s and r + s < n -f 1;

2. ti and t2 are integers with 1 < t\ < ^r and 1 < £2 <

We shall work in the tensor product M0A(n>/). Given functions i, j : A (n, /) 
Z2, we write

M f - 6ft e ''' 2 '- ..
Jij - VC/ ei(r,-,«i,t3 )j(r,-,«l,«2 ) , (2.4.1) 

(r,a,«i,t2)€A(n,/)

where, as before, the sums are taken in Z2 and defined to be zero when they 
would make no sense, i.e. when 5 is 1 or 2.

14 In the non technical sense! 
15 Albeit in a different order.
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Proposition 2.4.4. The (n'l) fi,j, as defined in (2.4 .1) give matrix units for M® A(n

Proof. Since it is apparent that (n' l^f*j — ^/j,n it is only necessary to check 
that

, (2.4.2)

for all ijj^j'^k. We perform a downwards induction on r. Suppose inductively 
that j(r + l,s,ti,t2 ) = j'(r + l,s,£i,t2) f°r some r and all possible s,ti,t2 . In the 
starting case, r = n, no assumption is made. Now ^ fij^ fj> ,k is an elementary 
tensor, with the element

Ui E£+2 fc(r+l,«,ta ,fa ))

appearing in the (r, 5, £l5 ^2 ) position, as the inductive hypothesis ensures that the 
inner sums (those over j and /) in the superscripts are identical. Hence (2.4.2) 
evaluates to zero unless j(r, 5,^1,^2) = /(r, 5,^1,^2) for all allowed (r, 5,^1,^2). 
When j = jf , putting all the components above together gives the result. D

We are now in a position to define von Neumann algebras, which will turn out 
to give the iterated normalisers of the Tauer masa we shall eventually construct.

Definition 2.4.5. For integers n > / > 1, write i ~ j when the functions 
i, j : A (n, 1) — >> Z2, satisfy

n+1— r

=0,

for all r = /,... ,n and 1 < *i < Mr- Write 'Sn for the subspace of 
generated by all the ^n^fi,j with i ~ j. Since ~ is an equivalence relation and 
the M/JJ are matrix units for M®A(n'/) , Z 5n is a *-subalgebra of

Think of M0A(n+1^ as isomorphic to M®A ^n'^ <S> MA ^n+1^\A (n ' i ). We then 
embed M®A(n>/) in M®A (n+1 »^ in the natural way - by x •-> x® 1. The direct limit 
of the chain

is a copy of the hyperfinite Hi factor, which we denote 1 R.
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/ C C________*. I q C_____^ . . .C_____*. I O C________^ / C C_____*. . . .C———v f O 
Ol ^/+1 "-'n ^n+l O

Figure 2.5: Diagram of inclusions defining '5

Proposition / Definition 2.4.6. With the notation above, lSn is included in 
l Sn+l by the inclusion M®A (n'^ C M®A < n+1 ' z ). We define 1 S to be the direct limit 
of these l Sn as in Figure 2.5, a von Neumann subalgebra of 1 R, and then Figure 
2.5 is a commutative diagram.

Proof. If i,j : A(n,/) -> ?2 have i ~ j then as an element of M®A (n+1 '/), 
(n)i) /M ® 1 is the sum of all the elements (n+1 '/) /i/ j / ? where i',f are functions from 
A (n + 1, /) into T^ such that:

• i' and / extend i and j respectively;

• i' and / agree on A (n + 1, /) \ A (n, /). 

Such (i',j') have i' n~' f, so that ^n'^/i,j® 1 is a linear combination of generators
of '5n+i. In this way, we see that l Sn is included inside l Sn+i.

n,l
If ij : A(n,/) -> Z2 have i j> j, then Ei 5n (Mfi,j) = 0. To complete the 

proof, we must show that Ej 5n+1 (^fij) = 0 also. Let r0 be maximal (in the 
range / < r$ < n) such that there is some 1 < t( < //ro with

n+1— ro Mr--i n+1— rp

For r > r0 , we consider the (r,n + 2 - r,ti,^2 )-positions of the tensor product 
The maximaiity of r0 implies that

n— r jUr+2 n—r Mr+2

for all 1 < *2 < AWi- In tnese positions, the elementary tensor ^'^/ij ® 1 has the 
identity, which we can write as the linear combination

Decomposing (n' |)/iij. <g) 1 in this way, we can write it as a linear combination of 
(n+1>/) /t ' )J ' ^ P^rs (i'J1 ) of functions from A (n + I,/) into 1^ with

«'|A(n,/) = t, /| A (n,/) = j
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and
t'(r,n 4- 2 - r,ti,*2 ) = /(r,n + 2 - r,*i,

r •*• J*

for all r > r0 , 1 < ti < fj,r and 1 < £2 < /Vu- 16 These pairs inherit i' ^ j' from
i / j, so that they each have Ei 5n+1 ( (n+1 '°/i'j') = 0. Hence, E< 5n+1 ( (rM) /i,j) = 0, 
as required. D

We wish to demonstrate that 1 S is a subfactor of '.R, for which we shall examine 
the inclusion data for lSn C l Sn+i, then appeal to Proposition 1.3.8.

Proposition 2.4.7. Fix n > / > 1. Let I (n,l), denote the set of all pairs of 
integers (r,ti) with I < r < n, and 1 < ti < nr . For a function k : / (n, /) ->• 1^, 
define lSn (k) to be the subspace of M®A (n>z ) defined by those (n'z) /f,j such that

Mr+i n+1—r Mr+i n+1—r
^L ^L ^ / V* O t -t r s\ i — ^L ^^ /j / rt^ rt T t ft. l •^^~ ^* / 'X* T" ^ 1 ix ^ ^ I / /^ t/ \ » « O • C/ I * ^z. t — ^ ^ / I / . O * t/1 • C/ O J ^^^ MJ t/^vlla I ^^ • ^1 • \j I

for every (r,ti) G I(n,l). Each lSn (k) is a factor, and

(2.4.4)

Furthermore, in the inclusion I G lSn C lSn+i, every l Sn (k) is included exactly 
the same number of times into each l Sn+i(k').

Proof. Fix a function k : I (n, I) -> 2/2 . Since the condition (2.4.3) is an equiva 
lence relation, Proposition 2.4.4 shows that l Sn (k) is a *-algebra with unit

The collection of all (n'^/i,j generating l Sn (k) are matrix units for l Sn (k) and so 
z 5n (A;) is a factor. 17 The direct summation (2.4.4) follows immediately. 

A generator ^n^fij for l Sn (k) is included into l Sn+i as the sum

<"+1 '' ) /,',^. (2.4.5)
-»Za

n ,)=i and j'| A(ni0 =j
i/ lA(n+l,I)\A(n,i)=j'lA(n+l,0\A(n,J)

16 We can say nothing about the values of i'(r, n + 2 - r, ti, ^2) and /(r, n + 2 - r, t\, £ 2 ) for
r < r0 .

17 By contrast, the generators ^ n '^/i,j of '5n are not matrix units for l Sn as they do not all
lie in the same ~ -equivalence class. Compare with footnote 8 on page 61, which discusses this 
in the finite length case.
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Each such (n+1 'i>/i'j' lies in 'Sn+1 (fc'), where K is the function given on / (n + 1,1)
by

H/ (r,n + 2 —r,ti,t2 )) l<r<n 
l,Mi,*2 ) r = n+l

Now fix fc'. For each r and £1, there are 2/ir+1 ~ 1 choices of values «'(r,n + 2 
= j'(r, n + 2-r, ti,£2 ) € 2/2, so that

n+2-r t*r+i n+2-r

. ; ^ iies in ^n+1 (jfc'). in total there are 2^"=' /ir(/ir+1 ~ 1) choices of i' and / 
for which (n+1 ' z)/iv lies in lSn+1 (k'). Hence, '^(Jfe) is included 2^-'^^+1 ~ 1 ) 
times in lSn(k') independently of the functions k and &', as required. D

Now Proposition 1.3.8, demonstrates that there is at most one normalised 
faithful trace on U^Li ^n and, since there is such a trace, obtained by restriction 
of that on 1 R, we deduce that '5 is a Hi factor.

Corollary 2.4.8. The direct limit 1S, defined by Figure 2.5, is a sub/actor of lR. 

By commutativity of the tensor product we have the identification

,0 > (2.4.6)

Define lTn to be the subalgebra of M0A ( n>/ ) given, under the isomorphism above,
by

lTn = l+l Sn (8) M®A (n'm)\A (n''). (2.4.7)

Write 1T for the von Neumann subalgebra of 1 R generated by these 'Tn , and 
observe that the commutativity of Figure 2.5 restricts to show that Figure 2.6 
commutes.

Figure 2.6: Commuting diagram, giving rise to the inclusion 1 G 1 S C 1T

The identification (2.4.6), can be repeated for each n, to see that 1 R naturally 
factorises as the von Neumann tensor product

I , (2.4.8) 
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say. Here l Ri is the hyperfinite Hi factor obtained as the direct limit of the chain

with the natural inclusions. Under the factorisation (2.4.8), we have 1 T = l+l S®l Ri 

- a subfactor of 1 R, as /+15 is a subfactor of 1+1 R by Corollary 2.4.8.
We can not use the Wenzl index formula to compute [1 T : 1 S] as the number 

of components in the decomposition of lSn into subf actors goes to infinity with 
n, so there is no possibility of the inclusion matrices for 1 G l Sn C lTn satisfying 
the periodicity requirements of Theorem 1.3.9. Fortunately, we have prepared for 
this situation in subsection 1.3.4.

Theorem 2.4.9. For each I, we have

[1 T: 1 S] =2". (2.4.9)

Proof. Proposition 2.4.7, shows that there are 2^n^ = 2^+^+i+-+Mn subfactors 

in the direct sum decomposition of l Sn , furthermore each of these factors has 
the same dimension. The decomposition of each lTn into a direct sum of factors 
follows from the decomposition of the l Sn in Proposition 2.4.7, where the l Sn (k) 
are defined. Namely, we have

1T — H^ 1T± n — \\) J-n

where, again under the identification of (2.4.6), we have

IT fb\ — '+1 o (k\ ^ A/f®A (n>0\A(<J-n( K ) — dn( K ) S9 Ml

We see that there are then 2 l/(n ' /+1)l = 2w+1+ '" +/Xn factors in the direct sum de 

composition of lTn .
Let i denote the map including / (n, / + 1) into / (n, I). For each function 

k : I (n, /) —> 1%, the summand l Sn (k), is included precisely once into lTn (k o L). 
The inclusion matrix for 1 e l Sn C lTn is then a 2"+ 1 +-+^ x 2"+w+1+-+^ 

matrix consisting of 2^ copies of the 2w+ 1+"'+Mn x 2^+1+-+^ identity matrix /, 

as indicated below:

We have now verified all the conditions of Corollary 1.3.11, from which we imme 

diately deduce (2.4.9). D
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2.4.2 Computing the normaliser of S

Having constructed subfactors with the required Jones index, we now proceed 
to demonstrate that these subfactors give a tower of normalising algebras. The 
main statement we shall need is Theorem 2.4.10, which is the objective of this 
subsection. We choose to make the additional assumption that these normalisers 
are known to generate a subfactor. This is unnecessary and only included because 
we have only developed the theory of the index for subfactors rather than more 
general finite von Neumann algebras. This assumption causes no problems - the 
easy observation Proposition 2.3.2 will eventually be used to show that it is valid.

Theorem 2.4.10. Let R be any hyperfinite Hi factor. Fix I and suppose that 
(1 S)"®R is a subfactor of l R®R. Then MR®R (1 S®R)" = 1 T®R.

As with the finite length case, we first show that there are enough normalisers 
to generate all of 'T, then go on to show that all the normalisers are contained in

Proposition 2.4.11. For each I, there are 2W unitaries (uk) in J\f (1 S) with

Proof. We shall index these unitaries by k = (&i, . . . , fcw ) G Z^' . Define

-(*)
Xr,s,ti,t2 i 

(r,«,ti,*2)€A(/+l,J)

where the x^.Jttlt2 are unitaries in M given by

-(*) = r'Ml '*2 otherwise

We should check that these unitaries do normalise 1 S. Fix n and take some 

(B ,D _
JiJ ~

"'' lwith i ~ j so that <"''% e l Sn . Now uk ( (n'°/ij>fc is also an elementary tensor 
with

(2.4.11)

in the (r, s,t l ,t2 ) position, where we have extended the definition of x™ t f to 
A (n, /) by taking zr, -ftlifa - 1 on A (n, /)\A (/ + 1, /). When x™^ ^ ifwJmust
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have 5 = 1 so the sums appearing in the superscript on the etfos.ti.tajj'foa.ti.fc) *n 
(2.4.11) are zero by definition in this case. Furthermore, no terms i(l,u, £2 ,£2 ) or 
j(/,w, t2 ,t2 ) appear in any of these superscripts. Hence, Uk ^fijul = (' 
where

otherwise '^ \' * •"• * — /

and
,t2 ) r = /,5 = 1,£2 = l,/cfl = 1
i) otherwise

The form of these i1 and f ensures that i' ~ f follows from i ~ j, showing that 
normalises each l Sn . As n was arbitrary, u^ normalises 1 S as claimed. 
We now return to check (2.4.10). This is straightforward. Given fc (1) ^ fc (2) G 

, we find some t\ — 1,... ,/z/ with ktl ^ ktl . Now uk(\)U*k(y) is an elementary
tensor of unitaries, which has e^ + e^ in the (/, I,t1} 1) position, and 1 in the
(/, I,ti,t2 ) positions for t2 ^ 1. When we write uk(i)U*kW as a linear combination
of ^ n'^/i,j, these i,j will necessarily have

S=l * 2 = 1 5=1 *2=1

so that they do not have i ~ j. Hence, xfc (i)X* (2) is orthogonal to 'S/+1, and so 
orthogonal to l S as claimed. D

We now start work on the difficult inclusion of Theorem 2.4.10. The idea is to
n,H-l

show that for any n > I and i, j : A (n, I) -+ IQ with i 7^ j, the element ^n^fij 
is orthogonal to .A/Is (*.R). From this we deduce that .A/Is ('^R) C Z T, as such 
^fi,j sPan tne orthogonal complement of 1 T in ^. The stronger statement that 
NIR&R (1 S®S] C 1T®R for any Hi factor R follows from showing that (n>/) /i,j ; ® a; 
is orthgonal to NIR®R (1 S^R) - our actual objective. To establish this, we shall 

require some more machinery.
Fix n > /; r0 with / + 1 < r0 < n and some t( with 1 < t( < //ro . Write 

(n ' z)t/r0)f/i for the unital *-subalgebra of M®^n^ generated by all (n^fi,j where 

the functions i, j : A (n, /) — >• Z2 satisfy
Mr0 +i n+l-rp MT-Q+I n+l-rp

<2 = 1 S=l t2 = l S=l

This is an equivalence relation on pairs (i, j) so that Proposition 2.4.4 demon 
strates that (n ' l} UroA is a *-subalgebra of M®A(n>/) spanned by these (n ' /) /i ,r 18 We

18 We will not be trying to include ^ n^Ur0ft ' into ^ n+l ^Ur0ttl in the sequel. One good rea 
son for this is that the inclusion of M® A ( n '') into M®A(n+ll/) does not map (n ' /) £/r0it ; into
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also decompose l Sn into the direct sum 'S(n°A}'(0) 0 l S(n°'t>l \l), where l5iro><ll) (A:)
is generated by those n'/j,j with i ~ j and

n+l-ro

5] t(r0 , 5 ,*i,*2 ) = *. (2.4.12)
=1 s=l

Proposition 2.4.12. Mtfi the notation above, and k G Z/2 de/me a unitary yk G 
M®(A(n+i,/)\A(n)/)) ^0 fee ^e eiementary tensor with e (*} -e(k} in the (r0 -l,n0 +3-
r 0,/iro-i,^) -position, and the identity in all other positions. Then x®yk G 
whenever x G z siro/l) (fc); and Ei s (x <g> yk ) = 0, whenever x G ^'^(l - A:).

Proo/ By linearity, it suffices to establish the claims when x = ^n^fi,j- Suppose 
that z, j : A (n, /) ->• ZQ have z ~ j, and satisfy (2.4.12). In just the same way as 
Proposition 2.4.6, * n'^/tj ® 2/fc is then a linear combination of elements (n+ 1 '/ ) fyj 
with

^|A(n,0 = *) /U(n,0 = j

and
t; (r,n + 2 - r,ti,t2 ) = /(r,n + 2 - r,*i,*2 )

for all (r, n + 2 - r,^i,t2 ) G A (n + I,/) \ A (n, /). All these pairs (i',j') have 
t' n-U f so that M/^-0 i/fc G l Sn+l . 

Now suppose that z,j have z ~ j but
^r0 + i n+l-ro

t2 = l s=l

The methods of Proposition 2.4.6 combine with Proposition 2.3.4 to show that 
2/fc is a linear combination of ^n+1 '^/i',j' satisfying:

A(TI,O = «, f A(n,/) = j;

^ /(r0 - l,n + 3 - r0 ,^ro _i,

= j'(r,n + 2 - r,^,^), for all (r,n + 2 - r,*i,t2 ) G 
A (n + 1, /) \ (A (n, /) U {(r0 - 1, n + 3 - r0> //ro _i, ti)}).

n+l,/
Such t', f have »' / j, so that E5n+1 ( (n^fid 0 yk ) = 0. The result then follows 
from Proposition 2.4.6. Q

Proposition 2.4.13. Suppose that x e lS(n° A} (k), yi , y2

(2.4.13) 
and

lS^(l- k). (2.4.14) 
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Proof. By linearity, we may assume that y\ = ^/i^, x = ^/j^ and y2 = 
/*2,j2 for appropriate functions ii, i 2 , ji, J2 • A (n, /) —>• 1^. In this way 2/1x1/2 = 

(n'%,j2 > which is orthogonal to 1 S unless i t ^ J2 . Since (n '/) /,1)i2 € l S (nr° A} (k) 
and M/j,^ € (n'°C/r0)^ we have

n+l-ro MT-Q+I n+l-ro

so that /ii ja G ''(A:) when ^ J2 , establishing (2.4.13).
We establish (2.4.14) in a similar way, taking zi = (n>/) /«iju x 

and z2 = (n)/) /i2 ,j2 for functions with ji ~ i2 ,

n+l-ro MT-Q+I n+l-rp

t2 =l s=l

and
n+1— rp Mrp+i n+1— ro

f2 =l s=l t2 =l s=l

Again ^1X^2 — ^ n '^/*ij2» an<^ ^ *i ~ ^2? we can check that

n+1— ro

as required. D

We are now in a position to give the technical lemma from which Theorem 
2.4.10 will follow.

Lemma 2.4.14. Fix a hyperfinite Hi factor R, n G N and e > 0. Let u be a 
unitary in M®A ^ n>^ <8> 7? (regarded as a von Neumann subalgebra of l R®R) such 
that

\\(I-Elsm)uxu*\\ 2 <e\\x\\, (2.4.15)

for all x e 1 S~®R. For each r0 and t[, with I + 1 < r0 < n and 1 < t( < ^ro , we 
have

Proof. Write v0 = E(n,0[/ ,®fl (it) and vi = u - E(n,0f/ .®R (u). Since '5n C
rO ' * i rO ' * i

.ti) we nave

- 0,

whenever x € '5n ® .R, by applying E(n,0[/ .
rO' e i
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Now take x G l Sn°'tl \k) for some k € 1*, and consider x®yk ® 1/z, where 
yk is the unitary of Proposition 2.4.12. The hypothesis (2.4.15) gives

HZ 0 lR )u* - Ei Sn ®R (VQ(X 0 l/z)vj + v^x 0 1*K)|| 2 < c \\x\ 

and
z 0 ifc 0 lR)u* - Ei Sn+l ®R (u(x ®yk ® lR)v*) || 2 < e \\x\\ .

Putting these two equations together with the fact that it, i>o, v\ allcommute with 
(l M®A(n,o 0 j/fc <g) la, we get

n ®R (VQ(X ® lnjuj + vi(x ® !/?)<) (l M®A (n,o ® yfc ® In))
1 1 ^

<2e||z||. (2.4.16)

Note that Ei 5nS)fl (vi(x <8> l fl)uf) lies in Z5ir°'*fl) (l - fc) by Proposition 2.4.13, so 
that the second case of Proposition 2.4.12 gives

,0 ® J/fe ® Ifl)) = 0.

Similiarly, the first cases of Proposition 2.4.12 and 2.4.13 show that

Substituting these identities into (2.4.16), we obtain 

(VQ(X 0 l fl)vj) (l M®A<n,o 0 yk 0 l/z)|| 2 > \\ u (x

whenever re G *Sn (^) 0 -R, which simplfies to give

jfcG L S (n°A) (k), for A; G Zz. Since E 5n0* (^ofe 0 l fl ) vj) G /5ir°''1) (A;), 
we have

+ zi)0i*K)|| 2
0 l*K)llo + HEi«_*p (VQ(XI 0 l/iKJUa

- 26 ||X0 ||) 2 + (IIX!^- 26

\\x t \\ 2 \\ Xl \\)

Take xk = Ejy,) (1), so that x0 + xl = 1. In this way, we have
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or alternatively

D

Proof of Theorem 2.4.10. To establish MR®R ( 1 S®R] C 1 T®R, it suffices to
n,/+l

show that, for any pair of functions i,j : A (n, /) — >• 1^ with i ^ k and any 
z e R, the element (n>/) /i,j <8) z is orthogonal to MIR&R ( 1 S®R). Fix such i,j and 
let TO be maximal with

n+l-ro MT-Q+I n-fl— rp

s=l

for some 1 < t( < fjirQ . The maximality of r ensures that for n0 > n, we can write 
n)/ /i):7- as a linear combination of ^ n°'^/i',j' with

—ro MfQ+i no+1—ro•^

^ 
s=l

Note that such ^ n°'^/i',j' are orthogonal to ^ n°^UrQtt > and hence so too is ^'
Fix e > 0. Take a unitary ^ G 1 R®R normalising 1 S<8>R, and find by density 

n0 > n and a unitary UQ G M0A(n°'^ ® .R with \\u — u0 \\ 2 < e/4. The estimates of 
Proposition 1.4.14 ensure that

\\(I-Ei s®R)(u0xu*0 )\\ 2 <e \\x\\, 

for all x G 1 S®R. Lemma 2.4.14 gives

UQ - (n0 ,0[7 t , ®R II ro-*i

Now

tr(

since (ni/) /i,j is orthogonal to (n^l] Uro^ . As e > 0 is arbitary, we obtain tr( (n ' 
0, which we have already seen is enought to show that

i®R (lS®R)"c 1T®R. (2.4.17)

We are assuming that MR ( 1 S) ®R is a subfactor of l ft®R. We can tensor the 
unitaries Uk in Proposition 2.4.11 by 1# to give 2^ unitaries vk in MR ( 1 S)
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with Et s®R (vkiVh) = 8kl ,k2 l- The observation on orthogonal bases, Proposition 
1.3.6, applies to show us that [MiR (1S)"®R : 1 S®R] > 2*". On the other hand 
Theorem 2.4.9, is that [1 T : 1 S] = 2" and tensoring by R gives [1T®R : 1 S®R] = 
2MI , see (1.3.5). Hence, using the inclusion (2.4.17), we must actually have

//

2.4.3 Defining the required infinite length masa

All the hard work for Theorem 2.4.2 is done. It remains only to construct a Tauer 

masa A inside 1 R<8>R for which

for some hyperfinite Hi factor .R. In this case Proposition 2.3.2 ensures that 
" is a subfactor, so Theorem 2.4.10 allows us to compute

= 1 T®R = S®R®R.

We can repeatedly apply Theorem 2.4.10 and the definitions, (2.4.7) of 1T and 
(2.4.8) of lRlt to obtain

l (A) = 1T®( l~ 1 Rl ® l~'2Rl ® . . . ® 1 R1 ® R)

R1 ® l ~ l Rl ®...® ^i ® R) ,

for all/ > 1. The required hypothesis that J\f (1 S® 1 ~ 1 R® . . . 1 R®R) is a factor 
comes from Proposition 2.3.2, just as in the I = 1 case above. Theorem 2.4.9 then 
gives

(A) : M* (A)] = 2» ,

for every /.
Looking back at the first two stages in the finite length case allows us to see 

how this masa should be constructed.

Construction 2.4.15. For each n > 2, define J (ri) to be set of all triples of 
integers (r, 5, ti) with 1 < r < n - 1, 1 < s < n-r and 1 < t\ < jj,r . We have 
natural inclusions J (n) C J (n + 1) C . . . , giving rise to inclusions

M0J(1) c M®7(n+1).

We let R be the Hi factor obtained as the direct limit of these inclusions, with 
respect to the unique normalised trace, or alternatively as the von Neumann
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infinite tensor product of M over the set of all (r, s,ti) with s,r G N and 1 <*i < /v19
The chain of finite dimensional factors

• . . C M®A(n>1) ® M®J(n) C MA(n+1)1) (8) M®J(n+l} c . . . , (2.4.18) 

with the natural inclusions, generates the IIx factor 1 R®R. Let An be the direct

(n)1) /i,;® () DteUiEjii1 <(»-,«,*!,*,)) ^ (2.4.19)
sum

a masa in M® n <g) M®. 0 Under the inclusion (2.4.18) we have An C 
so the direct limit A is a Tauer masa in

It now remains to check that M R®R (A)" = 1 S®R. The reader must now be 
as tired as the author of the arguments necessary to demonstrate this - since we 
have proceeded formally so far in this section, we reluctantly include the details.

Proposition 2.4.16. With the notation above,

Proof. Fix n, and consider v € M0A(n)1 ) (g) M® J(n) of the form

where:

• z,^' : A (n, 1) — )• Z2 with i ~ j;

• each xr)S)il is a unitary in M with

Such v are partial isometries generating l Sn <8> M®J(̂  as a *-algebra so, as 
CjJ\f(A)" = Af(A)", it is sufficient to demonstrate that these v normalise Ani 
for all HI > n.

Take a typical generator

_ (ni,l) f— Jk,

19This tensor product is taken with respect to the unique trace.
20 It is worth noting that the (r, u, ^1,^2) appearing in the superscripts in (2.4.19) all lie in
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in Ani , where A; : A(ni,l) -> Za and the </r,S)tl lie in DCSUiE?^ *(',«,*!,«»)) 
Either by the usual induction procedure of Proposition 2.4.4, or by writing

tj:A(ni,l)-*Za
*lA(n,l) =i and JU(n,l)=J

i=j away from A(n,l)

we see that vzv* = 0, unless k is identical to j on A (n, 1). When this is the case, 
we have

(r,«,*i )€ J(n) (r,a,*i )€ J(m )\ J(n)

where k' : A (ni, 1) ->• Z2 is defined so that fc; A (n,i) = i and, away from A (n, /), 
k' coincides with k.

The definition of xr>Sttl ensures that the 2V,a,ti3/r,a,ti £?,«,*! appearing above lie 
in £)(E«=lE?=i fc'^Mi,^)) For (r>5) ti) G J(ni) \ J(n), the remaining yr>S)tl , lie 
in JD(E-= I E2^» fc <r.«'*''**>) and we must check that this is £)(E«= 1 E?-i k'^u^'^). 

Note that 5 > n + 1 — r, and split the sum appearing in the superscript at 
u = n + l — rto obtain

3 Mr+1 n+l— r Mr+l a Mr+l

u=l t2 =l «=1 *2=1 u
n+l— r Mr+i

= 5Z Z)^'^*1 '*2 )-^ S X)^,w,*i,*2) (2-4.20)
u=l t2=l tt=n+2— r t%=l 

n+l— r Mr+i s Mr+i

^ ^^(r,^*!,^) (2.4.21)
u=n+2— r*2=l

(2.4.22)

The identity (2.4.20) follows as all (r, w,ti,t2 ) with 1 < w < n + 1 — r lie in 
A (n, 1), on which k agrees with j. Then, as all (r,u,£i,£2 ) with u > n + 1 - r 
lie in A (nij) \ A (n,/) where A; and k' agree, the two sums of (2.4.21) can be 
reassembled to give (2.4.22), completing the proof. n

Proposition 2.4.17. With the standing notation of this section, let A be the 
masa in 1 R®R produced in Construction 2.4.15. This A has the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property away from 1 5'®JR of 1.4.21 and so

M(A)"c l S®R.



M®J(n)

Figure 2.7: Commuting diagram giving rise to the inclusion of 1 S®R C 1 R®R.

Proof. We shall use Lemma 1.4.23, in the context of Figure 2.7 overleaf, which 

commutes as a consequence of the commutativity of Figure 2.5 in Proposition 

2.4.6. Fixing n, we shall find a unitary v in An+1 so that

= 0, 

whenever x and y take the form

_i _ (n,l) £ 
jS.ti ana y — Ji

(r,«,ti)eJ(n)

where i,i',jj' : A (n, 1) -)• Z2 have i /^ j and i' /^ /, and the rcr)S)fl and ?/r)S)tl 

are unitaries in M. This will be enough to satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1.4.23, 

as the linear span of all such x and y is (M®^"-1 ) <8> M®J^) G(l Sn 

Lemma 1.4.24 will then show that N (A)" C 1 S®R, as needed. 

Take
v=

fc:A(n,l)->Z2 A(n+l,l)\A(n,l) J(n)

where Vk is the unitary in M®Jn+lJ given as an elementary tensor by

(r,n+l-r,ti)eJ(n+l)\J(n)

with r^ the Rademacher style unitary e$ - e^. To check this makes sense, we 

observe that all (r,w,£i,t2 ) appearing in the sum above lie in A (n, 1). We then 

examine xvy* which, for familiar reasons, will be zero unless j = f and will be 

orthogonal to An+\ unless i = i 1 - assume both of these identities hold henceforth. 

Then
7,,., / * —— (".I) f. . <> /O\ 1 /Ov /O\ 1 /5> /,, .
•^^i/ ~ /z,i ^ V^y -1- ^ V^/1 w ^j,

A(n+l,l)\A(n,l) J(n)

so, using the commuting squares property (Proposition 2.1.2) of Tauer masas, we
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have 

EA (xvy*) = EAn+l (xvy*)

1 ® E
A(n+l,/)\A(n,0 J(n)

A(n+l,f)\A(n,0 J(n)

&\ F 
09 ^

(r,n+l-r,ti)€J(n+l)\J(n)

As i /~j, there is some r and t\ so that
n+l-rMr+l n+1-rMr+l

£
s=l tz=

(2.4.23)

The (r, n + 1 — r, ti) component of the last tensor product in (2.4.23) must then 
be zero, as required, by the orthogonality of D^ and D^. D

2.4.4 Thoughts on infinite length masas
We first note that all the infinite length masas we have constructed are all F 
masas. The proof is the same as Proposition 2.3.13 and so is omitted.

Proposition 2.4.18. The Tauer masas of infinite length exhibited to prove The 
orem 2.4-2 all contain non-trivial centralising sequences for the hyperfinite Hi 
factor in which they live.

Recent work of Dykema, Sinclair and Smith ([17]) enables us to use the masas 
of Theorem 2.4.2 to produce uncountably many pairwise non-conjugate semi- 
regular masas inside Hi factors arising from a free product with the hyperfinite 
IIx factor. As free products and free group factors are not the main object of 
study here, economy dictates that we shall assume familiarity with this material 
- all of which can be found in [16]. Our starting point is the observation that no 
extra normalisers are obtained when we take an appropriate von Neumann free 
product.

Proposition 2.4.19. Let N be a diffuse von Neumann subalgebra of the hy 
perfinite Hi factor R and Q be a separable diffuse finite von Neumann algebra 
with fixed faithful normal trace trQ . Denote the unique faithful normal trace on 
R by trR , and form the von Neumann free product R * Q with respect to trR 
and trQ . Under these hypothesis, R*Q is alii factor, which contains N and 
A/^fAO" = -A//?*c? W'. Finally, if A is a masa in R, then A is also a masa 
inside R* Q.
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Some comments on the proof. That R * Q is a Hi factor in this situation is well 
known, [17, Remark 2.6). In our terminology, the key technical result - Lemma 2.2 
of [17], ensures that any diffuse N C R has the weak asymptotic homomorphism 
property in R * Q away from R. The statement about the normalisers, [17, 
Theorem 2.3], then follows from Lemma 1.4.24. Finally, the statement about 
masas follows, as any unitary commuting with A normalises A and so lies in M. 
This too can be found in Theorem 2.3 of [17]. D

We will apply this result to our infinite length semi-regular masas in the 
hyperfinite Hi factor R. Take a separable diffuse finite von Neumann algebra Q 
with fixed faithful normal traace. Proposition 2.4.19, ensures that when A is a 
semi-regular masa in R, we have

= A/L, (A) ,

for every /, as Proposition 2.3.2 ensures that each N1R (A) is a subfactor of R 
so diffuse. In particular, the uncountable family of pairwise non-conjugate semi- 
regular masas in R of Theorem 2.4.2 remain pairwise non-conjugate when viewed 
in R*Q; the index sequence ([A/^g (A) : A/jj^g (^4)])£i is preserved as an invariant 
demonstrating this non-conjugacy. Finally, observe that taking Q = L°°[0, 1], 21 
we have the isomorphism R * Q = £(F2), see [16]. A further free product can 
be used to obtain uncountably many, pairwise non-conjugate semi-regular masas 
inside any free group factor.

Theorem 2.4.20. Let Q be any finite diffuse von Neumann algebra with fixed 
faithful normal trace trq. Let R be the hyperfinite Hi factor and M = R * Q. 
There is an uncountable family of semi-regular masas in the Hi factor M no 
pair of which is conjugate via an automorphism of M. In particular, for each 
k = 2, 3, . . . , oo ; we can take M = C (F*) the Hi factor corresponding to the free 
group with k generators.

Currently, we have defined the iterated normaliser algebras Nn (A) of an in 
clusion A C N for all n G N. The definition naturally extends to any ordinal a. 
Namely, for successor ordinals we define

(A) = MN (M* (A))" , 

and, when a is a limit ordinal, take

/3<a

21 Equipped with the canonical trace, tr(/) = /0 f(t)dt.
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The infinite length Tauer masas constructed in this section have length u in the 
sense that their o;-fold normalise! algebra is the underlying hyperfinite Hi factor, 
and (jj is minimal with this property. To see this we recall that this hyperfinite 
Hi factor was realised as 1 R®R, and the Tauer masa A had N1 (A) = 1 S®R. 
Now repeatedly use the factorisation (2.4.8) to see that

R®R = R®Rl ®

and so /°° 
1 R ® R = |J

\i=i 
We have already seen at the beginning of subsection 2.4.3 that

(A) = 1+1 S ® ( 1 R1 ® ~ 1 R1 . . . ® Ri ® R, 

from which we can see that ((JSi -A/"* (A))" = *

Proposition 2.4.21. Let LO be the limit of all the finite ordinals, the first count 
able infinite ordinal. The Tauer masas A C R constructed to establish Theorem 
2.4.2 in subsections 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4-3 all have Afu (A) = R.

In the free product situation of Theorem 2.4.20, the semi-regular masas pro 
duced have Mu (A) = R C R * Q, a singular subfactor of R * Q. At this point 
then the chain of normalising algebras terminates as any ordinal a > uj has 
Ma (A) = R.

In the separable case, we only consider countable ordinals j as separability 
will ensure the chain of normalising algebras terminates, as described above, for 
uncountable ordinals. At the time of writing we do not have an example of a 
semi-regular masa of length u + 1, although it is easy to see what we should 
arrange to happen. We look for a unitary normalising N = flJSi-A/1 (A))" but 
not lying in N. Any u with uNn (A) u* C J\fn+1 (A) for each n will give us a 
normaliser of N - we should aim to ensure that such a u can be found orthogonal 
to each Afn (A). We state this problem formally.

Question 2.4.22. For each countable ordinal a, does there exist a semi-regular 
masa A in the hyperfinite Hi factor such that Q is minimal with the property 
that Ma (A) =

Addendum 2.4.23. Since the completion of this thesis, we have been able to 
extend the methods in this chapter to show the existance of infinite semi-regular 
Tauer masas with all possible index sequences. In [76], we establish this result 
and give a positive answer to Question 2.4.22.
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Chapter 3

The Pukanszky invariant and 
centralising sequences

Centralising

Central Trinity (VS 4c), Stanage Edge, 2003

Photo: Pete Dodd
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3.1 Pukanszky's invariant: definition and back 
ground

In [51], Pukanszky exhibited countably many singular masas in R no pair of which 
are conjugate via an automorphism of R. The procedure used to demonstrate this 
non-conjugacy was to examine the abelian algebra A generated by the left and 
right actions of A on L2 (R). The type decomposition of the commutant A1 is then 
an invariant of the original masa A, which is now referred to as the Pukdnszky 
Invariant.

More formally, given a masa A in a separably acting type Hi factor TV, we 
define A by

A = (A \JJAJ)" cB(L2 (AO),

where J denotes the usual modular conjugation operator on L2 (N) given by 
extending the map x*-t x* from the dense subset TV. 1 This A is then an abelian 
algebra, so has a type I commutant A1 in M(L2 (N)). We have seen, in subsection 
1.4. 1,2 that the orthogonal projection BA from L2 (N) onto L2 (A) can be written 
as a strong limit of projections of the form ^iPiJpiJ, where the pi are projections 
in A. In this way CA lies in A - the centre of A'. It is easy to see that A&A — A€A, 
a maximal abelian subalgebra of M(L2 (A)). Hence, A'BA — ABA is a non-zero 
type Ii part of A' which is always present. As we wish to be able to distinguish 
between masas A where A'CA is the only type Ii part of A and those with a 
larger type Ii part, the Pukanskzy invariant of A is defined by examining the 
type decomposition of A' (I —

Definition 3.1.1. Let A be a masa in the separably acting type II i factor N. 
With the notation above, we define the Pukdnszky invariant of A to be the subset 
Puk (A) of NOO = NU {00} consisting of those n for which there exists a non-zero 
projection p < 1 — e^ in A for which A'p is type In .

It is not difficult to see that we have an isomorphism invariant here, in that 
if two masas A and B are conjugate by an automorphism of the underlying Hi 
factor N, then they must necessarily have the same Pukanszky invariant - this is 
done formally in Pukanszky's original paper, [51].

Around the same time as Pukanszky, Ambrose and Singer also considered 
A = (AUJAJ)". In work, which unfortunately was unpublished, they introduced 
the concept of a masa Am N being simple when A is also a masa in B (L2 (N)). 
The largest mention of this project is found in [29], Kadison's account of the life

^ote that Jx* J :y*-*yx is the operator of right multiplication by x. 
2 Using a combination of Proposition 1.4.3 and equation (1.4.2).
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and work of Singer, where it is noted that all that remains is a one line abstract. 
In terms of the Pukanszky invariant, A is simple precisely when Puk (A) = {!}. 
A formal definition of simplicity in this way is also given in [25]. 3

3.1.1 Known values of the Pukanszky invariant

The discussion preceding the definition, shows us that Puk (A) is always a non 
empty subset of NOQ. It is not yet known which subsets of NOO are attainable 
as the Pukanszky invariant of some masa. Pukanszky's original examples used 
groups to produce a singular masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor with invariant {n}, 
for each n G N^. Recently, progress has been made by St0rmer and Neshveyev 
in [38], who used the ergodic methods of [33] to show that any subset containing 
1 arises as the Pukanszky invariant of some singular masa in the hyperfinite Hi 
factor R. In particular, there exists uncountably many singular masas in R, no 
pair of which is conjugate by an automorphism of R. In [61], Sinclair and Smith 
noted that the invariant is well behaved under tensor products and so obtained 
sets of the form {ra, n, nra} as possible Pukanszky invariants of masas in R. More 
generally, for any HI ,..., n*. G N they produce

n».
as the Pukanszky invariant of a masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor, obtained by 
tensoring k copies of Pukanszky's examples together. 4

Proposition 3.1.2 ([61, Theorem 2.1]). Let A and B be masas in the Hi 
factors M and N respectively. Then A®B is a masa M~®N with

Puk(A®B) = Puk (A) U Puk(B) U { ran m G Puk (A) , n G Puk(B) } .

The main thrust of Sinclair and Smith's work in [61] is to give a method for 
calculating the Pukanszky invariant for masas arising from inclusions H C G, 
where H is an abelian subgroup of the discrete I.C.C. group G which satisfies the 
requirements of Proposition 1.4.4 for £(H) to be a masa in £(G). Using their 
machinery, they are able to produce examples of such groups yielding {2,3,12), 
and more generally {n, m, knrn} for any m, n G N and k G N^, as possible 
Pukanszky invariants of masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor. 5 It is still unknown 
whether the set {2,3} is attainable as the Pukanszky invariant of some masa in

3 Takesaki ([66]) also has a definition of a simple masas A which, inconveniently, means 
something entirelydiflferent!^

4 Recall that R®R<g>... ®R is hyperfinite, so isomorphic to R.
5 The groups for these examples are all amenable, so £ (G) is injective.
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#, or whether, if 2 and 3 are present in Puk (A), it is necessary to also have some 
common divisor6 or common multiple of 2 and 3 in the Pukanszky invariant.

In the free group factor case, things are different. In [15], Dykema extended 
the result of Voiculescu ([73]) that no Cartan masa exists in a free group factor, 
to show that when A is a masa in C (F*) we have

sup Puk (A) = oo.

It is, therefore, certainly not possible to obtain all non-empty subsets of N^ as 
Pukanszky invariants of masas in £(Ffc ). Very recently, Dykema, Sinclair and 
Smith have used a free product construction, [17], to show that any subset of 
NOO containing oo can be obtained as the Pukanszky invariant of some masa in 
£ (Ffc). At present it is not known whether oo must always be present in such a 
Pukanszky invariant, or whether it is possible to construct a masa in C (F&) with 
invariant N, say.

3.1.2 The Pukanszky invariant and normalisers
As we have just hinted at, there is a strong connection between the Pukanszky 
invariant and the classification of masas by their normalisers into singulars, semi- 
regulars and Cartans. Indeed the next theorem, which can be assembled from 
Corollary 3.2 and Remark 3.4 of [46] 7 , makes this connection clear.

Theorem 3.1.3 (Popa). Let A be a masa in a separable Hi factor N.

1. If A is Cartan, then Puk (A) = {!}.

2. IfAf(A) <£ A, then 1 E Puk (A).

3. Ifl£ Puk (A), then A is singular.

The converse to part 3 is not true, as can be seen from Pukanszky's example 
of a singular masa with invariant {1} in [51]. It is worth asking whether the first 
part of Theorem 3.1.3 extends to finite length masas, i.e. if a A is a masa of finite 
length in R, must we then have Puk (A) = {!}, or is Puk (A) necessarily bounded? 
If either of these statements hold, then Dykema's result in the previous section 
would imply that no finite length masa exists in a free group factor. Popa's work 
reinvigorated interest in the Pukanszky invariant, with various authors (see for 
example [52], [3]) using it as a method of demonstrating singularity of masas.

6 For example, {1,2,3} is attainable using the ergodic methods of [38]. 
Unfortunately there are two results in [46] numbered 3.4 - the remark of interest to us is the first of these.
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In subsection 1.4.4, we indicated that the Pukanszky invariant gives a positive 
answer to Question 1.4.29 when Theorem 3.1.3 applies. It is only necessary then, 
to address Question 1.4.29 in the case when 1 lies in the Pukanszky invariant of 
A or B.

Remark 3.1.4. Let A and B be singular masas with 1 ^ Puk(>l) and 1 
Puk (B). Proposition 3.1.2 ensures that 1 £ Puk (A®B), so that A®B is singular 
by part 3 of Theorem 3.1.3.

How good is the Pukanszky invariant at distinguishing between different sin 
gular masas? The ergodic methods of St0rmer and Neshveyev, [38] allowed them 
to construct two singular masas in R with Pukanszky invariant {1} which are 
not conjugate by an automorphism of R. They used the existence of centralising 
sequences for R inside these masas to distinguish between them. In section 3.3 we 
shall extend this idea further, to give uncountably many non-conjugate singular 
masas with the same Pukanszky invariant.

As discussed in [61], the relationship between the Pukanszky invariant and 
standard constructions other than the tensor product is not yet well understood. 
In the sequel we shall touch upon the possibility of such a relationship for direct 
sums. Given two masas A and B in the same Hi factor TV, we can form the Hi 
factor, Mat 2 (TV) = TV®Mat 2 (C), of 2 x 2 matrices over TV. Define

a 0 \ . , „ 0 b) ae ^' 6eB

a masa in Mat 2 (TV). Recall that when TV is hyperfinite, then Mat 2 (TV) is also 
hyperfinite so we can view A®B as being another masa in R. In [61] the question 
of how to relate Puk (A ® B) to Puk (^4) and Puk (B) was asked. At present only 
the trivial case when A and B are unitarily conjugate appears to be known.

3.1.3 Continuity properties of the Pukanskzy invariant

We end this section by examining how the Pukanszky invariant behaves under 
taking limits. The result, which is deduced from the perturbation work [50] of 
Popa, Sinclair and Smith, is joint work with Allan Sinclair, and will be given in 
[63].

Theorem 3.1.5. Let An be a sequence of masas in a separable Hi factor TV 
converging in the doo^-metric of Definition 1.4-10 to a von Neumann subalgebra 
B of N. In this case B is a masa in N and

oo oo

Puk(B) c |J fl Puk(An ) . (3.1.1)
r=l n—r
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Proof. That the set of masas is d^-closed dates back to Christensen ([4]), see 
Proposition 1.4.11. Find, by Corollary 1.4.16, masas Bn in N and projections 
pn G B D Bn such that:

• An and Bn are unitarily equivalent in N]

• Bnpn = Bpn for all such n; 

ll -pn \\2 = 0.

Note that Corollary 1.4.16 is only used for those large n making d^ 
sufficiently small. 8 For the finite initial segment of small n, take Bn = An and 
Pn = 0.

For any x G TV,

\\pnjpnjx - X\\ 2 = \\pnxpn - X\\ 2 < \\pnX - X\\ 2 + \\pn (xpn - x)\\ 2

< 2 \\x\\ \\pn-l\\t,

so that the projections pnJpnJ in Bn fl B converge strongly to 1, by density of N 
in L2 (N).

Given some m G Puk (£?), there must be a central projection q G B = B1 fl B 
with q < 1 — CB, such that B'q is of type Im . As pnjpnjq converges strongly to 
q we must have pn Jpn Jq ^ 0 for all n sufficiently large, those with n > ni, say. 
For these n,

B'nPnJpnJ = B'pnJpn J,

a type I von Neumann algebra with centre BnpnJpnJ = Bpn JpnJ. For n > ni, 
pnjpnjq 7^ 0 lies in this centre and B'npnJpn Jq is then a central cutdown of B'q, 
a type Im von Neumann algebra.

Now observe that pn and Jpn J commute with both eB and eBn , as pn G BC\Bn . 
We also have pneBn = pneB and JpnJeBn = Jpn JeB , as Bnpn = Bpn . In this way, 
pnjpnjq < l-efin , so that m G Puk (Bn ), for n > HI. As Bn and An are unitarily 
equivalent, we have m G Puk (>ln ) for all n > m, exactly as required. D

In the special case when the Pukanszky invariant of each An is {n}, the only 
possibility for the Pukanszky invariant of the limit masa B is also {n}.

Corollary 3.1.6. Let N be a separable Hi factor. For each n G NOO, the set of 
all masas with Pukanszky invariant {n} is closed with respect to the metric d^z- 

8 Less than the S given in the corollary.
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It is not hard to produce examples showing we cannot in general have equality 
in (3.1.1). The method used to do this is essentially that of direct sums - we will 
see more of these in section 3.3.

Example 3.1.7. Let A be a masa in R with Pukanskzy invariant {!}. Find 
projections pn G A with pn — )• 1 strongly and pn ^ 1, for each n. For each n, let 
Bn be a masa in (1 — pn)R(l — pn ) with Pukanszky invariant {2}.9 Define

+ b\aeA,b£ Bn ] ,

a masa in R. These An converge to A in the doo^-metric by Proposition 1.4.14. It 
is immediate that 1 and 2 lie in each Puk (An ), although our lack of understanding 
of the relationship between the Pukanszky invariant and direct sums prevents us 
from determining fully the Pukanskzy invariant of the masas An .

Finally, we use Theorem 3.1.5 to show that the Pukanszky invariant is not a 
genuinely continuous invariant of singular masas, in the sense of subsection 1.4.6. 
To do this we should note that we could have stated Theorem 3.1.5 in terms of 
convergent nets of masas - no essential changes to the proof would be required.

Corollary 3.1.8. There does not exist a continuous map t i->> A(t) from [0,1] 
into the set of masas in some Hi factor, equipped with the doo^-metric, such that 
each A(t] has a distinct Pukanszky invariant.

Proof. Let t H> A(t) be a continuous map from [0, 1] into the masas in some Hi 
factor N equipped with the c/oo^-metric. A 'net-version' of Theorem 3.1.5 ensures 
that, for each t G (0, 1), we are able to find an open interval /, containing t, such 
that Puk(A(s)) D Puk(-4(t)), whenever s G /.

Suppose, by way of obtaining a contradiction, that t H-» Puk (A(t)) is injective. 
Fix £0 € (0, 1) and find an open interval /0 containing t0 , such that Puk (A(s)) D 
Puk(.A(£o)), whenever s e IQ. Choose ti G /o, with t\ ^ t0 , and find an open 
interval /i C /o containing ti, such that Puk(A(s)) D Puk(^4(ti)), whenever 
s G /. Next we find t2 G /i, strictly between t0 and £1, with |t2 — £i| < 1/2, and 
an open interval /2 C /i, containing t2 and such that Puk (A(s)) D Puk(v4(t2 )), 
whenever 5 G /2 . Continue in this way to find distinct points (£n )JL0 and nested 
open intervals /0 D h D /2 D . . . such that:

• tn G J-ni

• Puk (A(s)) D Puk(4(£n)), whenever s G /„;

9 Such a masa exists, for example using Pukanszky's original examples, in [51], as (1 
- Pn) is a hyperfinite Hi factor.
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• \tn - tn-i\ < 21 "", for each n > 1;

• For m > n > 0, tm lies between tn and £n_i.

The second condition guarantees that (£n )£Lo *s Cauchy, so convergent to some 
t G [0, 1]. For each n, the interval between tn and tn-i is a closed subinterval of 
7n_i, so the third condition ensures that t G f|^=o ^»- Now find some °Pen interval 
/, containing t such that Puk (A(s)) D Puk (-4(4)), whenever s G /. There is some 
n0 such that tn G /, for n > n0 , and so Puk (A(tn )) D Puk (A(t)), for these n. On 
the other hand, t G f]™=o In, so we also have Puk (A(tn )) C Puk (A(t)), for every 
n. The injectivity of 1 1-> Puk (-4(4)) then implies that tn = t, for every n > n0 - 
contradicting the requirement that the (tn )%L0 are distinct points in [0, 1]. D

3.2 The Pukanszky invariant of a Tauer masa

Let A be a Tauer masa in R with respect to the subfactors (Nn )%Li. Consider 
the algebras An = (An U JAn J)" generated by the actions of the approximation 
An on the left and right of L2 (R). By counting dimensions it is clear that An is 
a masa in B(L2 (./Vn )). In the same way that the approximates An generate A, 
we have that A is generated, as a von Neumann algebra, by the An and so it is 
reasonable to hope that A is then necessarily a masa in B (L2 (R)), or equivalently 
that Puk(>l) = {!}. This indeed turns out to be the case. The next result and 
its proof, making up subsection 3.2.1, are to appear in [77].

Theorem 3.2.1. Let A be a Tauer masa in R, then A has Pukanszky invariant

3.2.1 Proof of Theorem 3.2.1

It is well known, see for example [10, Theorem II. 2. 2], that when A is an abelian 
von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, then A is a masa 
in B(H) if and only if it has a cyclic vector, by which we mean that there is some 
£ G H with A£ = 'H. We shall prove Theorem 3.2.1 by giving an algorithm for 
the construction of such a cyclic vector for A in L2 (R), when A is a Tauer masa in 
R. We prefer this to making the brief discussion preceding the theorem rigorous, 
as a method for producing cyclic vectors is more likely to be of use elsewhere. We 
shall use the following easy observation repeatedly, so record it as a proposition.

Proposition 3.2.2. Let A be a masa in a type Ik factor N. If X is a finite subset 
of N such that

Span(AxA) _i y ,
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whenever x, y 6 X with x ^ y, then given minimal projections e\ and e2 for A, 
there exists at most one x € X with

0. 

Proof. Take matrix units (eij)Jj=1 for N such that (e^)^ are the minimal pro
jections of A. Given z, y € X, write x = £)*,j=i a^j and j/ = Ztj=i 2/i,j et,j» for 
some scalars Xi,j,yij € C. Note that for any i, j we have

0 = ti(eitixejtj y*) = \\eiti \\l xitjy-j , 

so one of e^xe^ = x^e^j, or e^ye^ = y^e^, must be zero. D

The first use of this uniqueness is to demonstrate that we can test for the or 
thogonality of .A-cyclic subspaces generated by elements of the chain of subfactors

Proposition 3.2.3. Let Abe a Tauer masa with respect to the subfactors (Nn)^L 1 . 
For x,y G Nn with

Span(AnxAn ) _L y. (3.2.2)

we have
Ax 1 Ay. (3.2.3)

Proof. Suppose that x and y lie in Nn and satisfy (3.2.2). Now, given m > n and 
minimal projections /i, /2 in Am , find minimal projections e\ and e2 for An with 
/i < GI and /2 < 62- By Proposition 3.2.2, either eixe^ = 0 or eiye2 = 0. In 
either case

- tr(/1 (e 1 xe2)/2 (e1 ye2 )*/1 ) = 0,

and so by linearity
Span (AmxAm ) _L j/.

It is then clear that

and taking the closure gives Ax _L y. If fli,a2 lie in A C B(I/2 (.R)) then

(aix,a2y) L2(R} = {a2ai£,y) L2 (H) = 0, 

establishing (3.2.3). D

We now start to construct our cyclic vector for A, operating initially in the 
subfactors (Nn )*=1 .
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Lemma 3.2.4. Let A be a Tauer masa with respect to the sub/actors 
There exists a sequence (xn) =̂l in R with the following properties:

(i) Xi 6 Nif for each i;

(ii) \\Xi\\ 2 = 1 or Xi = 0 for each i; 

(Hi) Span(AjXiAj) _L Xj, whenever i < j; 

(iv) ©-=1 Span(AiXiAi) = NI, for each I. 

Proof. We proceed by induction. Take matrix units (e\ j )f)J- =1 for NI with

then
1 k1 V^ (i)Xl = 1 4- e-

M=l

satisfies the requirements. Assume inductively that we have already found xi, . . . , xn . 
Let X be a maximal family of elements of Nn+i with ||a;|| 2 = 1 for each x € X 
such that

Span (An+lxAn+1 ) _L xit (3.2.4)

for x G X, i = 1, 2, . . . n and

whenever x, ?/ lie in X with x ^ y. If X is non-empty, we take

1Xn+1 ~

otherwise we take xn+i = 0. Either way xn+i satisfies (i) and (ii). Condition (iii) 
follows from (3.2.4), so it remains to establish condition (iv) for / = n + 1. By 
Proposition 3.2.3, we have

Span(An+l XiAn+1 ) J_ Span(, 

whenever l<i<j<n+l, and so the direct sum
n+l

exists. If this direct sum of is not the whole of ATn+1 , then we would be able to find 
an element y in 7Vn+ i orthogonal to it. In particular y is then orthogonal to each 

Span (An+l XiAn+i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and, using Proposition 3.2.2, orthogonal to 
each Span (An+ixAn+i) for x G X, which contradicts the maximality of X. D
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The following lemma now completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 by exhibiting 

the required cyclic vector.

Lemma 3.2.5. Let A be a Tauer masa with respect to the type I^n sub/actors
n) =̂1 . Write An = A D Nn and let (xn)™^ be a sequence in R satisfying the 

conditions of Lemma 3.2.4- Then
00 1

71=1

is a cyclic vector for A — (A U JAJ)" .

Proof. Since kn > 2n , the sum defining f converges. Fix n > 1 and matrix 
units (ei}j)ij=l for JVn , such that the projections (e^)^ generate An . We shall 
demonstrate that e^j lies in the closure of Xf , for each i and j, the result then 
follows immediately from the density of U^A^ in L2 (R).

Fix i and j, then Proposition 3.2.2 and property (iv) of the (xn ) combine to 
show that there exists a unique IQ G {1, . . . ,n} with e^o^e^- = Ae^- for some 
constant A / 0. Let m > n, and write (/< 7 )a=i " f°r *ne niinimal projections in 
Am underneath ei^. Define am G A by

j t t

where
Sm = {(s,t) l<s,t< km/kn and f

Observe that ||am || < \Sm < (km/kn ) 2 and

0

m

/ ^ 
/=!

— k, am (xi0 ) — k lo — AK

by applying the uniqueness result of Proposition 3.2.2. In particular

kmll

00

E 7 o 
1C T /lr X r

r=m+l
7 2 °°
^m V^ t-3
A- 2 r
^n r=m+l

00
_

which converges to zero as m — > oo since kr > 2r . Hence, e^j does indeed lie in 
, as required. D
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Calculating Spans

Spantastic (HVS 4c), Flodigarry, Skye, 2003.

Photo: Jon Powell

3.2.2 Approximating masas by matrices

The next very simple observation allows us to make a minute step towards under 
standing the Pukanszky invariant of direct sums of masas. The idea is, however, 
just what we shall need in section 3.3.

Remark 3.2.6. If A and B are Tauer masas in R with respect to the same chain 
of sub/actors (Nn) =̂l then A 0 B is a Tauer masa with respect to the chain 
(Nn <g> Mat 2 (C))£°=1 generating fl®Mat 2 (C). In particular, A 0 B has Pukanszky 
invariant {!}.

If we have two masas which are Tauer in R but with respect to different 
chains of subfactors, then we can not necessarily proceed in the crude manner of 
the preceding remark. Indeed, we do not know whether the direct sum of a Tauer 
masa constructed in the infinite tensor product of the 2 x 2 matrices and a Tauer
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masa constructed in the infinite tensor product of the 3x3 matrices is in general 
a Tauer masa, or whether it must have Pukanszky invariant {!}.

There is a related problem here. Given a Tauer masa A in J?, which chains 
of generating subfactors for R make A Tauer? More formally, we define a Glimm 
power type invariant for Tauer masas.

Definition 3.2.7. Let (Nn)^ be a chain of finite type Ikn factors, with Nn C 
•Wn+i being a unital embedding. For a prime p, as /Cil^l^al • • •, we can define 
ep € Noo by

ep = sup { m pm divides kn for some n } .
_ *

The formal product
Glimm ((JVB )~ 1)= H P",

p prime

was shown by Glimm10 in [19], to be a complete "-isomorphism invariant for the 
uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra obtained as the direct limit of (Nn} =̂l ; see also 
[10, Theorem III.5.2] whose notation we have used.

Given a Tauer masa A in R, define Glimm (A) to be the set consisting of all 
Glimm (C/Vn)^) whenever (Nn)™^ is a chain of type I factors generating R such 
that A is a Tauer masa with respect to (Nn )™=l . This is evidentally a conjugacy 
invariant of A as a masa in R.

Our problem then becomes to determine Glimm (A) for a Tauer masa A. We 
only have an answer in the most trivial case, namely that of the Cartan masa D 
in R. Here, Connes, Feldman and Weiss' result on the uniqueness of the Cartan 
masa in R up to conjugacy by an automorphism ([8], see also [46]) allows us to 
see that Glimm (D) consists of the set of all allowed formal products. 11

Motivated by Corollary 3.1.6, which shows that the set of all masas in R 
with Pukanszky invariant {1} is closed in the doo^-metric, we ask, 'What about 
the Tauer masas?' It seems unlikely that these masas should be closed as the 
definition involves the existence of an appropriate chain of subfactors (Nn ) c£=1 . It 
might be possible to construct a sequence of Tauer masas which converges but 
the underlying generating chains change sufficiently that the limit masa can no 
longer be Tauer. Currently however, we have no methods other than examining 
the Pukanszky invariant for showing a masa is not Tauer, which suggests the 
following question.

Question 3.2.8. Working with the doo^-metric on von Neumann subalgebras of 
R, is the closure of the Tauer masas the set of all masas with Pukanszky invariant

m?_______
10 who interestingly was Tauer's PhD supervisor. 
11 i.e. those with Op prime p£p = oo.
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Not all masas in R are Tauer masas, but this does mean we can not hope to 
use matrices to get a handle on other masas. Let (TV,,)^ be a chain of matrix 
algebras generating the hyperfinite Hi factor. Given a masa An we can take 
An = A H 7Vn , an increasing chain of finite dimensional subalgebras of A, which 
might be identically trivial. If A is not Tauer with respect to (Arn )5JLi, then we 
can not have EAn (x) = E^n/z (x) whenever x 6 Nn , as having this condition 
for infinitely many n is enough to get a Tauer masa. We can hope though, to 
find kn > n such that EAkn (x) = E^ n# (x) whenever x € Nn and, by omitting 
unnecessary stages, we may assume that kn = n -f 1 for each n. In this case 
EAm (x) = EA»m r\R M = ^A (x), whenever x lies in ATn and m > n. By density we 
have

Urn \\EAn (x)-EA^R (x)\\ 2 = Q,

for all x € R which is precisely the condition appearing in Proposition 1.4.3 for 
the An to generate A. This situation is summerised in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: A masa A approximated in a chain

Definition 3.2.9. Given a chain of matrix algebras (Nn )%Li generating the hy 
perfinite Hi factor R, say that a masa A in R is approximated in the (Nn)™^ when 
we have EAnNn+1 (x) = E(AnNn+l ynR (x) for all x G Nn . Say that A is approxi 
mated by matrices if there is some chain of matrix algebras (-Ay^Lj generating R 
such that A is approximated in this chain. In this case, we write An — Nn n A.

A reasonable project for further investigation of the possible values of the 
Pukanszky invariant in R would be to calculate the Pukanszky invariant for some 
masas approximated by matrices. Time has not allowed this be done, but we 
can give a result showing that 'up to an e' all masas in R are approximated by 
matrices. The e involved arises as the projection of elements in Nn onto An+i is 
not guaranteed to agree with the projection onto A - only be a good approximation 
to it.

Theorem 3.2.10. Let A be a masa in the hyperfinite 1^ factor R, and let (en )n=i 
be a sequence of strictly positive reals. There exists a chain (Mn )™=1 of matrix 
algebras with

00U M« =
l / 
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such that, upon setting An = Mn n A, we have

/or each n.

If one could control the Pukanszky invariant of masas approximated by matri 

ces then one should be able to use this result to extend this control to determine 

the possible values of the invariant for masas in R. Another possible use of this 
theorem is to investigate Question 3.2.8 - if we also know that a masa has Pukan 
szky invariant {!}, can we deduce anything else from Theorem 3.2.10?

To prove Theorem 3.2.10, we use the methods of Murray and von Neumann 

developed ([37]) to show that the hyperfinite Hi factor is unique up to conjugacy. 
We have already stated the technical lemmas we need in subsection 1.2.2.

Lemma 3.2.11. Let Abe a masa in R and (en) =̂l be a given sequence of positive 
reals. Fix an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces (Vn ) ™=1 of R with 
(US=i ^n) ;/ = R- Let (6n )' =̂l be a sequence of strictly positive reals converging to 
zero.

There exist N± C N2 C • • • C Nn C . . . , unitaries («n)£U in R, and B\ C 
B-2 C • • • C Bn C . . . such that, for each r, we have:

1. Nr is a type I^PT sub factor of R containing Br , with

2. Br is a 29r -dimensional abelian * -subalgebra ofur . . . u\Au\ . . . u* with equiv 
alent minimal projections in R;

3. ur € B'r_ 1}-

4- K-l|| 2 <2-n ;

5.

Proof. Define BI = Cl and u\ = 1. By Lemma 1.2.6, we can find a type I2pi 

subfactor N\ C R with

Suppose inductively that we have found all the required objects upto the n- 
th stage. We start the construction of Afn+1 , J3n+1 and un+ \ by finding some 

-dimensional abelain subalgebra C with equivalent minimal projections, such
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that Bn C C C un ... UiAu\... u*n . By Proposition 1.4.3, applied to the masa 
un . .. UiAu^ ... it*, we can demand that

> )2 < |- (3-2-5)

Let / = qn+i -#„>!, set D0 = Bn and M0 = Nn . We shall find D0 C DI C 
D-2 • • • C DI = C, M0 C MI C M2 C • • • C MI and unitaries vi,..., vi G R with:

i Di is a 1qn+i dimensional "-algebra with equivalent minimal projections;

ii Mi is a type ^ subfactor of R;

iii Vi lies in (v^ . .. «iA-i«i • • • <-i)' and has \\ vi ~ l \\2 < min{2-(n+1), eB /12}//;

iv ViVi-i ... v-iDiV^ ... v*_i v* C Mi.**j. iftj_ ZJ.I *

Suppose this has been achieved, define un+i = v{... v* which commutes with 
D = Bn and has

so conditions 3 and 4 hold. Let Bn+ i = wn+iCw* +1 , which contains Bn and is 
contained in itn+1 ... u\ Au\. .. i/* +1 so satisfies condition 2. Observe that

< -en + 4 ||nn+1 - 1|| 2 + 4 |K+1 - 1|| 2 < en ,

verifying condition 5. Finally, we use hyperfiniteness in the form of Lemma 1.2.6 
to find Nn+i D MI D u^+1 Cun+i which satisfies condition 1.

Now, we must perform the second induction. Suppose we have completed 
the (i - l)-th stage for some 1 < i < I. Temporarily fix a minimal projection 
eevi-i... viDi-ivl... v*_i. Choose projections e v and e2 in ^_i... v-^Cvl... v*^ 
with e = e l + e2 and tr(ei) = tr(e2 ). For rj > 0, to be specified later, use Lemma 
1.2.6 to find Mi D Mt-i such that

1- " { - 1 oo,2 ~

Set h = EMi (ei) which then has \\d - h\\ 2 < rj. We can crudely estimate

- ci
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Provided 877 < 1/4, which we can certainly insist upon, Lemma 1.2.5 shows that

when g is the spectral projection of h corresponding to the interval [1 — ^/3rj, 1], 
which lies in M^

We now adjust g so that it has the same trace as e\. Let f\ be a projection 
in MI with ti(fi) = tr(ei) and such that, either fi < g 01 fi > g, so that 
II A - 9\\2 = VWs-eOI. We have

< llei - 0|| 2 + < 77', 

where
77' - (2^/377 + 77) + ^2^/377 + 77.

Work in the Hi factor eRe and find, by Lemma 1.2.4, a unitary u;e G e.Re with 
we eiw* = fi and we — e| < \/2 |ei — /i|. Set /2 = e — /i so that wee2 w* = /2-

Do this for each minimal projection e G Vi-i . . . viDi-ivl . . . i>i_i*. The chosen 
projections in v^i . . . v\Cvl . . . ujLj are used to define ^_i . . . v\DiV{ . . . u*_j and 
so Di. By construction, all the minimal projections of DI have the same trace. 
Let Vi = ^2e we ^ the sum of all the unitaries produced above. By construction, 
Vi commutes with ^_i . . . viDi-iv^ . . . v*_ 1} and we have v^... ViD^ ...vfC 
Finally

so we are done if we choose 77 so that this last quantity is small enough, that is 
less than min{2-(n+1), en/12}//. D

Proof of Theorem 3.2.10. Let A be a masa in R. Given a sequence (en )%Li °f 
strictly positive reals, fix an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces 
(Ki)£U of R with (U =̂1 Vn)" = R. Let (<5n ) £°=i be a sequence of strictly positive 
reals converging to zero.

Find (TVn)^!, (un )™=1 and (Bn)^ as in Lemma 3.2.11. Condition 1 ensures 
that (L£Li ^n)" = ^- Let B = (|J =̂1 Bn ) /; , which is a masa in R by condition 
5 and Proposition 1.4.3. Furthermore, we have Bn C Nnj so condition 5 shows 
that the masa B is expressed exactly in the form with respect to the Nn that we 
wish our A to be. It will then be enough to show that B is conjugate to A via
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an automorphism of R. For suppose that 0 G Aut (R) has 9(B] = A, then take 
Mn = 0(ATn ), and An = A n Mn .

Our automorphism 0 arises as the limit of Ad u{ . . . w* in the -u-topology on 
automorphisms. For each a: € -R, the bounded sequence (u* . . . u*nxun . . . Wi)£Li is

2-Cauchy, for

u*n+lxun+i . . . ui\\ 2 = \\x-un+i*xun+i\\

The sequence then converges in L2 (R) to some 9(x). This 6(x) actually lies 
in .R, as the unit ball in a separable Hi factor is ||.|| 2-closed. This 9 then de 
fines an injective "-homomorphism of R into R. To see that it is an automor 
phism, we must check that it is invertible. This is immediate, as for each x G /?, 
(un . . . uixul . . . u^ )y=l converges to some (/>(x) £ R exactly as before. This </> is 
also a *-homomorphism which is obviously 0~ l . 

Observe that
9(Bn ) =u\... u*nBnun ...uiCA,

by condition 2, as um commutes with Bn for m > n, by condition 3. Hence 
9(B) C A, but as both A and B are masas, we have 0(B) = A, exactly as 
required. D

The matrices produced by this proof have Glimm((JVn)^=1 ) = 2°°. Only 
minor modifications would have been required to obtain any other legal Glimm 
invariant, so Theorem 3.2.10 might also be useful in investigating the range of 
Glimm-invariants of a Tauer masa, as discussed earlier.

3.3 Uncountably many singular masas with the 
same Pukanszky invariant

Corollary 2.4.1, giving us uncountably many semi-regular Tauer masas no pair of 
which are conjugate by an automorphism of R, combines with Theorem 3.2.1 to 
ensure that each of these have Pukanszky invariant {!}. We will not be able to 
generalise this idea to produce uncountably many pairwise non-conjugate singular 
masas with the same Pukanszky invariant, as the distinguishing feature of the 
masas of Corollary 2.4.1 was the difference in the structure of the normalising 
algebras M" (A)" . Parts of the next three subsections, including Theorem 3.3.5, 
will appear in [63].
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3.3.1 The plan

We look instead for a different idea. Folklore gives another method of obtaining 
uncountably many pairwise non-conjugate masas in the hyperfinite IIj factor. 
If we take a projection p ^ 0,1 in R then both pRp and (1 — p)R(l — p) are 
hyperfinite 1^ factors so isomorphic to R. 12 Take a Cartan masa A\ inside pRp 
and a singular masa A% inside (1 — p)R(l — p) and consider the abelian von 
Neumann subalgebra A in R generated by A\ and A2 . This is necessarily a masa 
in R, which when ti(p) = 1/2 is the direct sum of AI and A2 as mentioned at the 
end of section 3.1. We regard A as the tr(p)-direct sum of A\ and A2 in R, which 
we view pictorially in Figure 3.2, and occasionally write as A\ ®tr(p) ^2-

A =

0

0 P

CR =

l-p

P.RP PR(l-p)

P l-p (l-p)RP

Figure 3.2: The masa A inside R.

We can immediately compute jV (A)" as expressed in Figure 3.3. Observe that 
p is the only non-trivial minimal projection in the centre of N (A)". Take another 
projection q ^ 0,1 in R and construct a masa B as the direct sum of a Cartan 
masa BI in qRq and a singular masa B2 in (1 — q)R(l — q). If tr(p) ^ ti(q) then 
A can not be conjugate to B via an automorphism of R, as M (A) is certainly 
not conjugate to M (B)" via any such automorphism.

It is possible to introduce an invariant demonstrating this lack of automorphic 
equivalence, namely for a masa A in a Hi factor N

sup { tr(p) | p is a projection in A with Ap a Cartan masa in pNp } (3.3.1)

is a conjugacy invariant of A lying in [0,1]. 13 It is immediate that when A is the 
tr(p)-direct sum of A\ and A2 as described above, then this invariant is tr(p). In

12 This is the well known result that the fundamental group of R is all of R+, but we have 
no plans to involve ourselves in a potentially lengthy discussion of fundamental groups of von 
Neumann algebras here.

13 This gives a genuinely continuous invariant of masas, in the sense of subsection 1.4.6, but 
of course not one for the singular masas - where it is identically zero.
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pRp

0

0

1-P

P l-p

Figure 3.3: Pictorial form of Af (A)"

this way we obtain uncountably many masas in R no pair of which is conjugate 
via an automorphism of R.

Of course, there are two problems here in using this method to produce un 
countably many pairwise non-conjugate singular masas in R with Pukanszky in 
variant {!}, namely:

1. these masas are not singular;

2. we can not in general control the Pukanszky invariant of a direct sum of 
masas.

The second difficulty is outflanked by using Tauer masas in the manner sug 
gested by Remark 3.2.6. The first problem would seem more fundamental, but 
the method above allows us to produce an uncountable infinity of pairwise non- 
conjugate masas in R whenever we can construct two masas A\ and A% in R such 
that AI has a certain property in R and for all projections e G A2 , A^e does not 
have this property in eRe. 14 Following St0rmer and Neshveyev's use ([38, Corol 
lary 4.12]) of centralising sequences in masas to give two non-conjugate singular 
masas with Pukanszky invariant {!}, it should come as no surprise that the prop 
erty we shall use here is the existence in A of non-trivial centralising sequences for 
R, as discussed in subsection 1.2.4. We make a formal definition of the invariant 
for masas which arises in the same manner as (3.3.1) using centralising sequences.

Definition 3.3.1. Let A be a masa in a Hi factor TV. Define T(A) to be the 
supremum of tr(p) over all projections p € A such that Ap contains non-trivial 
centralising sequences for pNp.

14 In the proceeding discussion the property is being Cartan, and it is immediate that when 
2 is singular in R, then so is A^e in eRe.
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It is immediate that this T(A) is a conjugacy invariant of A, in the sense that 
for an automorphism 0 of TV, we have T(0(A)) = T(A). Conveniently, the masas 
A we have been occasionally calling F masas, are precisely those with T(A) = 1. 
As we have suggested, if we form a tr(p) -direct sum of two masas A\ and A2 
such that AI contains non- trivial centralising sequences and no A^e, does, then 
we should obtain T(Ai 0tr(p) ^2) = tr(p). This is essentially obvious, but we 
record it formally, as it will be a calculational tool in the sequel.

Proposition 3.3.2. Let A be a masa in a Hi factor N. Suppose that there is a 
projection p G A such that:

• Ap contains non-trivial centralising sequences for pNp;

• For every projection e < I — p in A, Ae does not contain non-trivial cen 
tralising sequences for eNe.

ThenT(A) = tr(p).

Proof. Take a projection r G A such that Ar contains non-trivial centralising 
sequences for rNr. To obtain a contradiction, suppose that r ^ p. Let (xn )™=l 
be a non-trivial centralising sequence for rNr in Ar, then write yn = xnpr and 
zn = xnr(l — p), so that xn = yn + zn for all n. The sequence (zn) =̂l is a 
centralising sequence of r(l —p)Nr(l —p) and so is trivial by hypothesis. Without 
losing generality, we may assume that zn = r(l — p) for all n.

Take a partial isometry v € N with v*v < r(l —p) and vv* = Po < pr, so that 
ynv — xnv and v = vzn = vxn . Now

IKl/n ~ 1)PO|I 2 = \\y*V ~ V \\2 = \\ XnV ~ VXn \\ 2 -> 0, (3.3.2)

as n — >• oo. Find orthogonal projections (p™)™^ in A, with pm < pr and tr(pm ) < 
tr(r(l - p)), for each m, so that Y^=iPm = pr. By (3.3.2), we have

mo

m=l

so that (xn )%Li is a trivial centralising sequence. This contradiction ensures that 
r < p and so

= tr(p),

as required. D

The second condition in the preceding proposition will appear again, so we 
introduce some nomenclature for this situation.
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Definition 3.3.3. The inclusion A C N of a masa in a Hi factor is called com 
pletely non F if, for every projection e € A, all the centralising sequences in Ae 
for eNe are trivial. Equivalently this is when T(A) = 0.

In this way, the hypothesis of Proposition 3.3.2 becomes that A is the tr(p)- 
direct sum of a F masa and a completely non F masa.

3.3.2 The execution

Our objective is to demonstrate that F gives us, what we called in subsection 
1.4.6 a genuinely continuous invariant for singular masas. We first show that F 
is infinity- two norm continuous.

Proposition 3.3.4. There exist constants 0 < 6 < I and K > 0 such that if A 
and B are masas in a separable Hi factor N with

||E>i -EB || 00|2 = c<(J, (3.3.3)

then
\T(A)-T(B)\ <Ke. (3.3.4)

In particular, if An is a sequence of masas in N with

Jim ||E^n -EB 11^ = 0, 

for some masa B in N, then T(An } — > T(B) as n — > oo.

Proof. Let 8 and K be the 6 and K\ of Theorem 1.4.15 respectively. Given masas 
A and B m N satisfying (3.3.3), Theorem 1.4.15 gives us projections p E A and 
q E B and a unitary u £ N with u(Ap)u* = Bq and

Given a projection e G A such that Ae has non-trivial central sequences for 
eNe, take / = uepu* - a projection in B under q. Since u(Aep)u* = Bf, we can 
use u to conjugate the centralising sequences in Ape for peRpe into centralising 
sequences for fRf lying in Bf. Therefore,

T(B) > tr(cp) = tr(e) - tr(e(l - p)) > tr(c) - ||e|| 2 ||1 - p\\ 2 > tr(e) - 

for every such e, and hence

T(B) > T(A) - Ke. 

By interchanging the roles of A and B we have

T(A) > T(B) - Ke,

and these two inequalities combine to give (3.3.4), as required
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To complete our objective, we now exhibit a continuous path through the 
singular masas from F = 0 to F = 1. Since this path can be found in the set of 
masas with Pukanszky invariant {!}, this gives us our desired uncountably many 
different singular masas with the same Pukanszky invariant.

Theorem 3.3.5. There is a map 1 1-> A(t), taking each t G [0, 1] to a masa A(t) 
in the hyperfinite Hi factor R such that:

• d00>2 (A(s),A(t)) -» 0 as \s - t\ ->• 0;

• Every A(t) has Pukanszky invariant {!};

• Each A(i) is strongly singular;

• T(A(t)) =t, for eacht;

Corollary 3.3.6. There exist uncountably many singular masas in the hyperfinite 
Hi factor R, each with Pukanszky invariant {I}, such that no pair of these masas 
is conjugate by an automorphism of R.

The plan is fairly simple, we shall construct Tauer masas A(t) for a dense set 
of t in [0, 1] satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3.5. We will then use the ^,2- 
completeness of the set of masas in R, Proposition 1.4.11, to extend the domain 
of definition of A to all of [0, 1]. That these A(t) satisfy the last three conditions 
in Theorem 3.3.5 will then follow by continuity arguments. Let us start with the 
construction of Tauer masas for a dense collection of t.

Construction 3.3.7. Let k\ = 2 and, for each n > 2, take kn to be a prime 
exceeding ki . . . fcn_i. Let Mr be the algebra of kr x kr matrices. By Proposition 
1.2.10, there is a family (rD^)^Q r ~ l of pairwise orthogonal masas in Mr . Let 
rel be the minimal projections of r D^m "> indexed by / = 0, 1 . . . , kr — 1. Take Nn 
to be the tensor product ®r=i Mr . We have the natural unital inclusion x i-> x<&\ 
of Nn inside Nn+i, and we work in the hyperfinite Hi factor R, obtained as the 
direct limit of these Nn with respect to normalised trace. 

For each n G N write

m m- ' — m = 0,1,2,... ,&i... kn
k*> k ril . . . «,n

which has /n C /n+i> for each n. Let / = IJ^Li A» - a dense set of rationals in 
[0,1]. For t 6 /, let n0 (t) be the minimal n for which t G /n . For each t G /, we 
will define a Tauer masa A(t) in #, with respect to the chain (Nn )™=nQ ^, denoting 
the approximates by An (t) for n > n0 (t). The minimal projections of An (t) with 
be enumerated as nfm (t) for 0 < m < ki. .. kn .
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The process begins by denning A0 (Q) = A0 (l/2) = A0 (l) = 1 D(0\ with the 
minimal projections l fm (Q) = l fm(^/^} = l fm(l) = l em coinciding for m = 0, 1. 
Suppose that, for some ni, An (t) has been defined for all t G /ni and no(t) < n < 
HI. For t € /ni , the definition of Am+i(t) is split into two cases, depending on 
whether n is even or odd. The even case is designed so that the resulting Tauer 
masa will be strongly singular, whereas the odd case ensures that it will have the 
desired value of the F-invariant.

1. HI is even: Set
fci...fcni -i

/-(*) <S>"1+1£<m) , (3.3.5)"'
m=0

with the enumeration of the minimal projections ni+1 /m'(<0 given, by writing 
m' = kni+im + / for some 0 < / < fcn/+i, and taking

m'ni+1 (t) = ni /mW ® ni+1e m . (3.3.6)

2. ni is odd: Here, we take

tki...kni -l

m=0 m=tA;i...A;ni

(3.3.7)
The enumeration of the minimal projections happens in the same way as 
previously. Namely, given 0 < m' < ki . . . fcni+ i, write m' = rafcni+i + / for 
some 0 < / < &! and set

J TH1 \") — 1 f \ •

(3.3.8)

It remains to define Ani+i(t) for t G /ni+i \ /ni - the first approximate for 
these A(t). Let m0 = [tki • • • kni \. The plan for the construction of Anl+i(t) is 
indicated in the 'number line' of Figure 3.4. More formally, we take Ani+i(t) to 
have minimal projections ni+l fm (t) given by

ni+l 
f f^\ — fm((m0 + l)/A;i... kni ) Q<m<tki... kni+l

< m < k

Theorem 3.2.1 shows that the Tauer masas constructed above have Puk (A(t)) = 
{!}, which is the second condition of Theorem 3.3.5. We now check that the Tauer 
masas produced in Construction 3.3.7 satisfy the last two conditions of Theorem
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Ani+i(m0/ki... kni ) and Ani +i((m0 + l)/ki ...kni ) agree here

rnp+1
k\...kni

Ani+i(t) defined to agree with Ani +i((m0 + 1)/fa ... fcni )

Ani+i(t) defined to agree with

Figure 3.4: Construction of Ani+i(t).

. . . kni )

3.3.5. The strong singularity of A(t) comes from the even n\ construction in ex 

actly the same way that singularity was demonstrated for Tauer's original example 

in Theorem 2.2.3.

Proposition 3.3.8. The Tauer masas A(t) of Construction 3.3.7 are strongly 

singular.

Proof. Fix t 6 / and let n > no(t) be even. With the notation of (2.1.3) in section 

2.1, the even stage of Construction 3.3.7 gives

_ n+l n(m) — U

Take a unitary w G n+ 1 £)(m) with tr(iy) = 0. If m' ^ m, then En+lD(m') (w) = 0 

by the orthogonality of n+ 1 £> (m) and "+ 1 £)(™'). Proposition 2.2.2 then shows that 

A(t) has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property. Strong singularity of 

A(t) follows from Lemma 1.4.24. D

To calculate T(A(t)) for the masas of Construction 3.3.7 we shall regard them 

as appropriate direct sums and use Proposition 3.3.2. We shall also see how the 

odd stage of Construction 3.3.7 allows us to control the location of non-trivial 

centralising sequences inside cutdowns of A(t).

Proposition 3.3.9. For each t G I, there exists a projection p G A(t] with 

tr(p) = t such that:

1. A(t)p contains non-trivial centralising sequences for pRp;
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2. A(t)(I — p) is completely non T in (1 — p)R(l — p). 

For fixed t G /, write n0 for n0 (£), then the required projection is given by

p=
m=0

Proof of 1: Note that
tk\...kn — 1P= £ "/»(*),

m=0

for all n > n0 . Fix n > n0 odd and consider Zi, . . . , xr e Nn . Let v e n
be a unitary with ti(v) = 0, so that, examining the odd n form of Construction
3.3.7,

tki...kn -i
u= ^ nfm (t) ®v=p®v£Nn ® Mn+l = Nn+i

m=0

is a trace free unitary in An+i(t)p. It is then immediate that u commutes with 
each pxip, and so A(t)p contains non-trivial centralising sequences for pRp by the
||.|| 2-density of \jy=1 Nn in R. D

We prove part 2 of Proposition 3.3.9 in two stages, using the Popa's orthogo 
nality idea found in Proposition 1.2.12. We first establish the hypothesis of this 
Proposition when e < 1 — p is a minimal projection of some An (t], A density 
argument, which contains the proof of Proposition 1.2.12, then establishes the 
result.

Proposition 3.3.10. With the notation of Construction 3.3.7, fix t G I, n > 
no(t) and m, m' with tk\.. .kn < m < m! < k\...kn . Let v be a partial isom- 
etry in Nn with vv* = nfm (t) and v*v = nfm>(t). 15 Then v(A(t) nfm>(t))v* is 
orthogonal to A(t) nfm (t) in nfm (t)R nfm (t).

Proof. Fix n > no(t) and regard R as Nn®Ri, where RI is generated as the 
infinite von Neumann tensor product (®^ln+1 Mr )" with respect to the unique 
normalised trace. Using the notation of (2.1.3), for n\ > n we have

"

m=0

for masas A^n (t)) (t) in ®"ln+1 Afr , giving rise to Tauer masas

15 Such a T; is uniquely determined up to multiplication by a scalar of unit modulus.
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in RI, so that

m=0

Now take ra, ra' and ?; as in the statement, since

v(A(t)

it suffices to show that An(t) and A^'(t) are orthogonal masas in 
We shall show that A££(t]\t) and A(n^l(t] \t) are orthogonal in <g£ln+1 Mr , for 
all ni > n, from which the result immediately follows by density.

To this end note that Construction 3.3.7 gives A^^(t) = n+ 1 £) (m) and 
Anli'n }\t} = n+l D(m>\ from (3.3.5) when n is even and from (3.3.7) when n is 
odd, noting that in this case we use the hypothesis that tk\ . . . kn < m < m' . As 

and £)(m') are orthogonal masas in Mn+1 , we certainly have the claim when
= n + 1.
Suppose inductively, that the claim holds for some HI > n. Write

and

for masas B 9 and B m ^ in Mni+i. Again, Construction 3.3.7 ensures that 
all these masas are pairwise orthogonal. This is immediate from (3.3.5) for even 
HI , when HI is odd we again use the hypothesis t ki . . . kn < m < m1 in our 
examination of (3.3.7). The orthogonality of ^^(t) and A(̂ ^]] (f) follows 
immediately, yielding the result. D

Proof of part 2 of Proposition 3.3.9: Take t G / and fix some projection 0 ^ e < 
I — p in A(t). For each n G N, find ln > n0 (t) and a family Pn C Pmm(Ain (t)) of 
minimal projections in Ain (t) lying under 1 — p, such that, writing qn = J2qcpn Qi 
we have

life - e|| 22 < 1/n.
Now let xn be a unitary in qnNin qn which, when acting by conjugation, permutes 
the elements of Fn , in a fixed point free fashion. 16 Proposition 3.3.10, ensures 
that

____________ xn (Aqn )x*n ± Aqn (3.3.10)
16 Formally, we have xnqx*n = cri(q) € Pn , for every q e Pn , where a\ is a permutation of Pn 

such that ai(q] / q for every q.
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in qnRqn , as such an xn must be a sum of partial isometrics satisfying the hy 
pothesis of this proposition. 17

Suppose that Ae contains non-trivial centralising sequences for eRe. Find a 
sequence of unitaries un G ^4, with tr(une) = 0 and

\\eunexne - exneune\\ 2 < \\e - qn \\ 2 , (3.3.11)

for each n. We have the following simple estimate, showing that the unqn asymp 
totically commute with the qnxn

< \\(qn - e)unqnxnqn \\ 2 + \\eun (qn - e)xnqn \\ 2 + \\eunexn (qn - e)|| 2 

+ \\eunexne - exneune\\ 2 4- \\exneun (e - qn )\\ 2 + \\exn (e - qn )unqn r, 

+ \\(e-qn }xnqnunqn \\ 2
<7||e-g»|| 2 ->0.

On the other hand, using the orthogonality of (3.3.10), we have

* — II 2
99

— \\n T 11 n T n -J- \\ii n — 9 ^ni~T\ T 11 n i* 11 n i— || tiTi'*/ Ti u'Ti*in**^fi'in || 2 ' II n:in||2 ^V/LI>J.^ "^TI L*"n t4n ̂ n n^in/

= 2 || 9n ||2 - 23«tr(xn Mn9Bx;)tr(Mn9n)/tr(gn ) -> 2 ||e||2 ^ 0,

where the last line comes from the orthogonality relationship (3.3.10). 18 The 
convergence is a simple calculation, as

K9n )| < \ti(une)\ + |tr(tiB (9n - e))\ < 0 + ||wn || 2 \\qn - e\\ 2 -> 0. 

This contradiction completes the proof. D

To summarise, currently we have a collection A(t) of strongly singular Tauer 
masas, defined for t in the dense set / C [0,1] with T(A(t)) = t. We wish to use 
completeness to define A(t) for t G [0,1] \/ and so we need to control the distance 
between the A(t)'s we have already defined. It is here that the form of Ano(t) (t) 
specified in Construction 3.3.7 becomes important.

17 The cross terms v(A)w* vanish, when v and w are partial isometrics, with orthogonal initial 
projections in A. Any pair of oUstinct partial isometrics v, w in the sum making up xn have this 
property.

18 The quotient of tr(^n ) is a normalisation constant.
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Proposition 3.3.11. Fix s,t € / with s < t. Let nQ be the maximum of n0 (s) 
and nQ (t) and take

«= E ""/.*«+ E
a projection of trace I — (t — s). Then q lies in A(s) D A(i) and A(s)q = A(t)q.

Proof. We shall demonstrate that Construction 3.3.7 ensures that whenever we 
have s,£ e 7n , then

"/mOO-VmW, (3.3.12)

for all m with

0 < ra < ski . . . kn or tki . . . kn < m < ki . . . kn . (3.3.13)

This will immediately show that q lies in A(t), as well as A(s). Furthermore, as 
A(s)q and A(i)q are generated by all the n/m (s) and nfm (t) respectively, with 
n > max{n0 (s),ri0 (t)} and m satisfying (3.3.13), this claim also implies that 
A(s)q = A(t)q, as required.

The claim is established by induction on n. When n = 1, the result is certainly 
true, as Construction 3.3.7 began by denning AQ(O) = Ao(l/2) = A0 (l) with the 
minimal projections also coinciding. Suppose that we have established the claim 
for all n < n\. We investigate the n\ + I situation, starting with the case when 5 
and t both lie in 7ni .

Take s,t G 7ni with s < t. Take m' with either 0 < m' < ski - • • kni +i or 
tki . . . kni+i < m' < ki . . . /cni +i, and divide by kni+ i to obtain m' = mfcni +i + / 
with 0 < / < fcm+i- This m must have 0 < m < ski . . . kni in the first case, 
or tk\ . . . kni < m < k\. . . kni in the second. In either event, the inductive 
hypothesis ensures that ni fm (s) = ni fm (t). When ni is even, the definition (3.3.6) 
of m+1 /m'(s) and ni+1 /m'(t) immediately gives (ni+1) /m'(s) - ni+l fm>(t). When 
n\ is odd, this is also true, as we have excluded the possibility that sk\ . . . kni < 
m < tki . . . jni , so both these minimal projections must come from the same case 
in the definition (3.3.8). Therefore, in this case the minimal projections ni+1/m» (5) 
and ni+l fm'(t) coincide, whenever they are required to do so.

We now examine what happens when only one of 5 and t lies in 7ni . Take 
5 in /m and t G /ni +i \ /m with s < t. As in the definition of Ani+i(t), given 
pictorially in Figure 3.4, we write m0 = [tki . . . kn\ so that 5 < mQ /ki . . . /cni . For 
0 < m < ski • • • fcni+i> we have
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where the second equality is the definition of the minimal projections ni+1 /mM» 
and the first equality follows as these minimal projections for Ani+i(s) and 
Ani+i((mQ + l)ki ... kni ) coincide, by the case we have just analysed. When 
tki.. . kni+i <m<k\... fcni +i, we have

ni+1 f (j\ _ m+1 f Jrnv''/ — J'm

the first equality being the definition of ni+1 /mW, and the second equality is the 
(3.3.12) for appropriate minimal projections of Ani+i(s) and Ani+i(mo/ki ... kni ) 
as m > mo/Cni+i- 19 Interchanging the roles of 5 and t above ensures that the claim 
is satisfied for HI + 1 whenever at least one of 5 or t lies in Ini .

We complete the proof by examining the case when s,£ G /ni +i \ In\- We 
shall do this pictorially by examining more 'number lines' - this could be made 
precise in exactly the same way as the calculation above, but this would add 
little, if any, extra understanding. Take 5 < t with 5, t £ /m+i \ An • Suppose first 
that [ski • • • kni \ = [tki • • • kni \ = ra0 . The situation is as in Figure 3.5 which 
demonstrates the agreement of the required minimal projections in Ani+i(s) and

Ani+1 (s) = Ani+i(t) = Ani+i(m0/ki • • • fc«i) to the right of t

mp+1
k\...kn i

Ani+1 (s) = Ani+i(t) = Ani+l ((m0 + l)/ki ... fcni ) to the left of s

Figure 3.5: Number line describing the case [5^ ... kni J = [tki ...kni \.

Finally, suppose that [sfci... kni J = m0 ^ mi = [tki • • . kni J, as indicated in 
Figure 3.6. To the 'left' of 5, Ani+1 (s) is defined to be ^4ni+i((m0 + l)/fci ...kni ) 
and Anl+i(t) is defined to be Ani+i((rm + l)/fci...feni ). This is all happen 
ing 'left' of (mo + l)/ki ...kni where the minimal projections of Ani+i((m0 + 

l)/fci... A:ni ) and Ani+i((mi + l)/ki ...kni ) coincide. Hence, the minimal projec 
tions of Ani+i(s) and Ani+i(t) to the 'left' of s agree. A similar argument shows

19 These two algebras may turn out to be the same, but then the minimal projections will 
certainly coincide!
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mp+1 
K\...kn ^

mi+1
ki...kni

Figure 3.6: Number line describing the case when [ski • - • kni \ ^ [tki... kni \

that the minimal projections of Ani +i(s) and Ani+i(t) agree to the 'right' of t, 
establishing the claim for all n < n\ + 1. D

Corollary 3.3.12. Use the notation of Construction 3.3.7. For s,t 6 / we have

Proof. We may assume that s < t. Let no be the maximum of no (s) and no(£). 
Let q be the projection of Proposition 3.3.11, so that A(s)q = A(t)q. The estimate

follows from Proposition 1.4.14, and, as tr(l — q) = t — s, is exactly what was 
claimed. D

It is now easy to complete the proof of Theorem 3.3.5. Namely, for t € [0, 1] \/, 
we define A(i] by taking a sequence tn — > t with each tn in the dense set of 
rationals /. The resulting sequence of masas (A(tn)) =̂1 is then cko^-Cauchy by 
Corollary 3.3.12, and so converges to a masa A(t) by Proposition 1.4.11. This 
masa is well defined, in that A(t) is independent of the choice of sequence (£n )£Li 

in / converging to t.
Furthermore, A(t) is strongly singular, as each A(tn ) is, and the set of all 

strongly singular masas is closed - see Proposition 1.4.13. It has Pukanszky 
invariant {!}, again by closure - the necessary result here being Corollary 3.1.6. 
That r(A(t)) — t for every t E [0, 1] follows first by observing that Proposition 
3.3.9 combines with Proposition 3.3.2 to give the result for t G /. Continuity 
gives the result for all t, this time in the form of Proposition 3.3.4.

3.3.3 Transitive masas

In a way, our construction of uncountably many singular masas with the same 
Pukanszky invariant is somewhat undesirable. The technique of gluing two masas 
together in a direct sum of two hyperfmite factors in different proportions leads to
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masas which do not arise naturally. It would be preferable to obtain uncountably 
many such singular masas which do not decompose in this way. This motivates 
the following definition.

Definition 3.3.13. A masa A in a Hi factor N is said to be transitive if for any 
two projections p, q 6 A with tr(p) = ti(q) there is a ""-isomorphism 0 of pNp 
onto qNq with Q(Ap) = Aq. If, under the same hypotheses, an automorphism 0 
of N can be found with 6(p) = q and &(A) = A then A will be called strongly 

transitive.

In a transitive masa, any two cut downs are conjugate as masas in the cutdown 
factors, hence the nomenclature. In particular a transitive masa can not arise as a 
(non-trivial) direct sum of two non-conjugate masas. We view strongly transitive 
masas as being suitably natural, in that all parts of them 'look the same'.

Question 3.3.14. Does there exist an uncountable family of pairwise non-conjugate 
strongly transitive, strongly singular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor, each with 
Pukanszky invariant {!}?

There is a weaker concept, which also prevents masas from arising as a direct 
sum.

Definition 3.3.15. A masa A in a Hi factor N is said to be weakly transitive 
if, given two non-zero projections p, q E -A, we can find non-zero subprojections 
Po < p and q0 < q in A with tr(p0 ) = tr(g0 ), and a "-isomorphism 0 from poNp0 
onto qoNqQ conjugating Ap0 onto Aq0 .

A simple maximality argument shows that weak transitivity of A C N is 
equivalent to the statement that given projections p and q in A with ti(p) = 
then countable families (pn )£Li, (qn )%=i and (0n)£U can be found such that:

• The pn are orthogonal projections in A with sum p, and likewise the qn are 
orthogonal projections in A with sum q]

• ti(pn ) = ti(qn ) for each n\

• Each 0n is a '-isomorphism from pnNpn onto qnNqn with Q(Apn ) = Aqn .

These concepts would be meaningless without examples. Firstly note that, 
if A is a Cartan masa in TV, then A is strongly- transitive, with the required 
automorphisms coming from adjunction by normalising unitaries, see [46]. The 
nature of these automorphisms, shows that any semi-regular masa is also strongly 
transitive. For a strongly transitive singular masa one only needs to look at the
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generator masa in a free group factor. Indeed, work in £(F2 ), thought of as 
the von Neumann free product L°°[0,1] * £°°[0,1], with A being the generator 
masa L°°[0,1] * 1 = £°°[0,1] in £(F2 ). Any automorphism 9 of A extends to 
an automorphism 6 = 6 * / of C (F2 ), and in this way we get automorphisms of 
£ (F2 ) which interchange Ap and Aq whenever p and q are projections in A with 
the same trace.

At present, we do not have examples of masas showing that the three tran 
sitivity properties denned are genuinely different, although it seems difficult to 
see how the automorphisms guaranteed by weak transitivity could be extended 
to give transitivity in general. We give some terminology which will help us to 
formulate statements about transitivity in the future.

Definition 3.3.16. Let A be a masa in the Hi factor N. Two projections p 
and q in A with ti(p) = ti(q) are called weakly A-conjugate if the cutdowns Ap 
and Aq are conjugate masas, via a "-isomorphism from pNp onto qNq. They are 
called A-conjugate, or conjugate by an automorphism preserving A t if there is an 
automorphism Q of N with ©(A) = A such that S(p) = q.

Observe that A is transitive if all projections with the same trace in A are 
weakly yl-conjugate and strongly transitive if all such projections are ^-conjugate. 
For a transitive masa A in N it makes sense to talk about a relative fundamental 
group, as a compression of A C N by a projection p £ A of fixed trace is well 
defined up to conjugacy.

Definition 3.3.17. Let A be a transitive masa in a Hi factor N. Define the 
fundamental group, F (A C N) to be the subgroup of R+ under multiplication, 
generated by all those t > 0 for which there is a projection p G A of trace t such 
that Ap C pNp is conjugate to A C TV; that is, there exists a *-isomorphism 0 
from TV onto pNp, with 6(^4) = Ap.

It seems fruitless to ask 'what is the fundamental group of the generator masa 
in the free group factor on finitely many generators?' - the question of whether 
the fundamental group of C (F2 ) is {1} or R+ is equivalent to the notoriously hard 
isomorphism problem for the free group factors. 20 When we have infinitely many 
generators things are better. Radulescu has shown in [53], that T (C (F^)} = R+, 
so it is reasonable to ask about the transitive singular generator masa here.

Question 3.3.18. Let A be the generator masa in £(Foo). Is it the case that

20It is known that one of these cases must occur.
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3.4 Masas in

Throughout this section u; G 0N \ N will denote a fixed non-principal ultrafilter. 
As discussed in subsection 1.4.2, Popa has shown that when A is a masa in TV, 
then Au is a masa in the ultraproduct A", [44]. Furthermore, [48] can be used 
to show that if A is singular then so is A". In this section, we address the same 
question in the central sequence algebra Nu = TV" n TV7 . We shall work in the 
hyperfinite Hi factor, R. Given a property F masa A in R, we know that A" n R' 
is a non-trivial subalgebra of Ru = R" n R'. When is A" n R' a masa in Ru ?

To perform our calculations, we shall need to recall some facts about con 
ditional expectations. Let M be a von Neumann subalgebra of the hyperfinite 
Hi factor R. Proposition 1.3.1, due to Christensen, tells us that ^>M'nR(x) is 
the ||.|| 2-minimal element of the weakly closed convex hull of { uxu* u G U(M) }. 
This process of averaging over the unitaries in TV is much easier when M is finite 
dimensional. In this case U(N) is a compact topological group, and we have

(x) = I uxu*du, (3.4.1)
JU(M)

where du is the normalised left Haar measure on U(M). The situation we shall 
need is easier still. Suppose we have the factorisation R = M®S, where M is 
a type In factor and S is a hyperfinite Hi factor. We regard M as embedded 
in R by identifying it with M <g> 1, then we have M' fi R = 1 <8> 5. We can 
write down an explicit formula for the conditional expectation onto this relative 
commutant. Take matrix units (ei,j)"J=1 for M, and write a typical element x G R 
as x = S?j=i ei,j ® x*,r When i ^ j, eitj <8> xitj is orthogonal to 1 0 S. When 
i — j, we have

I ( lC* 4 <y JL/4 * —— X A/f V> «*'*" 4 ~i I C» * "^1,1 ^ 1,1 m ^ 1,1 i 1,1
it \ it

The first term on the right hand side above lies in M' n R, while the second is 
orthogonal to it. In conclusion, we have

TR' f~,\ _

On the other hand, we know that EM/ n# (x) can be approximated by a convex 
combination of elements uxu*, for some unitaries u G M. The good news here, is 
that we can take this combination to be finite and the unitaries involved will not 
depend on x. Given a permutation o of {1,2,..., n} and A; = ±1, consider the 
unitary

n 
U =
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in M, which has

There are finitely many, in fact 2nn!, such unitaries in M. For x G R we take the 
average of uxu* over these unitaries. Writing x = SIj=i ei,j ® xi,j ^ before, it is 
easy to check that

\^ 1I.V1I.* = 1 t, (5?) I —— \ \T, , 1 = F..,,«« fT^ (3.4.2)1nn\
u

We now reveal the point of all this, the proof of which follows directly from (3.4.2).

Proposition 3.4.1. Let R = M®S be a factorisation of the hyperfinite HI factor 
as the tensor product of a type In factor M and a Hi factor S. Regard M as being 
identified with M ® 1 in R. If (xr ) <̂ =l is an LJ-centralising sequence in R, then

lim||zr -EM'nH(zr)|| 2 = 0-

3.4.1 D" n K is a masa in R* n R1

In this subsection we show that the Cartan masa D inside R does give rise to a 
masa Du n R1 inside the central sequence algebra R^.

We shall again work with R in the form of an infinite von Neumann tensor 
product of 2 x 2 matrices, that is R = (®^Li Mat2(C)) ;/ , where the infinite 
tensor product is taken with respect to the unique normalised trace. Let C 
denote the diagonal matrices in Mat2(C), so that the infinite tensor product 
(C®00 )" is a copy of the Cartan masa D in R. Write Nn for the finite tensor 
product, Mat2(C)®n , so that R factorises as Nn <8>Rn , where Rn is the tail Hi 
factor ((S)^Ln+i^at2(Q) • The Cartan masas D respects this factorisation. We 
write Dn = C®n and En = ((g)~ n+1 C)" so that D = Dn®En .

The plan is to take a unitary x in Ru \ (Du D R') and construct some element 
in Du fl R' which fails to commute with x. To this end, lift such an x to an 
u;-centralising sequence (xn )' =̂l of unitaries, using Proposition 1.2.13. Define sets 
In C N by

In = { r G N ||xr - EN; (zr )|| 2 < 1/n } , (3.4.3)

which, as N^ D N^+l , satisfy In D /n+i- Proposition 3.4.1 ensures that these 
sets lie in the ultrafilter u. If r G nn>n0 ^n ' tnen XT ^ ^'n ^or a^ n — n° an(^ so 
xr 6 Cl. Since x ^ Du , we deduce that nn>n0 ^n $ u ^or eac^ n°' ^n eclmvalent 
centralising sequence (xr )Ji 1 can be defined, by taking xr = I for r $. /i or 
r 6 H^Li !* and ' for r € In \ ^*»+i, take xr = EN^ (xr ). We write xr = l®n ® 2r
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for some zr £ Rn . The assumption that x does not lie in Du now manifests itself 
in the statement that

for some non-zero constant K. Recall here that En is the 'tail' Cartan masa 
(®r=n+1 C)"infln .

The sets /„ are also used to define a sequence y = (yr )™=v Take yr = 1 
whenever r £ /i or r G f£Li ^n, and for r G /„ \ /n+i, use Proposition 1.3.1 to 
find a unitary ur G .En with

||zr - urzru*\\ 2 > \\zr - EEn (zr )\\ 2 ,

and set j/r = l®n ® wr .
The very definition of the (yr )^=\ ensures that it is an o;-centralising sequence. 

Indeed, for z G Nn , yr commutes with z whenever r G 7n , and so as In € uj we 
have

lim \\yr z - zyr \\ 2 = 0.
r-¥(jj

The ||.|| 2-density of the algebraic tensor product ®™=l Mn in R ensures that 
r )^=i is u;-centralising. On the other hand, for r £ I\ \ fl^Li -^n> we have

\\yrxr - xr yr \\ 2 = \\zr - urzr u*\\ 2 > \\zr - EEn (zr )\\ 2 -> K > 0, 

as r — >• w. As /i \ H^Li ^n ^ ^ 5 this is

xy\\ 2 = lim ||2/ra;r - xryr \\ 2 > K > 0,r—>u

and so x and y do not commute in R^. In conclusion the only elements of Ru 
commuting with every operator in Du must in fact lie in Du . We state this 
formally.

Theorem 3.4.2. Let D be the Cartan masa in the hyperfinite HI factor R. For 
each a; € /?N \ N, Du is a masa in

The fact that the R was written as a tensor product of finite dimensional 
factors was crucial here. If we fix a masa A in R not containing centralising 
sequences, then we can form the infinite tensor product R®°° — S which is again 
hyperfinite and contains the masa 4®°° = B. This B certainly contains non- 
trivial centralising sequences for 5, but on the other hand Bu n S' is never a 
masa in Su . To see this we factorise S = R®R®°° by removing the first copy of 
R from the infinite tensor product. Similarly, B factorises as ,40,4®°°. Theorem 
1.2.15 ensures that any u;-centralising sequence (zn)~=1 in B is equivalent to one
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in 1 ® A®00 . In particular elements of B" n S' commute with the w-centralising 
sequences of the form (yn <8> lfl®oo)£Li, when (yn )™=\ lies in Ru .

As a masa in R^, we could ask what is the Pukanszky invariant of Du n R'?21 
There are obviously non-trivial normalisers of Du n R' in Ru , for example (l®n <8> 
^n )!JLi, where wn 6 7?n is a normaliser of the Cartan masa En with tr(wn ) = 0. 
Hence, 1 G Puk (Du). On the other hand, Du is not Cartan as there are no Cartan 
masas in R^, [18, Corollary 6.2]. It is possible that some other value might occur 
in this Pukanskzy invariant.

Question 3.4.3. What is Puk(Z>w )?

3.4.2 The singular Tauer masa of section 3.3 with T(A) = 1
Here we examine a singular masa A in the hyperfinite Hi factor containing non- 
trivial centralising sequences. More specifically, we shall consider the singular 
Tauer masa A with T(A) = 1 that we constructed in section 3.3. Let us start 
with the somewhat lengthy technical lemma which is the key to our analysis.

Lemma 3.4.4. Let A be a Tauer masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor with respect 
to the chain C/Vm)m=i of finite type I sub factors which arise as the tensor product 
Nm = ®r=i Mr as discussed in section 2.1. Fix natural numbers k < n and 
suppose that, when we write

An =

with respect to the decomposition Nn = -/Vn_i ® Mn , the (A n̂_ l ) eepmin (An _ l } form 
a family of pair wise orthogonal masas in Mn . Write S for the tail Hi factor 
(®m=n+i Mm) /; , so that R = Nn®S , and set B = An^ <g> C105. For any 
x e AJitS, we have

(x - EB (x - - \\x - EB (x (3.4.4)

where Nk is type

Proof. Take x € An®S which we write as

x = E
\

21 This object should now be redefined for non-separable Hilbert spaces, and will possibly 
involve uncountable cardinals - a good reason, if one was needed, to ensure our discussion of 
this subject ends promptly.
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for some xe>/ € A^)S. To calculate EB (x) we project each xej from A*tn~ 
onto Cl <g> S. Since the desired estimate, (3.4.4), involves x - EB (x), we assume 
that each xej 6 M^n-i © Cl) 05. With this assumption, we are required to 
show that

Fortunately, calculation of EN> nR (x) is easy. Indeed, (3.4.2) gives us

— V
4 CPA

1,h

so that

Xgyh

cCii.*)

As ze,/ € f A^f^ eClJ ® 5, distinct a:e,/ are orthogonal in L2 (Mn®5). In 
particular, the two terms inside the norm in the last line above are orthogonal, 
giving us the estimate

. (3.4.6)

This is exactly what we need, as

/

which substitutes into (3.4.6) to give the desired (3.4.5). D
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The singular Tauer masa with property F in R of section 3.3 is constructed 
relative to the tensor product R = (®^Li M-)" of matrix algebras of quickly 
growing size.22 A Tauer masa A is inductively constructed inside the chain of 
finite tensor products Nn = ®"=1 MP , by fixing any masa A\ in MI and defining 
An+l in terms of An according to whether n is even or odd:

1. For odd n, we take An+i = An ® .Dn+i for some masa .Dn+i in Mn+1 ;

2. For even n, we ensure that (An+i tn ) e^pmiu An is a family of pairwise orthogonal 
masas in Mn+i, and define

The singularity of the resulting Tauer masa A follows, Proposition 3.3.8, from the 
fact that stage 2 occurs infinitely often. That A is a F masa in # is a consequence 
of the infinite occurrence of stage 1, see Proposition 3.3.9.

We regard this process as an infinite game of blackjack: the odd stage is 
thought of as sticking, An+i is designed to contain non-trivial unitaries commuting 
with (SC=i Mr ] whereas the even stage involves twisting the masa An so as to 
ensure that the only unitaries in ®"=1 Mr that come close to normalising An+i 
are those near An , hence guaranteeing the singularity of A. It is then clear that 
given any subset / C N such that / and N\/ are both infinite, we can construct a 
singular Tauer masa Aj in the hyperfinite Hi factor with T(Aj) = 1, by 'twisting' 
the (n + l)-th stage of the construction if n £ / and 'sticking' otherwise.

This gives a collection of singular F masas. Time constraints have prevented 
us from investigating the question of conjugacy for this family. In particular, we 
should ask whether varying the asymptotic density of / in N allows us to produce 
non-conjugate singular masas with property F, or whether all these masas are 
conjugate in R. At present, it is still unknown whether there are non-conjugate 
singular masas in the hyperfinite Hi factor (or any other Hi factor for that matter) 
with property F and the same Pukanszky invariant.

Question 3.4.5. Are the masas AI in R conjugate via an automorphism of 
R! Can we find two non-conjugate singular F masas with the same Pukanszky 
invariant in R!

This suggests the question of what Pukanszky invariants are possible for F 
masas in R. So as to avoid a diversion, we shall return to this at the end of the

22 More precisely, Construction 3.3.7 required that the Mr are kr x kr matrices, where the kr 
are primes such that kr+i > k\... kr .
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subsection. Returning to the main point of this subsection, we can now show 
exactly where the centralising sequences in the masas Aj actually lie. Define a 
von Neumann subalgebra Br of Aj by

where

Bj(n) = < Dn n > 2 and n - 1 $ I . 23 (3.4.7) 
Cl n > 2 and n - 1 G /

This BI is abelian, non-atomic and designed so that it contains all the 'obvious' 
centralising sequences of R in AI. In fact all the centralising sequences lying in 
AI are found in BI.

Theorem 3.4.6. Let I C N be such that both I and 1° = N \ 7 are both infinite. 
Let AI C R be the singular Tauer masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor, constructed 
above which contains non-trivial centralising sequences for R and BI be the sub 
von Neumann algebra of AI defined above. For every uj G /3N\N we have 
R' = (Bi)u n R' and so (Atf n R' is not a masa in Ru nR'.

Proof. The conclusion that (Ai)" D R' is not a masa in R" fl R' is immediate from 
the first part of the Theorem. Indeed, if we let / be enumerated as n\ < n^ < 
713 < . . . , and take xr = I®71'— 1 ® yr for some unitary yr G MHr with ti(yr ) = 0, 
then (zr )£Li is a centralising sequence for R. This sequence is not ^-equivalent 
to any sequence lying in BI and evidentally commutes with any sequence lying 
in Br . In this way (zr )£Li lies in the commutant of (Ai)u n R' in R" fl R', but is 
not in (Af ) u D R'.

For the main statement, we fix n0 > k > 1, with n0 ^ /. Enumerate those n 
in the range k < n < n0 with n - 1 G / as ni > n2 > • • • > n/. Let us define 
algebras Bs for 0 < 5 < /, by

n0

r=ns

where the Bf (r) are as given in (3.4.7). As n0 £ 7, this definition ensures that 
B0 = Ano . Take x G Bs for some 0 < s < 1. Decompose x = EBs+l (x) + (x- 

(a:)), and note that

EBs+1 (z)G7Vna+1 _ 1 <8>Cl<8) (g) Mr = Xi,
r=ng+i+l

"Recall that the Dn are the fixed masas in Mn used at the 'sticking' stages of the construction 
of Aj previously.
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while
no

r=ns+i+l

The linear spaces X\ and X^ defined above, are orthogonal in L2 (Nno ). Fur 
thermore, the form, (3.4.2), of the conditional expectation onto N'k fi R ensures 
that

and
EW^n/iP^) C X-2. 

In this way we have

Ilx-E^nfltoll,^
(3.4.8) 

The algebra £s is equal to Ana+1 ® (SC=ns+1 +i 5/(r )> as

r=ns+i+l

The assumption that ns+i - 1 E / ensures that the ( )̂+1 ,nj+1 _i)e€7>mlB (Anj+1 _i) 
are pairwise orthogonal masas in Mn5+1 . We are then able to hit the last term in 
(3.4.8) with Lemma 3.4.4, yielding

-Efl^, (*))||> (l--J-)||z-EB,+1 (z)|| 2 , (3.4.9)
\ ak/

where N^ is type ldk .
We now assemble all of this. Fix y G Ano which we have already observed is 

BQ. The preceding argument gives

y - E^nfl (»)||* >||(/- Ejv-ry,) Eft (y)||' + f 1 - J-) ||y - Efll
\ ak/

Suppose that we have

--- \\V-EB. (y)\\,
akj

(3.4.10)
for some s < I. Apply (3.4.9) again to the first term on the right hand side above, 
with x = EBs (y)- In this way we have

(V)\\l >\\(I- %nfl) EB,+1 (y)\\\ + ( 1 - -J-) ||EB. (y) - EB.+l

||»-Efl. +1 (y)\\,
\ k /
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which is (3.4.10) with 5 replaced by 5 + 1. Inductively, we have (3.4.10) for s = I. 
Why is this what we need? Write Ck = 1 — 1/cfo, and use the fact that 

EB, (y) — EN'^R^-BI (y) is orthogonal to y — EBi (y) again to rewrite our conclusion 
as

| (y)\\l + C* \\y - E^ n*EB, (y)\\l
(3.4.11)

Finally, EN>kflR (Bi) C Br . This holds as, for k < n < n/, we have n - 1 £ /, so 
that I— i

and
no

Ergo,
no

ENinR (Bi) ClNk ® (g) BT (r) C Bf .
r=k+l

In this way, the estimate (3.4.11) gives

> Ck \\y - EBl (y)\\ 2 , (3.4.12) 

for all y € Ano , as

In this final estimate n0 is arbitrary. Given an o;-centralising sequence (yr )™=l in 
Aj, by density we may assume that each yr G \J£=l An . Fix some k, which could 
be 1. Proposition 3.4.1 ensures that

when (3.4.12) gives

as Ck > 0. This is precisely the statement that (yr )?=l is w-equivalent to some 
centralising sequence in jB/, exactly as required. n

This example was presented as I believe the behaviour of this masa should be 
typical. It is not easy to see how one could have a singular T masa A in R with 
A" n R' a masa in the central sequence algebra Ru . These two conditions pull in
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different directions. The singularity requires that different cut downs of A of the 
same size look sufficiently different. 24 For Au n R1 to be a masa in Ru n R' , we 
should need 'large subalgebras' of these cutdowns to be close. At present though, 
I have been unable to formalise these ideas into a proof.

Question 3.4.7. Does every singular masa A in the hyperfinite Hi factor R fail 
to give rise to a masa Au fl R' in the ultraproduct R" n R'7 If a masa A in R 
does induce a masa Au n R' in Ru fl R', is A necessarily Cartan?

We now briefly indicate, a masa which fails to decompose as a direct sum of 
a F masa and a completely non-F masa. The plan is to take a direct sum of two 
the masas in this section corresponding to the same /, but with different Dn . For 
each even n, we take two orthogonal masas Dn and En in Mn . We define two 
Tauer masas A and B in R, by twisting as usual when n is even, and when n is 
odd we take

An+l = An <g> £>„, Bn+1 = Bn ® En .

These masas are F masas, and elements of Aw r\R' are equivalent to u centralising 
sequences in the infinite tensor product (Cl <8> D-2 <8> Cl ® D4 ® . . . )" which we 
call D, while Bu n R' is identified with the w-centralising sequences lying in
E = (Cl <g> E2 ® Cl ® E4 <8> . .

Consider A 0 B = ( „ 1 , a masa in Mat 2 (/2). Let I . be a non-zero
J

• ,- • A ^ n rr / n xi • T^ • 0 , -r r / Aprojection in A 0 B. If e ^ 0 then I 1 is F in I . _ I , whereas if / ̂  0

then I _ 0 £ ) is a F masa in I n . D x ) . In any event, we deduce that there is
u

no non-zero cut down of A 0 B which is completely non-F.
On the other hand, all u;-centralising sequences of A 0 B are trivial. Let
'x 0 \ \ °° J* 1 I be an w-centralising sequence. For this sequence to asymptoti-

0 W/n=l

cally commute with [ _ _ ) we must have J \Q QJ

lim \\xn - yn \\ 2 = 0.
n—tu

The preceding discussion allows us to assume that each xn lies in D while the yn 
lie in E. These two algebras are orthogonal, as each Dn and En are. Therefore,

xn - tr(zn)l|| 2 = ||o;n - EEn (xn )|| 2 < ||xn - yn \\ 2 -> 0,

as n -> u. In this way (xn)£Li is seen to be trivial, whence so too is (2/n )SLi, 
exactly as claimed.

24 after conjugation by a partial isometry which interchanges the equivalent reducing projec
tions
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A more refined analysis would have shown that T(A ® B) = 1/2, with a 
projection p £ A 0 B giving rise to a F masa (A 0 B)p in the cut-down, if and

only if, either p < I Q Q J or p < I Q l J .
Now back to possible Pukanszky invariants of singular F-masas. Note that 

tensoring a F-masa A, with Puk (A) = {!}, by one of St0rmer and Neshveyev's 
examples, [38], gives F-masas in R whose Pukanskzy invariant can be any subset 
of NQO containing 1. St0rmer and Neshveyev's examples all satisfy the weak 
asymptotic homomorphism property,25 and we can demand that A does too. In 
this way we ensure, in the absence of a positive answer to Question 1.4.29, that 
the masas resulting from these tensor products are singular. Alternatively, take 
an infinite von Neumann tensor product of a singular masa A in the hyperfinite Hi 
factor, with Puk (A) = {00} . This gives a singular26 F-masa, B, with Puk (B) = 
{oo}. Very recent examples of Dykema, which will hopefully be found in [17], 
show that any subset of NOO containing oo can be attained as the Pukanszky 
invariant of a singular masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor. Take the von Neumann 
tensor product of one of these examples and 5, to see that we can find F-masas 
whose Pukanszky invariant can be any subset of N<x, containing oo. If 1 is not in 
this Pukanszky invariant, then the resulting masa is automatically singular (by 
Popa's result, Theorem 3.1.3), and we have already dealt with the case when 1 is 
in the Pukanszky invariant previously. Let us summarise this diversion formally.

Theorem 3.4.8. Let X be a subset ofN^ such that either I (E X, or oo e X. 
There exists a singular T-masa A in the hyperfinite Hi factor R, with Puk (A) = 
X.

We do not have examples yet of singular F masas for the other known values 
of the Pukanszky invariant.

Question 3.4.9. Let A" be a subset of N^, with l,oo ^ X, such that there is 
some masa in R with Pukanskzy invariant X. Does there exist a singular F-masa 
A in R with Puk (A) = XI

3.5 Some thoughts about automorphisms fixing 
masas

Here we investigate some questions that arise when considering Connes' work on 
automorphisms in the context of masas. Firstly, as noted in [38], it is known that

25 They all come from weakly mixing ergodic actions, and Lemma 3.2 of [54], shows that in 
this case we obtain the weak asymptotic homomorphism property. 

26 This time by an infinite version of Proposition 3.1.2 and then part 2 of Theorem 3.1.3.
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Connes' connection between the closure of the inner automorphism group and 
the failure of property F, [6], holds in this situation. A proof is readily obtained 
by following the original ([6]) or Takesaki's account, [69, Theorem XIV.3.8].

Proposition 3.5.1. Let A be a masa in a separable HI factor N. The following 
conditions are equivalent:

1. A does not contain non-trivial centralising sequences for N;

2. { Ad u | u e U(A) } is closed in Aut(N).

3.5.1 A relative automorphism group

We shall define a relative automorphism group for the inclusion of a masa A in a 
Hi factor. We want the inner automorphisms in this group to be adjunction by 
unitaries in A, leading us to the definition.

Definition 3.5.2. Given a masa A in a Hi factor N. Write Aut (A C N) for

{ 0 G Aut (N) | 0(a) = a for all a € A } ,

the group of relative automorphisms of A in TV, which inherits the w-topology 
from Aut (N). Write Inn (A C N) = Inn (N) D Aut (Ac N), the relative inner 
automorphisms of A in TV, which consists of the automorphisms Ad u for unitaries 
u E A.

It is immediate that Inn (A C N) is an abelian subgroup, so normal in Aut (A C N) 
- unsurprisingly we write Out (A C N) for the quotient. In fact Inn (A C N) lies 
in the centre, Z(Aut (A C A/")), of Aut (A C JV), as the next simple calculation 
confirms. Take 9 € Aut (A C N) and consider u G U(A). For x e A7", we have

(0 o Ad u o 0- 1 ) (x) = 9(u9~l (x)u f ) = 9(u)x9(u f ) = uxu*,

so 6 o Ad u = Ad u o 9. To what extent the converse to this is true is not easy to 
determine. For example, a lengthy calculation27 can be used to demonstrate that 
when A is the generator masa in a free group factor £ (F^), then Out (^4 C £ (Ffc)) 
is an I.C.C. group, and so here we have Z(Aut (A C C (Ffc ))) = Inn (A C C (¥k )). 
When B is the Laplacian masa in C (¥k ) , 28 we have been unable to make progress 
in this area. Suppose that ai,..., a/, are the generators of Ffc, then the automor 
phism taking each a^ to a^ 1 certainly lies in Aut (B C £(Ffc)), which commutes

27 Sufficiently long that the reader will be pleased to learn that it has been omitted!
28 If ai,... ,flfc are the generators of Ffc , let w = X)f=i(a » + airl ) ~ an element of the group 

algebra CFV The Laplacian masa B is the von Neumann subalgebra of £ (Ffc) generated by w. 
See [60] for further background.
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with all the elements of Aut (B C C (¥k )) that I am aware of. 29 This is really all 
part of a limited attempt to deal with a conjugacy question which, despite the 
considerable interest in free group factors, seems not to have been asked.

Question 3.5.3. Let k > 2 be a fixed integer. Is the generator masa in 
conjugate to the Laplacian masa in £ (F*) via an automorphism of C (F

It is easy to see that we can not have 2 (Aut (A C N)) = Inn (A C N) in 
general - simply take a F masa A in the hyperfinite Hi factor R, when Proposition
3.5.1 ensures that Inn (A C R) is not closed, while the centre certainly is.

3.5.2 Density of the relative inner automorphism group

Recall that all automorphisms of the hyperfinite Hi factor are approximately 
inner. We define the approximately inner relative automorphism group of a masa 
A in TV to be the closure of Inn (A C N) in Aut (Ac N).

Question 3.5.4. Let A be a masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor R. When is 
Inn (A C R) dense in Aut (A C R)t

In the case of the Cartan masa, we can give a quick positive answer.

Proposition 3.5.5. Let D be the Cartan masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor R. 
Then Inn(D C R) is dense in Aut(D C R).

Proof. We work, as in subsection 3.4.1, with R as an infinite von Neumann tensor 
product (®^L! Mat 2 (C)) of matrix algebras. By choosing a masa E in Mat2(C) 
we obtain the Cartan masa D in R as the tensor product ((3di E}" . Fix an 
automorphism 9 in Aut (D C R).

Fix n, and write TV = ®"=1 Mat 2 (C) and choose matrix units (e^-)* - =1 for N 
such that the e^ are the minimal projections of E®n . It is enough to show that 
we can find a unitary u E D such that 0(x) = uxu* for all x G N. Define

1=1 

and note that

uu*

29 Unfortunately there are not very many of these! I have been unable to determine whether 
the 'swap automorphism' described in the text is central for Aut (B C C (F*.)).
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so that it is a unitary in R. Furthermore, for fixed z, j we have

so that on TV, 0 agrees with Ad u.
We check that u is an element of D. Take some d £ 

Cii 0 d. We have
J!Ln+1 and consider

)i(ei,i <8> d) =

so that u commutes with each e^ <g> d. Hence, u commutes with every element of 

D. Since .D is a masa, we deduce that u must lie in D. D

The answer to question 3.5.4 is not always positive. To see this we examine 

Pukanskzy's original examples, [51] of masas in R, in the form presented in [61, 

Example 5.1]. Fix n > 2, and set

F - I -2*r n — ) ^ p, g, k £ Z with p, <? odd > ,

an index n subgroup of Qx , the non-zero rationals under multiplication. Take

/^i _

and
H =

7 o i

7 
o i

so that, as noted in [61], £ (G) is the hyperfinite Hi factor and £ (H} is a strongly 

singular masa in C(G) with Pukanszky invariant {n}.30 Sinclair and Smith 

use Corollary 1.4.27 to demonstrate the strong singularity of this masa. We 

wish to deduce slightly more, namely that £(H) is not a F masa and so that 

Inn (£(H) C £(G)) is closed - for which we use Proposition 1.2.12. We must

check then that for some g £ G \ H we have gHg~l D H = {I}. It is no hardship
f P •> 
f x
0 1to do this for an arbitrary g = with x 0. For then we have

7 x\ h OW/

so that this can only lie in H when h = 1 as claimed.

30Pukanskzy used a countable union of finite fields to produce his examples, as this obviously 
gave rise to the hyperfinite Hi factor. The construction above uses Connes' uniqueness of the 
injective Hi factor, [7], to see that C(G] is hyperfinite, as the group G is amenable.
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Take some y € Qx \ Fn and define <£y on G by

;{?)• ^
This 0y maps G into G and then the first form of the definition ensures that it is 
actually a automorphism of G. Furthermore, H is fixed point wise so 0y extends 
to an automorphism of C (G) lying in Aut (£ (H) C C (G)) which we also denote 
by (j)y . We shall show that (j>y is not an inner automorphism of C(G), when it 
provides an element of Aut (C (H) C £ (G)) not in the closure of the relative inner 
aut omor phisms.3 l

Something more general is going on here. Whenever we have an automorphism 
of a discrete I.C.C. group which is not inner as an automorphism of the group it 
can not be inner as an automorphism of the group Hi factor, [32]. Surprisingly 
this result is not well known - we provide a proof in Appendix C for completeness, 
where it appears as Theorem C.I. To complete our argument then, it suffices to 
show that the <j)y above is not an inner automorphism of G. This is immediate, 
for suppose there was some g G G with </>y = Ad <?, then as H is maximal abelian

in G,32 our g must lie in H; take g = ( _ 1 for some h € Fn . Equation (3.5.1)

then demonstrates that xy = xh for all x G Q. Just taking x = 1 though, is 
enough to see that h = y - a contradiction as y £ Fn . Let us summarise this 
discussion.

Proposition 3.5.6. The example of a strongly singular masa A in the hyper- 
finite Hi factor, R, found in Example 5.1 of [61] with Pukdnszy invariant {n} 
for n = 2,3,... ,oo,33 fails to have property F. For this masa Inn(A C R) ^ 
Aut (A C R) and, as the inner automorphism group is closed, it can not be dense 
in Aut (A C R).

When n = 1, we have FI = Qx , and the resulting inclusion C(H) C £(£) 
gives a masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor with Pukanszky invariant {!}. This 
masa also fails to contain non-trivial centralising sequences for R for exactly the 
same reason as the n > 2 case, but we do not obtain an non-inner automorphism 
in Aut (£ (H ) C £ (G)) in the same way as the n > 2 case. Here FI = Qx , so 
there are no y to choose in Qx \ F: . At present we do not know whether, in this 
n = 1 case, the relative inner automorphisms are all of Aut (£ (H) C £ (G)).

31 Which we have already noted are closed in this case.
32 £(H) is a masa in £(G).
33 Actually we have only established this for n finite here. The infinite case works also with 

exactly the same proof. Here F^ is the infinite index subgroup of Qx of all rationals p/q with 
p and q odd.
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To see that some possible connection between the relative automorphism 
groups and the Pukanszky invariant is not all that far fetched we need some folk 
lore. Given an automorphism 0 of a Hi factor TV, we may extend 0 to an operator 
U on L2 (TV) by ||.|| 2-continuity. This U is a unitary in B(L2 (TV)), which imple 
ments 0. By this we mean that, as operators on L2 (N) we have UxU* = 9(x). 
This follows as, for y e N C L2 (N), we have

(U o x)(y) = U(xy) = 9(x)9(y) = (9(x) o U)(y),

so that Ux = 0(x)U. Suppose now that we have a masa A in TV, and that 9 fixes 
the operators in A pointwise. Then for each a e A we have UaU* = 9(a) = o, so 
that U E A'. Furthermore, for a e A and y € TV C L2 (TV) we have

(UJaJU*)(y) = (UJaJ*)9~ l (y) = U(9-\y)a*) = yO(a*) = ya* = (JaJ)Q,), 

so that U commutes with JAJ too.

Proposition 3.5.7. Let A be a masa in a Hi factor N. Given an automorphism 
9 6 Aut(A C N), we can extend 9 to a unitary operator U on L2 (TV) which has 
UxU* = 9(x) for each x e TV. This unitary U lies in A1 , where A = (A U JAJ)" 
is the augmented algebra used to compute the Pukanszky invariant of A.

When A is a masa in TV with Pukanszky invariant {!}, Proposition 3.5.7 
ensures that the unitaries implementing automorphisms in Aut (A C TV) actually 
lie in A. In the hyperfinite case, is this enough to show that the relative inner 
automorphisms are dense?

Question 3.5.8. Do all masas A in R with Puk(A) = {1} have Inn (.4 C R) = 
Aut (A C R)?

We can say something positive when A is a masa in TV with Puk (A) = {!}. 
Under this assumption, A' = A - an abelian algebra, therefore Aut (A C TV) is 
also abelian.

3.5.3 Characterising approximately inner relative automor 
phisms

We can generalise Connes' characterisation of approximately inner automorphisms 
of a Hi factor, ([7, Theorem 3.1], Theorem 1.2.16) to the relative situation. Ac 
tually more is true. In the next result, we can replace the masa A be any von 
Neumann subalgebra M such that its relative commutant M'HTV = Mc is diffuse. 
Condition 1 remains unchanged, that is 9 should lie in the closure of the inner
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automorphisms that fix M pointwise - here adjunction by unitaries in Mc . The 
references to A in conditions 2,3 and 4 should be replaced by Mc . For masas, 
we have Ac = A which is certainly a diffuse von Neumann algebra.

Theorem 3.5.9. Let A be a masa in a separable ll\ factor N. Given Q € 
Aut (A C N) the following conditions are equivalent.

1. 6 lies in Inn (A C N), the closure of the relative inner automorphisms;

2. There exists an automorphism 0 ofC*(N, JNJ, eA ) C B(L2 (TV)), such that 
Q\ N = 9, Q\ JNj = I and Q(eA ) = eA ;

3. For unitaries Ui,...,un e N and e > 0 there exists £ G L2 (A) C L2 (N) 
with ||£|| 2 = 1 and

for each i = 1,2, . . . , n;

4- There exists a bounded sequence (an ] <̂ =l in A, not converging strongly to 0, 
such that any — 6(y)an converges strongly to 0, for each y G N .

To prove this result, one should work through Connes' original proof and 
carefully follow the consequences of the additional hypotheses in each deduction. 
For example, Connes original proof of 1 => 2 takes an element 0 = lim^oo Ad un
of Inn (TV), and considers the inner automorphisms an of (7*(TV, TV') implemented 
by un . He continues34 :

For any element x — ^i=1 Xityi of the algebraic tensor product of TV 
and TV', the sequence (ctn (x)) =̂l of elements of B(Z/2 (TV)) converges 
strongly to J^=i 0(xi)Hi- S° the automorphism 9 0 1 of the algebraic 
tensor product TV 0 TV' is norm preserving for the norm of B (L2 (TV)) 
and thus extends uniquely to the norm closure C*(TV, TV') as an auto 
morphism of C* (TV, TV') satisfying the required conditions.

Instead of tensor products, we could have taken x in Alg*(TV, TV'), the "-algebra 
generated by TV and TV'.

Now let us see what happens when each of our initial unitaries un lies in the 
masa A. In this case uneAu*n = eA , 35 so that an = Ad un is an automorphism of 
Alg*(TV, TV', CA). An element x of this "-algebra can be written as

k
T* * 1 T* • n T* • /i,l 1,2 • t,m(i)j

t=l

34 See page 93 of [7], from which we have only made minor notational changes. 
35 Recall that A commutes with eA -
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where x^j lie in N\JN'\J{e$. Multiplication is jointly strong-operator continuous 

on bounded sets so that

lim an (x} =
n—*oo

exists in strong topology, where

f 6(xi •) Xi • £ N

Exactly as before, we must have ||limn_>00 an (x)|| = ||x|| in B(L2 (7V)) so that 

this automorphism extends to the C*-closure C*(N,N',GA} in B(L2 (.W)), where 

it obviously has the required properties.

The original proofs of the remaining implications, particularly 3 => 4, are more 

involved. The principle remains though - follow the original proof, and check that 

the extra hypotheses available produce the required extra conclusions. We shall 

not give any further details, as we have no wish to copy out vast tracks of [7] 

here.
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Chapter 4 

Singularity and the #-masas

In this chapter we provide positive answers to Questions 1.4.18 and 1.4.20 in the 
case of Tauer masas. As a consequence, we will develop a convergence criterion for 
the singularity of Tauer masas which we use in section 4.2 to establish Theorem 
2.2.6, regarding the singularity of the 0-masas of Construction 2.2.4. We continue 
our study of these 0-masas in section 4.3, demonstrating that they all contain 
non-trivial centralising sequences.

4.1 Singularity for Tauer masas

In this section we aim to prove the following result, showing that for Tauer masas 
the concepts of singularity and strong singularity are identical. This theorem, 
and the whole of section 4.1.1, is to appear in [77].

Theorem 4.1.1. Let A be a singular Tauer masa in R, then A has the weak 
asymptotic homomorphism property and so is strongly singular.

We can use this theorem to address Question 1.4.29 in the class of Tauer 
masas, which we have already noted in Proposition 2.1.3, is closed under taking 
tensor products. Proposition 1.4.28 shows that the tensor product of two masas 
with the weak asymptotic homomorphism property again has the weak asymp 
totic homomorphism property, so the next Corollary follows directly. A similar 
statement for infinite tensor products also holds.

Corollary 4.1.2. Let A and B be singular Tauer masas in the hyperfinite Hi 
factor R. The Tauer masa A®B inside R®R is then necessarily singular.

4.1.1 A convergence criterion for the singularity of Tauer 
masas

We shall work in the tensor product situation, so we take R to be the infinite 
tensor product of finite type I factors Mr and write Nn = ®"=1 Mr . For the
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remainder of this section we consider these Nn fixed and consider masas A which 
are Tauer with respect to the chain (Nn) =̂l . Occasionally we shall need the size 
of the Mr as a normalising constant, we define integers dr so that Mr is a I^r 
factor. We shall use the notation of (2.1.3) to consider the inclusion An C Am , 
which defines the algebras Am,n used repeatedly.

We will prove a stronger statement than Theorem 4.1.1 and aim to characterise 
singularity of Tauer masas by a convergence criterion involving the approximating 
chain of masas (An). This Theorem will give an effective test for the singularity 
of a Tauer masa.

Theorem 4.1.3. Let A be a Tauer masa in R with respect to the sub]'actors Nn . 
The following statements are equivalent:

1. A has the weak asymptotic homomorphism property;

2. A is singular;

3. For each n > 1 and minimal projections e\ , 62 for An with e\ ^ e-2 we have

(4.1.1)lim
/ ̂  '

= 0.

Before establishing Theorem 4.1.3, we record the key properties about the 
sequence in (4.1.1), in particular we note that the limit exists.

Proposition 4.1.4. Let n> 1, and e\ and e^ be distinct minimal projections in 
An . We have:

1.

E
m

(/) = II9 \ •*• •*• E MA/2)2 ; (4.1.2)
, n ) Jl

/2 € Pmin ( "-m , n )

2.
o<

/ ̂  r min v-^m, n I

|2 

12

for each m > n;

3.

£
,n

/2 fc "
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for m-2 > m\ > n;

4- The sequence
\ oo

Ef J i;
/ m=n+l

is decreasing and so converges.

Proof. Equation (4.1.2) is just Parseval's formula, using the orthogonal basis 

(/ZA/ICLn+i^r) M<«aK of Z/2 (A^) to calculate E^) (/i) . Given two 

minimal projections /,/' € 'Pmin^ten), we have tr(E4 (ea ) (/)E4 <e 2_) (/')) > 0. 
Hence, we have

vm,n 1m,n

0
m,nj

= 1,

which is statement 2.
To obtain the third statement, note that for m2 > mi > n and a minimal 

projection e in An , we have

in\Ami,n )

A minimal projection / in Aml,n can then be written as / = / ® g for a minimal 
projection / of ylmi.n and a minimal projection g of -Am2 ,mi- Decomposing the f\ 
and /2 on the left hand side of (4.1.3) in this way gives the result.

The last statement, follows from applying the Parseval identity (4.1.2), us 
ing the factorisation (4.1.3) and then the upper bound of statement 2 (again in 
combination with the Parseval identity). D

4.1.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1.3: 2 => 3

Since Lemma 1.4.24, originally found in [54, Lemma 2.1], demonstrates that 1 
implies 2 we have only two implications remaining to establish. Objectively the 
more elementary direction is 3 => 1, as no heavy machinery is required here; in 
contrast 2 => 3 will require the deep perturbation work, Theorem 1.4.17, of Popa, 
Sinclair and Smith, found in [50]. From the point of view of the details required 
here though, this later implication is more straight forward and so it is with this 
that we start. The next lemma gives the estimate we shall need to successfully 
apply the perturbation theorem.
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Lemma 4.1.5. Let n > 1 and 61,62 be distinct minimal projections in An . Fix 
a partial isometry v G Nn , with v*v = e\ and vv* = 62- If x is the unitary 
v + v* + 1 - Gl + e2 <E ATn ,

r=l

\
1- lim

m, n)

Proof. First observe, using (1.3.1), that

= lim sup

= lim sup (l-\\EAm (x*wx)\\ 22 )

Now, for m > n and a unitary w 6 ^4m , use the decomposition (2.1.3) to write

w =

for some unitaries we in Amtn- We have

\\EAm (x*wx)\\ 22 = ||1 - ei - ealla + Ik
1m,n ea

1m,n

Now write w€2 as the sum 2_). A/2 /2 over all minimal projections /2 in 
for some constants A/2 with |A/2 = 1. We can then compute

|2 

\2 ll/illa

\

m.n J 

/2€ "min (-Am,n )

/I ST^

m

tr(A/2 ) :

=2
n

r=n+l

-1-
/£ '
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We also obtain an identical estimate for E.(ea ) (wei )\\ , and so, noting that
11 **tn,n 11 o

\\ei\\l = \\e2 \\l = we have the bound 

/

Er ^

The result now follows by letting m increase to infinity. D

We can now complete the proof of 2 =^ 3. Suppose condition 3 of Theorem 
4.1.3 fails, then we can find no and distinct minimal projections e\ and 62 in Ano 
such that

lim
m—>oo

Let QO be the constant given in Theorem 1.4.17 and choose 6 such that 1 > 6 > 
1 - ajj/2. Write

= V i; L
r=n0 +l

/2 c ̂

where the second equality comes from the Parseval formula (4.1.2). Part 4 of 
Proposition 4.1.4 shows that (Cm )m>n is a decreasing sequence, so we can find 
n such that 6~ 1 C > Cm > C > 0, whenever m > n. If /i and /2 are minimal 
projections of An,n0 and ^4n,n0 respectively, write

nn
<r=no+l

mn
and Part 3 of Proposition 4.1.4 ensures that

C(/"1)/2)°

and so we can find some /i,/2 with 5~ 1 
through to obtain

> ci/1>/2) > . Now divide

Er=»+i
- o?/2. (4.1.4)
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Let v be a partial isometry in 7Vn , with v*v = /i and vv* = /2 . Define x to 
be the unitary v + v* + 1 — (f\ 4- ft) in An . Lemma 4.1.5 and (4.1.4) give the 
estimate

Lr=l "r

and so the perturbation inequality (Theorem 1.4.17, [50, Theorem 6.4]), shows
that

2 2

On the other hand,

and so 7V(A) can not be contained in A. Therefore, A is not singular, and we 
have established the implication 2 => 3 of Theorem 4.1.3.

4.1.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1.3: 3 => I

We have already done some of the work towards proving the implication 3 implies 
1 in section 2.2. The next result shows that hypotheses of Proposition 2.2.2 hold 
for a Tauer masa satisfying the convergence criterion (4.1.1). A proof of Lemma 
4.1.6 will then conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1.3.

Lemma 4.1.6. Suppose that condition 3 of Theorem 4. 1.3 is satisfied. Fix n\ 
and a minimal projection e\ in Ani . For e > 0 there exists n > n\ and a unitary 
wei in An,n with

for every minimal projection e ^ e\ in Ani .

The following obvious piece of complex arithmetic will be required in the proof 
of Lemma 4.1.6.

Proposition 4.1.7. Given complex numbers Cni)Tl2 for 1 < ni,n2 < n0 with 
C'm.na — Cn2tnlf we can find (Xn )nLi on the unit circle such that

/ ̂  ^m \i2 CVii ,n2 ^ 0.

Proof of Lemma 4-1-6. Suppose A satisfies the condition 3 of Theorem 4.1.3. Fix 
m a minimal projection z\ for Ani and e > 0. Let to = YK=i ^r and enumerate 
the set Pmm(Ani ) \ {e\} as e 2 , . . . eto . We use condition 3 and Parseval's formula 
(4.1.2) repeatedly, to find n± < n2 < • • • < nto with the property that

(4.1.5)
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whenever fr G TW^fc-Ua) and /2 e 'Pmin(^nt-i,n1 ), for each t = 2,... ,«o-
We shall construct our required wei in An** ,ni by means of a downward induc 

tion on t. Suppose for t = t0 ,..., 2, we can find unitaries Vg G Anffit for each 
minimal projection g 6 Pmm(Ant\ni), such that any unitary u^ of the form

,(*)
9 ' (4.1.6)

satisfies

whenever t < s < to. For £ = t0 we may start the induction by taking each vg 
equal to 1 - there is nothing to show here. If we can obtain this statement for 
t = 1, then we have established the lemma as can we take wei = v[ ' . 

For each minimal projection / € /Pmin(^4n7_i,ni), we shall set

V] v

for some scalars A/)5 to be chosen later with |A/)5 | = 1. As any unitary

(4.1.7)

can also be expressed in the form of equation (4.1.6), the inductive hypothesis 
ensures that we have

• / . J \ V

< f, (4.1.8)

whenever 5 > t. It remains to choose the A/)5 so that (4.1.8) holds for s = t. 
Now,

n<on
r=m+l

=< n *) E

1 where of course each \ng { — 1
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so we are able to use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for the sum over /, to obtain
\

y^ ^f£i, \2
-i,«i) I 

\

*(«i) E

/
(4.1.9)

For each hi. we have

E *(/*»)' ^
fc~t> • (A^ e^ \ J ^r minV-"n*_i ,ni )

nnt-i J2 ' 
r=ni+l "r

We use this estimate, and expand the second component (4.1.9) of the product
e\

above, using z = zz, to obtain the upper bound

n ntQ 
r=nt-i+l Q
nt-i 
r=r=m+l

n^_i,nj n< _ ̂  ]Tl j J 

n(,n^_i J

E

for E ( et ) . For each /, we appeal to Proposition 4.1.7 and choose

/)ff so that the second term above is negative. The first term can be written as

ilr=nt -i+l "

r=ni

-\

fit) n )

r

tr(p/i2 ) 2

\

n*0r n *
V ^3

(et®*!)^
Tl£ ,Tlj _ 1 / /

(«i) ^

l 
9

E tr (V/®^3)

cT3 / ,i( e t®'l l®'l2)'\ i 
fcr min^-^nto'n t ' /

1

/

As
nt0 E E
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for all /, #, hi and /i2, we can use the initial estimate (4.1.5), to see that for this 
choice of the A we have

for all unitaries u^ ^ of the form (4.1.7). HI

4.2 Singularity of 0-masas of Construction 2.2.4
We now return to the masas of Construction 2.2.4. Our objective is to apply 
Theorem 4.1.3 to establish Theorem 2.2.6. We shall use the second formulation 
of the 0-masas given in Construction 2.2.4. We shall make some slight changes 
to the notation, and make no apologies for recalling the definition of these masas 
here for the readers convenience.

Let M denote the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices, and D^ the masa consisting of 
all diagonal elements of M. The minimal projections of D^ are given by

,(o) _ ( 1 0 \ , «n / 0 0 
0 0

Given an angle 9 G [0, Tr/4] we define a masa D^ in M by conjugating D^ by
,, / cos0 sin0 \ • • i • .• (0) j (0)the matrix . n n . The minimal projections e\ and e\ are givenY sin 0 — cos 0 J u 10
by conjugating those for D^ and are found to be

cos2 9 cos 9 sin 9 \ (*)_/" sm2 # — cos 9 sin 9 
cos6sm0 sin'0 J and e i -

The 0-masas are given by a sequence of angles (9n)^2 in tne range [0,7r/4]. 
We shall regularly identify n > 2 with the pair (t, r), where n = 2t + r with 
1 < r < 2* and t > 0, and write 9t,r for 0n in this case. We construct a Tauer 
masa A(e\ corresponding to these 04jP , with respect to the subfactors (A^)So given
by

Nt =

with the natural inclusion x^ x® I02* of 7Vt inside Nt+i . The zero-th approxi 
mation A^ is taken to be the masa £> (0) in JV0 . We write °/0 = e^ and °/i = e!0)

/o\
for the minimal projections of AQ . Suppose inductively that we have constructed

(B\the ^-th approximate A\ with minimal projections */i indexed by i € {0, 1} 2< , 
then we define the (t + l)-th approximate by

+1=
0 Vz

r=l
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so that the masa in the r-th component of the tensor product above is £> (0) when 

ir = 0 and /}(*«.»•) when ir = 1. We will write, for ii,..., ̂ t+i € {0,1},
2*

r=l

and now index the minimal projections for A + in the natural way, namely by

When 5 > t, we define ^P^ inductively by

S,t

r=l

r

'2-l+r

With this notation, and a minimal projection tfi of At given by i G {0,1} 2*,
ft r \ (it ITS )

the minimal projections of A\^' are given by ^g^ +ll'"( for (i2*+i>... ,^0 G
{o,i}2S ~2t .

We shall examine the sequence of (4.1.1) for n = t and m = s, relating 

this sequence to the angles 0tjP by the next two estimates. Finally, some simple 

asymptotics will yield Theorem 2.2.6.

Proposition 4.2.1. For distinct minimal projections ei and e2 in At and s > t, 
we have

s-l

< max TT(cos4 0VjT + sin4 Ov ^r ).
r=l,...,2* •*-*•

v=t

Proposition 4.2.2. For each I < r <2t , we can find distinct minimal projections 

ei and 62 in At with
s-l

&}

Suppose we have two indices ij G {0,1}2 * with i ^ j, part 1 of Proposition 

4.1.4 gives
2

/,, (g) = 2 2 s -2*

(4.2.1)
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We can crudely obtain a lower bound for (4.2.1) by only summing over those 
indices ir = jr , (2' + l < r < 2s ). Under this hypothesis we have, fort<v<s — l t

tr »2»+

giving the estimate

E

' 1/2 r>2<
= < 1/2 1 < r < 2* and ir = jr , (4.2.2)

cos2 0U)r /2 1 < r < 2* and ir ^ jr

1 s-\> n n -4
2 v-t l<r<2*\*,2*

Proposition 4.2.2 now follows; given some r in the range 1,... ,2*, take indices 
i, j G {0,1} 2< with ir ^ jr and ir > = jr>, for r ^ r', then the minimal projections 
e\ = tfi and 62 = *fj give the required estimate.

To obtain the upper bound of Proposition 4.2.1, we must work slightly harder. 
Let z,j G {0,1}2 be fixed. Fix values for iy+\, ..., ̂ -1+2*5 jv+ii • • • > J2*- 1 +2t 
observe that

E n tr < 1, (4.2.3)~

exactly as in Proposition 4.1.4. For r = 1,..., 2*, we extend (4.2.2) to

tr
1/2 ir = jr and iza-i +r =
0 ir — jr and Z2«-i+r 7^ 
cos2 02a- J +r/2 «r 7^ > and i23-i +r —

jr and io«-i4-,
We combine this with (4.2.3), to obtain the estimate for (4.2.1) of

2

—2" tr -,«

\
2.-i_2t 0 l,« 0'3t+i,».J2—i)%i,..,j2o J
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We repeat this argument to yield

2 8-1

v=t r—l 2*'—J-V)^ 

S-l

< ^nax t U (cos4 0Vtf + sin4 Ov ,r } ,

which is Proposition 4.2.1.
We ahve newest ablished the two Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 which allow us to 

relate the sequence (On )%L2 tto the convergence criterion of Theorem 4.1.3. More 

precisely, we see that if

cos4 9t,r + sin4 r = 0,

for every r, then Proposition 4.2.1 would ensure that condition 3 of Theorem 

4.1.3 holds and so A will be singular. On the other hand, if we can find some r 

for which
COS4 6ttr > 0,

then Proposition 4.2.2, would then furnish some minimal projections e\ and 62 in 

some At, for which
lim E (e2) (/) >0

and so Theorem 4.1.3 demonstrates that A is not singular. We complete the proof 

of Theorem 2.2.6, with the next proposition showing that the convergence of these 

infinite products coincides precisely with the convergence of the sum (2.2.8) of 

Theorem 2.2.6

Proposition 4.2.3. Given a sequence (^n} =̂l in [0,7r/4], we have

oo oo oo

= oo <^> I I cos4 (/)n = 0 44> TT (cos4 </>n + sin4 0n) = 0.
n=l n=l n=l

Proof. We proceed by simple minded estimates using Taylor expansions for log 

and cos as necessary. Before we start, note that we may assume that the sequence 

0n converges to zero allowing us to use these Taylor expansions with impunity.
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We then have,

n cos4 d>n = 0 <& V^ log cos4 On = —oo (4.2.4) / ^
00 00

n=l n=l
oo

= —00

n=l
oo

n=l
oo

(4.2.5)

= oo, (4.2.6)
n=l

where (4.2.4) is the definition of convergence for an infinite product, and (4.2.5) 
and (4.2.6) follow from the Taylor expansions for log(l + z) and cos z respectively. 
In a similar vain we have

00 00

JJ (cos4 <f>n + sin4 tfn ) = 0 «» ^ log ((1 + cos2 20n )/2) - -oo

1(t>n - 1) = -00

n—1 n=l
oo

n=l
oo

n=l
oo

n=l

as required. D

Before moving on, it is natural to ask whether all the singular masas we have 
produced in this way are conjugate. Unfortunately, all my attempts to resolve 
this matter completely have proved fruitless. Some observations will appear in 
the next section, but we leave the general problem for future investigation.

Question 4.2.4. Given two sequences (#71)^2 and (0n)£L2 m [fy 71"^] with

for each r, when are the singular Tauer masas Ae and A^ produced by Construc 
tion 2.2.4 corresponding to these sequences conjugate via an automorphism of 
Rl

4.3 Is Tauer's singular masa transitive?
In this section, we investigate different cutdowns of Tauer's singular masa, from 
Construction 2.2.1. We would like to show that this masa, A, satisfies one, or
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more, of the transitivity properties introduced in subsection 3.3.3. At present we 
are unable to do this, but we can give a variety of automorphisms of this masa 
which suggest that transitivity is plausible here. Furthermore, this investigation 
will lead us to see that Tauer's singular masa factorises as an infinite von Neuamnn 
tensor product of copies of itself, and so contains non-trivial centralising sequences 
for R. Some of the results we produce also hold for the #-masas, the construction 
of which generalises Tauer's singular masa. Where this is the case, we shall state 
versions for the 0-masas but the only proofs given will be for the Tauer's singular 
masa.

4.3.1 Weak A-conjugacy of minimal projections in At
In this section, we use yet another slightly different formulation of Tauer's singular
masa to that given earlier. Let M denote the 2x2 matrices, with the usual min-

i . ,. (o) / 1 0 \ , (o) / 0 0\ T , , /1/V2 l/v2 \ imal projections ^o = I A n ) and ei \ n } • Let b = I '/- ' /- 1, a
self-adjoint unitary conjugating the diagonals in M onto an orthogonal masa and 
write ef} •= be?V for i = 0,1.it, i

For t > 0, let Nt = M®2 * and let At be the masa in Nt with minimal projections
2*- 1 2 s

t f. _ jo) -x /O\ /O\ JvO

s=0 r=l

indexed by i = (ii, . . . , ^0 E {0, 1} 2*. We can immediately see these t fi satisfy 
the recurrence relation (2.2.4), for the minimal projections of Tauer's singular 
masa, namely that

t+1/i= X®® (4.3.2)
r=l

for alH = (ii, . . . ,«2*+0 £ {0? 1} 2<+1 - In this way, we see that we have given an 
alternative construction of Tauer's singular masa A as the direct limit of these 
At , a Tauer masa in the hyperfinite Hi factor R coming from the direct limit of 
the Nt . Before we begin, we need some notation for the 0-masas in this section. 
Ergo, when (On)^^ is a sequence in [0,7r/4], write A^ for the Tauer masa 
corresponding to this sequence with approximates A\ n ' in Nt outlined in section 
4.2 and formally defined in Construction 2.2.4.

Proposition 4.3.1. For eacht > 0, any two minimal projections in At are weakly 
A- conjugate.

Proof. Fix t > 0 and take z, j e {0, 1} 2 * with i ^ j. We shall exhibit an automor 
phism 0 of R with 6(j4*/i) = Atfj, this is slightly stronger than the statement
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of the proposition, in that the automorphism extends to all of R. This 6 will not 
necessarily normalise A so we will not end up proving the A-conjugacy of */» and 
*fj at this stage. 2

Let ut be a unitary in Nt with ut Vi^f = */r Let v = ®rli vr be the unitary 
in M®2* , where

= r/
~ \ 

\

Forallfce{0,l}2t , we have

r=l

Set ut+s = v ® i®2t+s- 1 -2^ a unjtary jn Af®2*"1"'" 1 . The desired automorphism 6 
is given by

oo

acting on R represented as the infinite von Neumann tensor product

(Nt

with respect to the unique factor trace. That this does define an automorphism of 
R is well known, see for example [69, Theorem XIV. 1.13], from which we can also 
see that this automorphism is not inner.3 It is immediate that ©(*/i) = i fj- Now 
consider a minimal projection t+s fk for At+s lying under t fi so that k G {0, 1} 2 * +S 
has A?i = zi, . . . , k2t = iy. Define k' G {0, 1} 2<+S by

,, _ r ~

We shall show, by induction on 5, that

from which we deduce that S(A */;) = A l fj immediately. Assume the claim

2 There Eire no prizes for guessing what might come later though.
3If 0 is to do what we want, then this should certainly be the case, as the singularity of A 

ensures that 9 cannot be inner.
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holds for s — 1, and compute, using (4.3.2)

t+s-i f
Jk\ 2t+s-l

r=l

= (Ad ut ® - • • <8> Ad ut+J_i) ('+- 1 /fc) "t+s
*•' ' ~T'" I

r=l

= (Ad ut ® • • • 0 Ad ut+,_!) ( t+-l fk ) ® (g) eg|a _ i
r=l

_ t+s

r=l

as required. Q

Observe that for t = 0, the automorphism 6 of R taking A °/0 onto A °/i is 
of order 2, so in fact interchanges these cutdowns. In particular, °/0 and 0 /! are 
^4-conjugate, not just weakly ^-conjugate.

The idea of Proposition 4.3.1 works for any of the 0-masas. The details are 
the same, once the cost of the additional notation required for this situation has 
been paid.

Proposition 4.3.2. Given a sequence (0n )55=2J any two minimal projections in 
the t-th approximate At of A^ are weakly A^ -conjugate.

4.3.2 Finite tensor powers of A

In this section, we examine tensor powers of A. As a consequence, we will be 
able to improve on Proposition 4.3.1 to establish the ^4-conjugacy of minimal 
projections of each At . For a 2*-tuple i €. {0, 1} 2*, write (i)odd for the 2*~ 1 -tuple 
(H,i3,i5,...,i2t_i) and (i) even

Proposition 4.3.3. There exists an * -isomorphism 6 of R onto R®R under 
which we have Q(A) = A® A. Furthermore, we can insist that this 6 has

(4 - 3 - 3 )

for all t, and i e {0, 1} 2*.

Repeatedly applying Proposition 4.3.3, shows that A is conjugate to any finite 
von Neuamnn tensor power of itself.

Corollary 4.3.4. For each n e N, there exists a * -isomorphism 0 of R onto R®n 
under which we have Q(A) = A®n .
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A slightly more subtle deduction from Proposition 4.3.3 is the hyped A- 
conjugacy of the minimal projections in each At .

Corollary 4.3.5. For each t > 0, any two minimal projections of At are A- 
conjugate.

Proof. The plan here is to repeatedly use the "-isomorphism of Proposition 4.3.3. 
We have already dealt with the t = 0 case in the remark following Proposition 
4.3.1. Fix t > 1 and apply Proposition 4.3.3 to obtain a "-isomorphism from R 
onto R®2 under which A maps to A®2 . If t > 1, then apply this Proposition again 
to each copy of R to obtain the composite - a "-isomorphism from R onto R®4 
taking A to A®4 . Continue in this way to obtain a "-isomorphism 0 from R onto

We need to follow what happens to minimal projections *fc under 0. For 
s > t and i G {0,1}2* write (i) r for the 2s~*-tuple (zr , «2*+r 5 *2.2*+r, • • •» i(2s - t -i)2t +r) 
whenever 1 < r < 2*. After an appropriate reordering4 of the tensor powers, we 
have

2*

©( S fi) = 0 '"'/(Or- 

r=l

Hence, upto this reordering, which we have absorbed into the definition of 0,
2*

r=l

for any z'G {0,1} 2< .
It is now easy to show the >l-conjugacy of minimal projections in At . Indeed, 

let i and j be distinct elements in {0,1} 2 . Write <j) for the automorphism of R 
of Proposition 4.3.1 which makes °/0 and °/i ^-conjugate projections by inter 
changing A °/o with A °/i- Now define $, an automorphism of R®2\ to be the

2*
r=ltensor product $ = ®J=i $r , where

$r =

The composite 0"1 o $ o 0, is then an automorphism of R which fixes A and 
interchanges A tfi with A f /j, exactly as required. D

We shall see composites of this sort again in the next subsection, for now we 
give the proof of Proposition 4.3.3.

4 A reordering is desirable for notational purposes, as the 9 we have constructed actually
has 9( B fi] = s~7(i)i ® s ~%) 2 t-i +1 ® 8 ~*/(i) 2 t- 2+1 ® ''' ® a ~*/(i) 2 t> which is certainly not 
as convenient.
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Proof of Proposition 4.3.3. The desired '-isomorphism will arise as the composi 

tion of conjugation by a unitary, designed to 'untwist' AI in 7V1} followed by an 

isomorphism of R with R®R obtained by reordering the infinite tensor product 

(M®00 )", which defines R. Let u be the unitary in NI given by

so that u( ViLiaK = % ® % e M <g> M, for each » - (i l5 i 2 ) e {0, 1} 2 .

Think of R as (®^°=1 Mn )" with each Mn being a copy of M. Let #1 = 

n odd Mn)" and #2 = (®n even M»)"- We have the natural '-isomorphism from 

onto Ri®R2 , given by reordering the tensor product, which on Nt is given by

2* 2*- 1 2*- 1

r=l r=l r=l

Denote this automorphism by 61, and let 6 = 61 o Ad u. 

Take i G {0, 1}2*, and use (4.3.1) to see that

s=l r=

Apply the reordering 0i to see that

<-l r
= /(i)

In conclusion, our automorphism 9 satisfies Q(At ) = At-i ® At_i C ^Vt-i ® -^t-i 

for all t, which completes the proof. D

What happens when we work with the 0-masas here? Given a sequence of 

angles (On )%L2 in [0,7r/4], let ^lodd) - 62n+l and 6>!even) - 6»2n+2 . We can construct 

an isomorphism 6 from R onto R®R as the composite of adjunction by a unitary 

untwisting A[ and a reordering of the infinite tensor product making up R by 

collecting the odd and even multiplicands separately, so that

More generally, for each t > 0, we have the factorisation of a #-masa into a von 

Neumann tensor product of 2* masas coming from subsequences of
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Proposition 4.3.6. Let (On )^=2 be a sequence in [0,7r/4]. Fix t > 1 and define 
sequences (0m*) £=2 by ^ = 0(m-i)2«+r for 1 < r < 2*. Then there is a*- 
isomorphism 6 from R onto R®2 , under which

In the case when all the angles On agree, we can deduce the analogous version 
of Corollary 4.3.5.

Corollary 4.3.7. Let (0n )£L2 be the constant sequence taking some value in 
[0,7T/4]. For each t>Q, any two minimal projections in A\ n ' are A^-conjugate.

4.3.3 Infinite tensor powers of A

Motivated by Proposition 4.3.3, we move on to look at the von Neumann tensor 
product of infinitely many copies of A. So as to avoid suspense, we announce the 
result immediately.

Theorem 4.3.8. There exists a "-isomorphism 6 of R onto R®°° under which 
we have 9(A) = A®00 .

An immediate application of the factorisation of Theorem 4.3.8 is the existence 
of non-trivial centralising sequences for the hyperfinite Hi factor inside Tauer's 
singular masa. We have seen this idea repeatedly in subsection 1.4.5 and section 
3.3. A direct proof of this fact can be given, but the computation is messy - and 
the version of this in the analogous 0-masa situation is sufficiently ugly to not 
bear thinking about.

Corollary 4.3.9. Tauer's singular masa A contains non-trivial centralising se 
quences for R.

The proof of Theorem 4.3.8 works in exactly the same way as the finite tensor 
power case contained in Proposition 4.3.3, in that the desired automorphism 6 
will be the composite of an untwisting followed by an identification of R with R®°° 
obtained by reordering the infinite tensor product M®°° making up R. Formally, 
we will have the commuting diagram of ""-isomorphisms

R———2——

R

exhibiting this composition. Unlike the finite case, we start here by constructing
e2 .
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For notational reasons, enumerate R®°° as (®~=1 fl(m) )", where each R^ is 

a copy of the hyperfinite Hi factor, and so is the direct limit of copies TV/ of 

Nf We define 62 on each M®2*"" 1 in turn, so that

This is done by defining a bijection t/jt from {1,2,. ..,2* — 1} onto the set of 

pairs (m, 5) with 1 < m < t and 1 < 5 < 2*~m , so that the r-th copy of M in 
M®2'- 1 is taken by 62 to the 5-th copy of M in N^. Furthermore, we shall 
ensure that these bijections are compatible, in that the restriction of ipt+i to 
{1, 2, . . . , 2* - 1} is fa. In this way, 62 gives a well defined ^isomorphism from 

R onto (®^=1 R^) as a reordering of the infinite tensor product coming from 
the bijection ip = (JJ^ tyt between N and N x N. 5 

For 1 < n < 2* — 1, define ^t(n) = (m > 5 ) where,

• m is minimal such that 2m /n.

• n = 2™- 1 + (s - l)2m .

This makes sense, as the minimality of the m first condition ensures that there 
is a unique s with 1 < 5 < 2t~m such that the second condition holds. The 
formulation of the second condition provides an inverse to ^, which is therefore 
a bijection, and as the definition is clearly independent of t, this completes our 

construction of 92 .
Before turning to 01} we introduce yet more notation, namely for i G {0, 

write

= (*2,«6,*io, •••,«2* -2)

so that each (i) 8 lies in {0, 1} 2*" 8 . The plan shall be to construct 6 so that the 
minimal projections of At , defined to be An M®2*" 1 , are taken to elements of the 

form

5 Think of these bijections as graphs for the purpose of taking this union.
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for some i G {0, 1} 2< 1 . The form of O2 ensures that

,®-® %),)

s=0 \r=l / r=l

whereas (4.3.1) shows that the minimal projections of At are of the form

,r=l / r=l

for i G {0,1}2*" 1 . This leads us to conclude that the desired automorphism 61 
should 'untwist' the 2s-th components of the tensor product, for every s > 1. 
More precisely, Theorem 4.3.8 will follow immediately from the next result.

Proposition 4.3.10. There exists an automorphism ©i of R with
t-2

s=0 \r=l / r=l

5=0 \r=l

for every t > 1 and (2* - I) -tuple i G {0, 

Proof. Define unitaries ut £ Nt by

ut =

We will take
61 = lim Ad utut-i . . . iti, (4.3.4)i->oo v 7

with convergence in pointwise weak*-topology as usual. Our first objective is to 
demonstrate that the limit in (4.3.4) exists, and defines an automorphism 61 of 
R.

We claim that for each x G Nt , the sequence

(ut+sut+s. l . . . ut+1 xu*t+1 . . . u*t+8_ lU*t+s )™=l (4.3.5)

is Cauchy in ||.|| 2 . It will then converge to some 61(0?) G L2 (R) in 2-norm and 
since the ball

{y£R\\\y\\< \\x\\}
in R is closed in ||.|| 2 , actually 61 (x) will lie in R. This will be enough to ensure 
that we have (4.3.4) with pointwise ||.|| 2-convergence for all x G R. The map 0i
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will be a *-homomorphism from R into R. It will be necessary to show 61 is an 
automorphism, which we shall do by confirming the existence of an inverse. 6

Turning to the sequence (4.3.5), it is enough by linearity to consider x = tei^ = 
®j!li e| v̂ , for z, j e {0, 1}2*. If i2t = J2*, then um commutes with x. Moreover, 
x is the linear combination of matrix units t+1 ei> jj> for Nt+i with i'2t+l = j'2t+l so 
that ut+2 also commutes with x. Proceeding in this fashion we see that in this case 
all ut+3 commutes with x, so that we have the convergence (4.3.4) with 61 (x) = x. 
When i2t ^ j2t, recalling that conveniently b = (e$j + e|$ + e$ - e^)/y/2 is 
self-adjoint, we have

= x <

^xOl^-^OfcgJ-cg)^ (4.3.6) 
+ x ® l^-1 -!) ® (4°) + e^/v/2 (4.3.7)

The term (4.3.6) commutes with all ut+s , (s > 2), as before, so we need only 
examine the term (4.3.7) to see that

ut+2ut+1xu*t+lu*t+2 = x
+ x 0 l^2*- 1 - 1 ) (g, (4°) + e^) ® l^t2'- 1 ) ® &/V^. (4-3.8)

This gives the identity

||w<+2Wi+ixu*+1<+2 - umxw*+1 || 2 = ||z|| 2 1|1 - 6|| 2 /\/2. 

We then split up (4.3.8) to obtain 

ut+2ut+1xu*t+lu*t+2 = x

x

The first two terms appearing on the right hand side commute with ut+s , for 
s > 3, and the third term has

ut+3 (x ® I*'2- 1 - 1 ) ® (e»> + e<°>) ® I**2'- 1 ) ® (e<°J + e^)/2) «;+3 

=x ® l^2'"-11 ® (eJ + e<°>) ® I®*2'- 1 ) ® (e<0} + e) ® I8!2'"'- 1 ' ® 6/22 .

Hence, we have

|| (Ad ut+3 - I) (ut+2ut+lxu*t+lu*t+2|| (Ad ut+3 - I) (ut+2ut+lxu*t+lu*t+2) || 2 = 2 l \\x\\ 2 1| 1 - 6|| 2 .

6This will then guarantee the convergence of (4.3.4) in pointwise weak*-topology as this 
agrees with pointwise ||.|| 2-topology on the automorphism group.
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Continuing in this way, yields

Ad ut+s+1 - I) (ut+sut+s. l . . . ut+l xu*t+l . . . <fS-X

from which we can immediately deduce that the sequence (4.3.5) is ||.|| 2-Cauchy 
as claimed.

We now check that 0i is an automorphism of .R, rather than merely an endo- 
morphism. It is clear what the inverse to 0i must be, if it exists, namely

17 1 = lim Ad uX • • • u?> (4 - 3 - 9)

with convergence again in pointwise weak*-topology. Just as before, it is enough 
to check that

lim (Ad u\u*2 ...u*t )(x)
t-»oo

is ||.|| 2 -convergent for every x 6 \J =̂lNt . This is immediate, as for x € Nt , ut+s 
commutes with x, for every s > 2.

We have now constructed an automorphism 61 of R. It remains to check 
that it behaves as required, for which it is easier to work with Gf 1 . Indeed, take 
i e {0, 1} 2*" 1 for some t, and

* = e<0) ® &\ f(9> eft' ® e!0) \ 9 fo ^ . 6
r=2 / r=2

Observe that itt+1 ,itt+2, ... all commute with x and, less obviously, so too does 
itt , giving

0~ 1 (x) = u[ . . . U^XUt-i . . . U\.

Now

s=0 r=l / \ r=l / r=l

as, if z 2<-2 = 1 the 2*~ 1-th tensor component of x is conjugated by b which takes 
6j to 6j , and if z2t-2 = 0, then adjunction by ut_i has no effect on x. We can 
then see that

r=l2 "
*•=! / r=l

5=0 \r=l / r=i r=1
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Continuing in this way gives

exactly as we require. D

The analogous result for the 9 masas, is that A^ factorises inside R as an 

infinite von Neumann tensor product of 0-masas coming from subsequences of 

(On). It is easy to see what these subsequences are, given (On )™=2 in [0,7r/4], 

define 01m) = 0^-i(m,s ) where $ is the bijection between N and N x N defined 

previously.

Theorem 4.3.11. Given a sequence (Q)%L2 ?n [Oj 71"/^] there is a * -isomorphism 
QofR onto R®°° with

Corollary 4.3.12. The 0-masas of Construction 2.2.4 are F-masas for their 
underlying hyperfinite Hi factor.

We now return to the examination of cutdowns of Tauer's singular masa by 

minimal projections coming from some At . It will turn out that these cutdowns 

look naturally like an infinite tensor power of A, and so Theorem 4.3.8 shows that 

they are conjugate as masas to A itself. 7

Theorem 4.3.13. Fix t E N and take i G {0, 1} 2< . There is a * -isomorphism 6 

from R onto t fi R t fi under which ®(A) = A tfi .

Proof. We can make our lives easier here by assuming, using either Proposition 

4.3.1 or the stronger result, Proposition 4.3.5, that i = (0,0, ...,0). Regard 

R = Nt ®R, where R is the infinite tensor product (<S)^L2*+i ^0 " °^ c°Pies Mn 
of M. Following the formulation (2.1.3) of Tauer masas, we write A^y for the 
Tauer masa obtained in R so that A1 ft = *fi ® A[*$ . The desired isomorphism 

will be exhibited as the composite

- 5 reordering 0i ^ „ 
— T ri — 7 ri — r rt,

where 61 will take A(̂  onto A®00 in R®°°. The final ^isomorphism in the 

composition will be that of Theorem 4.3.8, which will then ensure that 0(j4'/;) =

A. _______________
7 It could be argued that the objective here is, assuming A is transitive - a result we have 

been unable to achieve, to fail to determine the fundamental group of A C R also.
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We now give a formulation for the reordering 0t . This comes, as in Theorem 
4.3.8, from a bijection i/> : {2* + 1,2* + 2, 2* 4 3,... } ->• N x N. The isomorphism 
0i will be given by taking the n-th component Mn in the tensor product making 
up R to the ^2 (n)-th copy of M in the tensor product making up -R^n), where we 
write ij)(n) = (^i(n),'02 (n)). We will actually find it easier to define •0~ 1 (m, s). 
Given m, write m = k2* 4 I for some k > 0 and 1 < I < 2*. For s > 1, define

ilr l (rr) *} - (<? - 1 }'2t+k+ 1 + 2t+k 4- IU) \Iil* ol — lo — •'•/ "^ "^

Let us check that ijj~ l is a bijection. Suppose i/J~ l (mi,Si) = /0~ 1 (m2 ,52 ) 
then, on writing rrij = kj2* 4 lj with I < lj < 2f , and dividing ^~ 1 (mi,5i) and 
•0-1 (m2 ,52 ) by 2*, we obtain /i = /2 . We are left with the identity

If &i < &2 , then we can divide by 2t+kl+1 to see that 2t+kl = 0 - a patent 
contradiction. Hence, by symmetry k\ = &2 , and we can then immediately deduce 
that Si = 52 also. In conclusion ^> -1 is injective.

Given n > 2*, let n = I (mod 2*) for some 1 < / < 2*. Now n — / is divisible 
by 2*, let A; > 0 be maximal such that n — I is divisible by 2t+k . Here n — l — 2t+k 
must be divisible by 2*+fc+1 , as otherwise n - / - 2<+A: = r2t+k+1 4- 2*+A: for some 

r say, contradicting the non-divisibility of n — I by 2*+fe+1 . In particular, we can 
write n — I — 2t+k as (s — l)2t+k+l for some s > 1. Now taking m = k2* 4 /, we 
have n = i/j~ l (m, s) so that ^-1 is also surjective.

It remains to check that the 0! induced by ty does have Q^A^j) = A®00 . 
Write A,tt ' for the approximation A^' D ®n=2*+i M. Minimal projections for 
Ag{*' are of the form

u=t r=l

indexed by (i2«+i, « 2<+2, • • •, *2») ^ {0,1} 2'"2*. Recall that we have fixed z'i = 
... = i2t — 0, so that

= ii

s-l / 2* 2U

•ft = 09 I 09^® <g) e<;;'+r
u=f \r=l r=2t +1

The map 0 X takes (S^'+i M onto ^o®2 * c ®l=i^m C ^®°°, and takes t+1# 
onto ®^=1 0 /(f2t+m ), so tnat ^t+M is mapped to Af2\ We can also check that

2* +1 2*~'" 1 -(-2*

0 1 I /7• I ~— I jt 1 I ^ /S?^ ^ ' I ^?\ /x^^ xi\ / 1V ^z / — v^^xy I ^-t ^^ ^ p I vv I ^v I \ •
^^^^^ \ ^ 2^"^"^ 4-« / ^^^y X*i,In

n=2*+l ' n=2*+ 1 +l 

2« 2«

m=l 
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Hence,

r\ ( A( */ih /»®2* .<> /i®2t x- A/1 ®2 * to /v®2< r^ ^?\ 7?"i(.A*, o*) = AT <o> An C iVi (& IVn C_ IX) ririv t+2,t/ i u i u x-y m_ 1

We can continue in this way to see that

6 (A^ tfi ^} = A®2_* _ to A^^.a ® • • • ® A02 * C N®2̂  _j ® A''®2 ' _ ® • • • ® TV®2'

for each s > t. So G^A^) = A®00 C R®°°, as required. D

The analogous result for the 0 masas holds when all the angles 9n are the 
same.

Theorem 4.3.14. Let 9n = 0 € [0, ?r/4] for each n > 2. For eac/i t > 0 
minimal projection f for A). n ' there is a * -isomorphism from R onto fRf which 
maps A onto Af.

Unfortunately, at the time of writing, we have not been able to find an ar 
gument to attack the A-conjugacy, weak or otherwise, of projections in A not 
minimal in some At . We can not even deal with all the cases of finite sums 
of such minimal projections. Instead, we leave the reader with the anitclimatic 
photo, overleaf.
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In conclusion

Completing the successful first ascent of copout (S), Neist Point, Skye, May 2003.

Photo: Jon Powell
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Appendix A

Failure of the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property

In subsection 2.3.5 we asserted that, when A is Tauer's semi-regular masa in R 
of length 3 of Construction 2.3.5, A/"1 (A) does not have the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property away from AT2 (^4). Here, some hundred or so pages 
later, we get round to justifying this claim. We begin by recalling the situation 
from section 2.3.

Let M be the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices, with standard matrix units (e-°- )Jj=0 . 
Let b be the self adjoint unitary (e + e + e — e)/^/2 in M, and write

for i,i',j,f € Z2. Define Nn = M®n ® M®n , which is included in 7Vn+i by 
x ® y i-> (x <8> 1) <8> (?/ ® 1) on elementary tensors. Let R be the hyperfinite 
Hi factor obtained as the direct limit of the chain (^Vn)S=i with respect to the 
normalised trace on each Nn .

Given i{l\i?\j?\ j?} € ^ for 1 < r < n, write
n n -i .(i) Vr-i.(i)

n • - e(0} <S> (9} e t=l ' <=1e -i -i ^ ,-(2) ,-( a )
*r >Jrr=l r=l

with the usual convention that the sums in the second tensor product are taken in 
Z2 and defined to be zero when they make no sense (that is when r = 1). These 
nfi tj are matrix units for Nn . Define equivalence relations on the indices z, j by 
i ~ j if and only if 2r=i(*r- — jr ) = 0 in Z/2 and i w j if and only if i ~ j and 
^"=i(42) - jr2) ) = 0 in Zs. Let Tn be the *-subalgebra of Nn generated by all nf^ 
with i ~ j, and Sn be the *-subalgebra of Tn generated by all nfij with i w j. As 
each Tn C Tn+ i and 5n C iSn+i, we let T and 5 be the von Neumann subalgebras 
of R generated by the (Tn )™=l and (Sn )™=l respectively. These are subfactors of 
R with N (S) = T and indeed, up to an automorphism of notation, this is the 
/ = 3 case of Proposition 2.3.11 and Lemma 2.3.12.
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Our objective is to show that 5 does not have the weak asymptotic homo- 
morphism property away from T, despite the fact that T is generated by the 
normalisers of 5. This is not actually the claim made earlier, as to obtain nor 
malising algebras of Tauer's original length 3 semi-regular masa, we must tensor 
by another hyperfinite Hi factor. Ergo, let RI be another hyperfinite Hi fac 
tor then Tauer's semi-regular masa A of length 3 can be realised in R<S>Ri with 
N(A}" = S®Ri and MI (A) = T®#I. The proof we are about to give that S 
does not have the weak asymptotic homomorphism property away from T also 
shows that S'&Ri does not have the weak asymptotic homomorphism property 
away from T®Ri , but we see no need to deal with this situation further.

Theorem A.I. With the notation above, S does not have the weak asymptotic 
homomorphism property away from T.

The plan is to consider the finite set X in NI © Ti given by

X = { %' 4", tf'.W 6 Z2 with 4" * j{« } , (A.1)

and demonstrate that any unitary u e S has ||Es (xuy)\\ 2 'large', for some z, y G 
X. More precisely, we shall establish the next result.

Lemma A. 2. Fix n>2, and let u be a unitary in Sn . Then

Lemma A. 2, is enough to establish Theorem A.I, as each xuy lies in Nn so 
that E5n (xuy) = £5 (xuy), by the commutative diagram in Figure 2.4 back in 
section 2.3. The set X has 8 elements, all of which have E^ (x) = ET (x) = 0. 
Hence, for any unitary u G Sn it is possible to find some x, y £ X with

\\Es (xuy)\\ 2 > -=. (A.2)

Given a unitary v G 5, find a unitary u £ Sn for some n such that \\u — v\\ 2 < 
l/16\/2. Let x,y be elements in X so that (A.2) holds. Then

(xuy)\\ 2 - \\x(u -

since elements x 6 X certainly have operator norm ||x|| < 1. This completes the 
proof of Theorem A.I, as it is then not possible to find a unitary v £ S for which

for every x, y in the finite set X.
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Proof of Lemma A. 2. Fix n, and a unitary u € 5n . Write

r=l

for some Uij £ M®^"" 1 ^. 1 We decompose Sn in the same way as we have decom 

posed u. Namely, write

r=J

where, for t( x ) ~ j^1 ) and t[2) , j{2) G Za, 5n (t, j) is the subspace of 
generated by elements of the form

! 
n * =1 */\ = = • / A o\

jw =QOe v(a) . (a) y , (A.3)
^•^ J r ijrr=2

for some if2 ,jr G Z2, (2 < r < n), satisfying

r=2 r=2

We also write Sn (i,j) as 5n (^ 1\^1\4 , J2 )• Observe that we have

(A.4) 
(A.5)

and furthermore a simple calculation shows that these two subspaces are orthog 
onal in M®^- 1 ). The direct sum of (A.4) and (A.5) is all of M®^n~^ as any 

n9i(V,jW nes m one °f these two subspaces.
Now consider x = l fk ,i and y = 1 fjj in X for some i^\j[g\k[ q\l[q' e 1^ for 

q = 1,2, and regard these indices as being fixed until further notice. We have

n

r=2 
'r ,jr ^^- 1 -«,...«,

V-n ,(1)-^" iW 
2-<r=l *r — 2^r=l JT-

We compute E5n (xw?/) using the subspaces Sn (i,j) introduced above. We have
n

w——•» / fr\\

E5n

1 There are, of course, additional restrictions on the Ujj, so that u lies in Sn . In a minute, 
these will become that every Uij lies in the corresponding Sn (i, j}.
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where i'W and /(1) are defined by

r = , . /(1) r =
.(1) 0 aild 3ri± r = 2, ...,n

Hence,

2 = —1 ~ E lk(i'<'>,/<'>,*<*>,i<vMr • (A -6)

We now unfix /J2) . Sum over /{2) 6 Z2, and use the fact that (A.4) and (A.5) 
are orthogonal with direct sum all of M®^n~ l\ to obtain by Pythagoras' theorem

for all tl2) ,;{2) ,A:{2) 6 %2 and all t^,^,^,/^ € ^2. Now unfix the values of 
ii1 *!*!2 * Ji1} and j{2) , to obtain, recalling that k[1} = 1 - t{X) and /(1} = 1 - jj(1) ,

E =
,(2) , 

' 2
« V / /)" \ /

The only index still remaining fixed is fc . Summing over this index as well, 
gives

x,y<=X

as claimed.
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Appendix B

Radial masas in factors coming 
from free products of certain finite

groups

In this appendix we examine some very different masas to those appearing earlier. 
Let G = GI * • • • * Gm be the free product of ra (non-trivial) discrete groups. 
Provided m > 2, G is a discrete I.C.C. group and so gives rise to the Hi factor 
£ (G) in which we work. There is a natural length function on elements of G, 
obtained by writing any g in G \ IG uniquely as g = g\ . . . gi where each QJ is a 
member of some Gij \ {1^. } and ii ^ i^ j^ 23 • • • ^ ii. We refer to this expression 
for g as a reduced word, with the g\ , . . . , gi being the syllables. Define the length 
of g to be /, and the length of the identity IG to be 0.

Assume further that Gi,...,Gm are all finite and of the same order, say 
k > 2. 1 For n > 1, let wn be the element of the group algebra CG consisting of 
the sum of all elements in G of length n, and w0 = IG- An easy computation, see 
[5], gives

wl = w-2 — (k — 2)wi — m(k —

and for n > 2,

n + (m -

Hence, the unital von Neumann algebra generated by Wi is the span of the wn 's. 
We denote by A the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by w\, called the 
radial subalgebra or Laplacian subalgebra.

By analysising the spectrum of w\ , A was shown in [72] to be a masa if and 
only if m > k - a standing assumption henceforth. Boca and Radulescu first 
considered the normalisers of these A in [3] , where they demonstrated that when 
m = k = 2, A is Cartan, and if m > max(/c,3), then Puk (A) = {00} and so,

1 We explicitly note that there is no assumption that these groups are isomorphic.
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by Popa's result ([46]), Theorem 3.1.3 in this thesis, A is singular. Our objective 
here is to use the methods of [60], where the natural radial masa in £ (F*) was 
examined, to show that A is strongly singular; this will yield a shorter proof of 
the singularity of A.

Theorem B.I. With the proceeding notation, when m > max(fc, 3) the radial 
masa A has the asymptotic homomorphism property in C (G) and so is strongly 
singular.

We begin by stating a sufficient condition due to Sinclair and Smith for condi 
tional expectations to be asymptotic homomorphisms, designed for radial masas. 
This result is obtained using the Riemann-Lebesque lemma.

Theorem B.2 ([60, Theorem 3.1]). Let A be an abelian von Neumann subal- 
gebra of a type Hi factor N, and suppose that there is a * -isomorphism TT : A -» 
L°°[0,1] which induces an isometry from L2 (A, tr) onto L2 [0,1]. Let

{ vn | n > 0, vn E A }

be an orthonormal basis for L2 (A, tr), and Y C N be a set whose linear span is 
norm dense in L2 (N, tr). If

oo

(xvny)-EA (x)vnEA (y}\\l < oo (B.I)
n=0

for all x, y G Y, then A has the asymptotic homomorphism property in N.

Since A is a masa in L (G), Proposition 1.4.1 gives us the required *-isomorphism 
between A and L°°[0,1] for the first hypothesis of Theorem B.2. The set Y in the 
Theorem will be taken to be G. The main work required in computing (B.I) will 
be a careful analysis of cancelations in products of G, a similar, although slightly 
more complicated, process to the analysis of cancelations in Fj. of [60].

Distinct elements of T are orthogonal in ^2 (G), so normalising the orthogonal 
sequence (wn )%L0 gives an orthonormal basis vn = (wn/\\wn \\ 2 )%L0 for L2 (A). 
Hence the conditional expectation E^ is given by

-• (B.2) 

This orthogonality enables the normalising constants above to be computed as

the number of distinct reduced words of length n, when n > 1.
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Write Sj = Gj \ {lGj } and S = Ug^S*. For non-empty subsets <T,T of S, let 
wn (<7, r) denote the sum of all reduced words of length n whose first syllable lies 
in a and last syllable lies in r. Again ||^n (^5 T)\\2 ^s eQual to the number of these 
reduced words, we could compute this exactly, but the asymptotic estimate which 
follows will be sufficient for our needs.

Lemma B.3. Ifcr,r are non-empty subsets of S, then

(rr
rt

12
-1)) : 1

(m-l)n~2 ' (B.3)

for n > 2.

Proof. First we consider wn (Sj,Sj) for a fixed j = 1, 2,..., ra. For n > 2, let

IK|| 2

Counting the number of choices for the last syllable of a word in the sum wn+i(Sj, 
gives

As all the d are all of the same order, we have

(5,-, 5)|| 22 = = (k -

which can be substituted in to the previous equation to give

m

Hence an satisfies the recursion relation,

1 an
m(m — 1) m — 1 

for all n > 2. Solving this difference equation with initial condition a2
n-2 N-1

m — 1

0, gives 

(B.4)

a closed expression for an .
If z, j, A; are distinct elements of {1,2, . . . ,ra}, then \\wn (Si, Sj)\\% =

So, for i ^ j,
\ Wn(Sj, - \\Wn (Sj, Sj) ||

m — 1
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Therefore,

m — 1
n-l

for z 7^ j and n > 2. Combining this with (B.4), we see that

IMS.S'j)
IKH 2,

II 2 
112 1

m2 m2 (m - l) n-2'

for any elements i, j of {1,2,..., m} and n > 2. 
For x £ Hi and y G //j, we have

IK({*},{»})llJ
II II 2 II n \\2

1
(m(fc-l)) 2

1
so that

m2(k-l)2(m-l)n~ 2

for n > 2. Therefore, for cr and r as in the hypothesis, summing over x € cr and 
?/ € r gives

2
2 \a\\T

wn - 1))
cr r

- l^n-2'1)

for all n > 2 as required. D

Given reduced words re, v € G of lengths /i and /2 respectively we say that 
there are r cancellations in the product xv if the length of xv as a reduced word is 
^i + ^2 - r. For example, if a, 6, c, d lie in different groups (7;, then when z = abc, 
v = cd we have £t> = a&c2d and, assuming c is not of order 2, precisely one 
cancellation has occurred. However, if v = c~ ld then xv = abd, and we have two 
cancellations in xv. Further cancelations would occur if b and d where found in 
the same Gj. Next, we examine cancellation in the product xwny.

Lemma B.4. Let x, y € G be non-trivial reduced words of length li and /2 re 
spectively. There exist subsets vr (x),Ts (y) of S, whose cardinalities depend only 
on /i,/2 ,r and s such that the number, ii(r,s,n;x,y), of reduced words occurring 
in xwny with r cancellations on the left (with x) and s on the right (with y), is 
given by

for 0 < r < 2/i, 0 < s < 2/2 and n > ^ + 12 + 2.
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Proof. Write x = x^x^-i ...xi and y = y\y2 ... yi2 as reduced words with Xi 6 
Sa(i) and yj E 50^). Now define the crr (x)'s and ra (j/)'s by

S \ (5a(t+i) U 5Q (t)) T = It, 0 < t < k

, /\ Sa(ll) r = 2k 

and
"* /"•* V y"*

O \ <->/3(l) 5 = 0
5 \ (5/5(4+1) U 5^(4)) 5 = 2t, 0 < t < 12 
s/3(t) \ {yt 1 } s = 2t-l,Q <t<l2 '
C \ C ., . r _ 97 (^ \ Ua(l2) ' — Z(t 2

Since we have a(i) ^ a(i + 1) for i = 1, ...,k- 1 and /3(j) ^ f}(j 4- 1) for 
j = 1,..., /2 — 1 we see that the cardinalities of the sets defined above depend 
only on k,l2 ,r and 5 (and explicitly not on x or y).

Let v be a word of length n in G. There are no cancellations in xv if and 
only if the first syllable of v lies outside 5Q (i). There are precisely It (0 < t < k) 
cancellations in xv, if and only if, v begins as x^x^1 ... x~l u where u G S \ 
(Sa (r+i) U 5Q (r)). 2 There are precisely It — 1 (0 < t < k) cancellations in xv, if 
and only if, v begins as x^ 1 x^1 ... x~l v u for some u £ Sa (r ) \ {x~ 1 }.

As n > k + k2 + 2, there can never be a complete cancellation of v, so we can 
perform a similar analysis of cancellations in the product vy and this establishes 
the lemma. D

We are now in a position to estimate the terms in the sum (B.I).

Lemma B.5. Ifm>3, then
oo

ny} - EA (x) vnEA (y}\\ (B.5)
n=0

is finite, for all x,y G G, where we have written vn = wn/ \\wn \\ 2 .

Proof. Let x and y be elements in G of lengths k and /2 respectively. We may 
assume that k,l2 > 1 otherwise (B.5) is zero. Let z be any element of G of 
length k then, using the notation of Lemma B.4 and the expression (B.2) for the 
conditional expectation, we have

2/2

EA (xwny) - EA (zwny) = ^ 2^(n(r, s, n; x, y) - //(r, 5, n; z, y))-
r=0 s=0

n+il+/2 - r-

(B.6)

2 When t = /i, this constraint involving u becomes u £ S\ Sa ( r ).
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Now, by combining Lemmas B.3 and B.4, we see that

_ _ a ,

for 0 < r < 2/, 0 < s < 2m and n > I + m + 2. Plugging this estimate into (B.6) 
gives

n?/) - EA (zwny}\\ 2
2/i 2/2 oil., II 2 2 wn- r2 _ j, 2

- l) n~2 

2(m - l) 2m(fe - 1) ((m -

Write Ai,/2 ,r,s for the first bracket in the sum above and B^^ for X!r=o
so

( ^ _ i \ n/2 
——r 
777* J.

Now sum over all Hw/JI^ elements z G G of length / x to obtain

n/2
I f "~ M''m Vm-l

As E>i (x) = w/j/ ||iy^ ||j this is

/ t _ 1 \ n/2 
||EA (rcu;ni/) - EA (x) wnEA (i/)|| 2 < B/)T

which, upon substitution of vn = wn/ ||iUn|l2> giyes

B2
\\^A(xvny}-EA (x)vnEA (y}\\l<

m- ' ' '

for n > I + m + 2. As m > 3, the sum (B.5) converges as required. D

This concludes the verification of the second hypothesis of Theorem B.2 and so 
completes the proof of Theorem B.I. Since the validity of the second hypothesis 

of Theorem B.2 depends only on whether m > 3, it is tempting to use the fact 
that A is a masa if and only if m > k to deduce that, when m < k there can 

be no "-isomorphism from A onto L°°[0,1] inducing an isometry from L2 (,4,tr) 

onto L2 [0,1]. However, this result is already known to us; an examination of 

Trenholme's proof that A is a masa if and only if m > k gives an isolated point 

in the spectrum when m < k. In this case certainly no such ^isomorphism can 
exist.
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As with Sinclair and Smith's work on the Radial masa in £(Ffc ), we can 

examine the situation of the free product of m > 3 countable discrete groups Gi 

each of which contains a finite subgroup Hi of order k. Write G = G\ * ... Gm 

and H = HI* ... Hm . Let B denote the abelian subalgebra of M generated by

m

It is not obvious that this is a masa in £ (G), but when m > fc, we can extend the 

weak asymptotic homomorphism property from £(#), where it most certainly 

is, to all of C(G).

Theorem B.6. With the notation above, if m > k, then B has the asymptotic 
homomorphism property in C (G) and so is a strongly singular masa in C (G).

Proof. Define WQ = en and, for n > 1, wn to be the sum of all reduced words 

of length n in H . Then, as before, B is generated by w\ and upon setting 

vn = wn/ \\wn \\2 we obtain an orthonormal basis for L2 (B). Since B is a masa 

in C (H) (as m > fc), the first condition of Theorem B.2 holds and it then again 

enough to show that the sum (B.I) is finite for all re, y € G. When x, y G H this 

is Lemma B.5.
Let E£(#) and E# denote the trace preserving conditional expectations from 

C (G) onto C (H) and B respectively. As B C C (H), we have EB = EjB E£(//) . If 

x 6 H and y G G \ H then EB (y) = 0 and

EB (xvny) = EB E£(// ) (xvny) = EB (xvnEc(H) (y)) = 0,

when all terms in (B.I) vanish. Similarly when y G H and x € G \ H all terms 

of (B.I) again vanish.
Finally we consider x,y 6 G \ H so EB (x) = EB (?/) = 0, and we must show 

that
(X)

Y,\\EB (xvny)\\l < oo. (B.7)
n=0

Let £,?/ have lengths /1} /2 as words in the GVs. For u £ H the product xw?/ can 

only lie in H if some cancelation occurs between some syllables of x and y (either 

as Xiyj or XiU^yj where all these syllables lie in the same Gr ). Therefore, if u has 

length n > /i + /2 + 2 in the H[s then xuy e G \ H and hence the terms in (B.7) 

with n > /i + /2 + 2 vanish. D
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Appendix C

A note on automorphisms of group 
von Neumann algebras

The construction of group von Neumann algebras from groups is functorial, so 
that given an automorphism 9 of a discrete group G we obtain an automorphism 
C (0) of the group von Neumann algebra C (G). This automorphism is of course 
obtained by extending 9 first to the group ring CG then to C (G) by linearity and 
continuity. We immediately drop the notation C (9) in favour of using 9 for both 
the automorphism of G and its extension to C (G).

The following observation dates back to Kallman ([32]), but does not seem to 
be as well known as it should be. We give a proof for completeness.

Theorem C.I. Let G be a countable discrete I.C.C. group. If 9 is an automor 
phism of G such that 9 is an inner automorphism of C(G], then 9 is an inner 
automorphism of G.

Corollary C.2. Let G be a countable discrete I.C.C. group. There is a natural 
injective map from Out(G) into Out(C(G)).

Proof of Theorem C.I. Let 9 be an automorphism of G and u a unitary in C (G) 
such that the extension of 9 to C (G) has 9(x] = uxu* for all a: € £ (G). We must 
show that u can be taken to lie in G C C (G). Write

h€G

for some constants ah G C. We have a^ ^ 0 for some h0 e G, and so we may 
assume that ae ^ 0 by replacing 9 with Ad h^ l o 9 if necessary. 

Now, for g e G, we can write

53 ahOkhgk-1 = 9(g) G G,
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with convergence in 2-norm. Substitution of k — 9(g) l hg in the above gives

for all g E G. Apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to (C.I) to obtain

) 1/2 =

and so we have equality in this application of Cauchy-Schwartz. Therefore, for 
each g G G there is a constant Cg such that

OCh = CgOLQ(g)-\ hg,

holds for all h G G. In particular, since (ah ) h<= G and (ot8(9)- l hg)h<=G both have 
2-norm equal to 1, we see that

> (C.2)

for all g,h £ G.
By taking /i = e in (C.2) we see that the set

X = {6(gYl9\9 6 G},

is finite, as ae / 0- For each # G G, write aj(p) for the element of X with 
0(g) — x(g)g. Now, for #, A; € G, we have

0(0fc) = %)0(/c) - x(g)gx(k)g- l gk, 

and hence
x(g)- l x(gk) - ̂ (AOjT 1 . (C.3)

Now the left hand side of (C.3) lies in X~ 1 X a finite set, whereas {gx(k)g~ l \g G 
G} is an infinite set unless x(k) — e because G is an I.C.C. group. Hence x(k) — e, 
for all k G G and so. 6 is the identity automorphism, an inner automorphism of
G ' Q

Very recently, loana, Peterson and Popa, [23], have solved an old problem of 
Connes and produced Hi factors with trivial outer automorphism group. The 
examples in [23] do not arise as group von Neumann algebras. 1 Does there exist 
an I.C.C. group G such that Out(£(G)) = {!}? If such a G existed then, by 
Corollary C.2, it would have Out (G) = {!}. I.C.C. groups with this last property

1 At least the examples are not obviously group von Neumann algebras. We are certainly not 
claiming here that there is no I.C.C. group G which gives rise to these factors.
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are known. In 1975 Dyer and Formanek, [14], showed that for the free group, 
on 2 < k < oo generators, Aut (F^) is complete, terminology which means that 
all automorphisms of Aut (F*) are inner. It is not hard to check that Aut (Ffc) 
is a countable discrete I.C.C. group. This might then be a good place to start 
looking for a group Hi factor with no outer automorphisms.

Question C.3. Are all the automorphisms of £ (Aut (Ffc )) inner?

Religious studies

Pete Dodd, on a typical Dolomitic summit, 2003

Photo: Saw
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Home to roost

Tom and Andy, perched on Agag's grove (VD), Buchaille Etive Mor, 2003.

Photo: Jon Powell
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